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GENERAL SUMMAR)~

The pilot programme for integrated rural development (IRD) operated
during the two-year period October 1988 to October 1990. It was stated at
tile time of the launching of tile pilot programnle that tile intention was to
gain the experience necessary before considering whether to launch a
nationwide IRD programme. This paper gives an account of the experience
of the pilot phase.

Design and Structure of the Programme
The general objective of the pilot IRD progl’amme was to improve the

employment opportunities, earning potential, quality of life and sense of

community identity anaong people in rural areas. It was aimed to achieve
this by mobilising local people to work for the economic, social and cultural
development of their own area, to decide on their own development priorities,
and to take the initiativc in bringing their own aspirations to reality. The

emphasis was on tbstering viable private and community enterprise, based
on fnll ntilisation of the abilities and talents of local people.

Thus, the pilot programme did not aim to impose rural devclopmcnt
"fi’om the top down", but rather it sought to stimulate and encourage
development initiatives coming "from the bottom up".

The pilot programme operated in twelve selected rural areas, most of
which had a population of between 6,000 and 15,000 people. In choosing
the pilot areas, it was intended to select a variety of areas which would be
broadly representative of the variety of rural districts in the country, with a

good geographical spread. In practice, the twelve areas selected were
somewhat more representative of tile western than the eastern half of the
COU n t ry,

The overall design and subsequent management of the pilot programme,

and the training of the full-time staff engaged in it, were entrusted to
consuhants fi’om outside the civil service. These consuhants, together witla
senior civil servants li’om the Department of Agriculture and Food,
constituted a "planning team". This planning team held regular meetings
during the course of the programme to review progress and to resolve any
operational problems arising.

The programme design provided that a full-time rural development co-
ordinator would be appointed for each pilot area. The task of the co-
ordinators was to stimulate their local communities to consider new activities
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and developments, to encourage them to come up with new initiatives, to
give practical assistance in implementing such initiatives, and to liaise with
existing advisory and developmental agencies and with local voluntary
organisations. It was not intended that the co-ordinators would be leaders
and initiators; rather they would stimulate, assist and facilitate the initiatives
of members of the local community.

The first task required of each co-ordinator was to organise a Core Group
of local people in the area. This group was to consist of individuals with a
strong commitment to the development of the area and a willingness to
make the effort, on a voluntary basis, necessary to bring about such

development. Co-ordinators were advised to select group members with a
variety of relevant experience and competence, and also to be sensitive to
any existing community or development organisations when selecting group
members. They were also advised that a group of about eight members
would be the ideal size. The core group was intended to become the body
responsible for the operation of the pilot programme in its own area, with

the co-ordinator increasingly handing over the initiative to the group and
adopting the role of facilitator and adviser in implementing projects selected

hy the group. The co-ordinators were also advised that they could, if desired,
set up "advisory" groups in order to involve representatives of important
local organisations or interests. And they could also set up "sub-groups"
such as functional]specialist groups, or groups focusing on specific districts
within their areas.

A basic characteristic of the pilot IR.D programme was that it was buih
around the concept of shared learning between all the individuals and all the
core groups engaged in its operation.

The shared learning process in the pilot programme was designed to
operate in various ways. A key aspect of the process was a series of four

workshops held over the two-year pilot period. Each workshop was to be
attended by all the core groups, the co-ordinators and the planning team.

The agenda for each workshop varied, but a general intention was to
exchange ideas and to report on experiences, as well as to inspire and
motivate those involved through contact with the examples and achievements
of the others. The timing and agendas of the workshops were also intended
to set a quite ambitious pace for achieving results, and to communicate a
"work ethic" and seriousness of purpose.

The shared learning process was also intended to operate by individual
core group members benefiting from interaction with their fellow members.
In addition, the co-ordinators were to meet each month, together with
members of the planning team, to share experiences, discuss progress and
problems, and to receive further training and guidance.
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Finally, each pilot area was to he "twinned" with another, and the co-

ordinators and core groups fi’om tile two areas were to visit each other at
regular intervals to compare i)roblems, discuss solutions, exchange ideas and
assess progress and aspirations.

In tile second half of the pilot progranmle, the twinning system was
revised and became a more flexihle "networking" arraugemcnt. This allowed
core groups, or some members of them, to visit other areas in which tile},
had a special interest related to their own development projects.

It was intended fi’om the start that little additional funding would be
made available to finance projects emerging as a resuh of tile pilot
programme. Rather, it was aimed to ensure that effective use would be
made of existing financial resources, as well as the services, expertise and
financial assistance available fi’om State development agencies. The only
finance made available undcr the pilot programme itself to help get potential
projects started was a small "technical assistance" fund. Aid was made
available fi’om this fund to meet part of the cost of obtaining professional
advice or assistance required to advance projccts which were identified by
the core groups.

A basic fcature of the programme was that each core group was
encouraged to identi~, the needs and potential of its own area, and to
pursue its chosen objectives in a manner which it judged most appropriate.

No restriction was placed on tile type of project, or the sectors or range of
activities which might be pursued. The only requirement was that actions
undertaken should be aimed at tile development of the area, in accordance
with the wishes of tile local comu~uuity. Thus, there were no very precise
expectations about what sort of initiatives would emerge from the pilot
prograname, ahhough it was envisaged that the core groups might aim to
foster small or medium-size enterprises, agricultural diversification, rural
tourism and amenity and social improvements, among other things.

The Operation of the Pilot Programme
In general, the programme of training for the co-ordinators, the workshops,

tile monthly meetings of tile co-ordinators and members of the planning
team, and tile other formal events and activities which were intended to be
held under tile pilot programme, operated as was planned. The first training
session for co-ordinators was held at tile start of the pilot period and
subsequent training sessions were held during tile course of the programme.
The core groups were largely formed in tile first t’.vo months, in time for
tile first introductory workshop in Noveml)er 1988, and there was a good
attendance at that workshop.

The core groups generally met regularly and they had provisional lists of
projects or types of projects, which they would aim to foster, ready for
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presentation at the second workshop in March 1989. Twinning and
networking visits between core groups took place during the programme, as
intended. The core groups also set up quite a number of sub-groups for
specific purposes. At the third and fourth workshops, held in November
1989 and May 1990, the core groups reported ou progress on their selected
projects and tbese two events were well attended.

The formal events and activities held under the IRD pilot programme
can be summarised statistically as follows:

Number of Workshops 4
Number of Co-ordinators’ Meetings/

Training Sessions 22
Number of Core Group Meetings 274
Number of Sub-group Meetings More than 380
Number of Twinning Meetings 17
Number of Networking Visits 34
Number of Public Meetings 156

Getting the Pilot Programme Eslablished
In getting the pilot programme established, the co-ordinators had to

familiarise themselves with their pilot areas and select a core group. Together
with their core groups, they then prepared profiles of their areas for
presentation to all the other core groups at the first workshop.

The co-ordinators generally began by making contact with bodies such as
existing community councils and development associations, State development
agencies, local authorities, sporting organisations, the ICA, co-operatives
and farmers’ organisations, as well as local councillors, clergy and business
people. By such meetings and contacts, the co-ordinators were able to reach
decisions about who to invite to participate in tim core groups.

Most of the core groups ended up being a little larger than the originally
envisaged eight members. Relative to tile pilot areas’ population as a whole,
the core group members included a high proportion of managers, business
people and professional people; between them, these categories accounted
for 57 per cent of the core group members. There was also a relatively high
proportion of public administration employees, many of them involved in
development activities. Farming was also quite well represented. Other
occupations had a very limited presence in tile core groups.

As was intended, most of the core group members had a record of
vohmtary involvement in local organisations and development activities and
indeed many of them were active in more than one such organisation. Thus,
once the core groups were established, contacts with [ocaJ community
organisations were thereby consolidated.
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Project ActiviO, in the Pilot Programme
During the course of the pilot programme, each core group identified and

selected a number of ideas for projects which it aimed to advance for the
purpose of furthering the economic and social development of time area
concerned. The groups’ activity was then largely focused on furthering the
implementation of their agreed priority projects.

Time tweh,e core groups combined settled on a total of 397 priority
projects. These projects, however, were not all fully implemented by the end
of time two years of the pilot programme, since many of them were then still
in the planning stage or the early stages of implementation.

The priority projects covered a very diverse range of activities. Classified
by sector, they were distributed as shown in time table.

Distribution of Projects by Sector

Seclor

Primary agriculture
Ahernative farm enterprise
Tourism
Heritage
Social]cultural
Community development
Small and meclium-size enterprise:

-- Manufacturing
-- Processing
-- Services

[tmfrastruet u|’c

Aquacuhure]maricuhure
Other

Number of Percentage
Proiects of Proiects

25 6.3
38 9.6
I I I 28.0
24 6.0
33 8.3
36 9.1

17 4.3
9 2.3
8 2.0

24 6.0
29 7.3
43 10.8

Total 397 100.0

While close to one-fifth of the projects were concerned with community
developmcm or social and cuhural objectives, the large majority of them

were overtly "productive" in character, aiming to make a contribution to
the local economy, whether by giving employnmcnt ou" by generating
additional incomes.

The core groups’ priority projects included some which were completely
new and were initiated during the pilot IRD programme, while others
involved giving impetus to existing initiatives. About two-thirds of the
priority projects were in tim first category while time remainder related to
existing IllltIatlvcs.
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To understand the role of the core groups in developing their projects, it
is necessary to bear in mind that tbe core groups, by design, did not
constitute companies or business entities. Consequently, the core groups were
not in a position to undertake directly the implementation of most of their
priority projects, so that they needed to work with some sort of project
promoter on most of them.

Tile core groups worked with various types of promoters on different
projects. Almost haft of the projects were promoted by local community
groups or development associations, and a further 1 I per cent were promoted
by co-operatives.

Basically, the role of tile core groups and co-ordinators was to act as
catalysts, in a manner that was additional and complementary to the
activities of local groups and associations, State development agencies, local
autborities and private enterprises. The core groups generated or identified
ideas for projects, tile), sought out suitable promoters, and with the full-time
assistance of tile co-ordinators they identified sources of funding, organised
various forms of assistance for promoters, and frequently brought together
and co-ordinated numbers of people or organisatlons as required for
individual projects.

Views of the Co-ordinators
At the end of tile pilot programme, most of the co-ordinators were

distinctly positive in their overall assessment of it. In a written report, they
considered it a "privilege" to have participated in it and they felt that the
programme was "unique and refreshing in its approacb and progressive in

its outlook". The), also concluded that the design of the programme was
effective in mobilising local human resources and providing a structured
approach to community-based development. They considered, too, that the
IRD pilot programme, in a relatively short period of time, brought about
real beneficial change in tile pilot areas. On the basis of their experiences,
therefore, they recommended retaining in any future programme the key
elements of the programme design, including core groups, workshops,
networking, technical assistance, State-paid co-ordinators, professional
consuhants and a planning team and monthly co-ordinator meetings. Against
this background of overall satisfaction with tbe pilot programme, however,
the co-ordinators were also somewhat critical of certain aspects, and they
made a number of recommendations for changes in any future programme.

l/iews of the Core Groups

At the end of the pilot programme, each of the core groups prepared a
report on their own experiences and views. Like the co-ordinators, the core
groups were generally positive in their overall assessment of the pilot
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programme. They mostly approved of its general approach and most of the
principal elements of the programme design, and they wanted to see it
continue, ahhough with various suggested modifications.

Against this background of prevailing overall approval, most of the core
groups had some criticisms and recommendations for changes or modifications
in a follow-up programme, but there was little agreement between them on
these.

The core groups were asked to recommend in their reports which elements
of the pilot programme should be retained and which should be changed or
modified in a future programme. Nearly all of the core groups recommended
retaining co-ordinators, core groups, workshops, twinning/networking (with
rather more specific mention of networking than twinning) and technical
assistance funding. There was also a good deal of specific support for
retaining the "bottom up" approach and the planning team.

As regards changes or modifications, the only recommendation which was
put forward by a majority of the groups was to provide more financial
assistance, including more technical assistance funding and/or more broadly
applied funding for purposes such as feasibility studies and seed capital.

hnpact of the Pilot Programme
In considering whether the pilot programme was a success, it is significant

that the prevailing overall view anlong the co-ordinators and the core group
members was that it was very worthwhile. In particular, in the case of the
core group members, it should lye borne in mind that their participation in
tile pilot programme was entirely voluntary and unpaid. There was no very
strong incentive for them to stay with i( (as nearly all of then1 did), or to
pronounce it an overall success and to recommend its continuation, unless
they really felt that it was achieving worthwhile results for their area.

While the main participants in the pilot programme mostly regarded it as

successfid and worthwhile, it is rather difficult to assess its impact ol~ectively
in quantitative terms. This is so for a number of reasons.

First, two years is too short a period of time for a programme aiming to
foster economic and social development to lye able to demonstrate its impact
fully. Many of the projects selected were still in the planning stage or at the
very early stages of implementation when the pilot period concluded, and
consequendy they had yet to deliver the full expected results.

A second difficuhy in measuring the effects of the programme is that
much of what was undertaken in it involved makiug some contribution to
projects rather than taking sole responsibility for implementing them. Core
groups and co-ordinators initiated and assisted many projects and in some
cases helped to build on existing projects, but in most cases external
promoters did much of the work, often with the assistance of public bodies
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and agencies. Thus, quite frequently, the IRD participants could not be
full), credited with all the restllts since others also made major contributions.
This naturally creates a basic conceptual difficulty in measuring the impact
of the IRD programme per se.

A third difficuhy in measuring the effects of the pilot programme is that
a significant minority of the projects undertaken had inherendy non-
quantifiable social objectives.

Despite these problems in assessing the full results of the pilot programme

in a quantitative manner, it is at least possible to say that the projects
undertaken had already generated significant employment and incomes by

the end of the pilot period. If the full expected results were to be eventually
attained, or even mostly attained, the outcome would be impressive. While
it would be too much to etairn, certainly after just two years’ experience,
that the approach of the pilot IRD programme could substantially transform
rm’a[ areas, it does look likely that it can make a distinctly useful contribution
to economic and social development.

The method of operation of the pilot programme meant that, for relatively
small expenditures on employing paid staff; the voluntary efforts of much
larger numbers of people were mobilised. With twelve full-time paid co-
ordinators together with quite intensive managernent and guidance as well
as administrative back-up, the programme secured the involvement of about
125-130 core group members (the precise number varied). It also involved
a larger number of sub-group members, and stimulated new efforts by many
members of other local organisations and other project promoters. Given
this high level of voluntary work (or at least unpaid by the State) in relation
to the numbers of paid staff, the programme probably gave good value for
nloney.

Conclusions
The pilot programme sought to bring to rural development policy a

programme with an IRD approach. The term "IRD", however, does not
have a single generally accepted meaning. In the case of the Irish pilot
programme, it rneant a programme aiming to link and promote muhi-
sectoral projects, on a geographical area basis, over a number of years. It
also meant aiming to mobilise local leadership and initiative, and to
encourage non-statutory or voluntary organisations to foster development
projects while availing of the assistance available from statutory agencies. In
addition, it incorporated the notion that systematic learning and sharing of
ideas, experience and information can be beneficial in a process of
participative change and development.

The pilot programme demonstrated that the approach adopted is capable
of stimulating considerable voluntary efforts by local people to promote
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economic and social development in their own areas. It was clear, too, that
those involved generally found the experience worthwhile and looked forward
to continuation of the programme in some form. In terms of what it aimed

to achieve, the programme could he regarded as successful, providing good
grounds for continuing with this approach, with appropriate modifications.

While the pilot programme stimulated and encouraged initiatives coming
fi’om local communities themselves, it needsto be recognised that this was
not spontaneous and that the programme worked through a focused, directed
and quite conscious process. The initiatives taken on projects were genuinely
local, but there was systematic central guidance of the overall process.
Establishing and guiding the process took a good deal of care, and similar
care and attention would be needed in extending such a programme to
other areas.

The pilot IR.D programme itself offered little in the way of direct financial
assistance for development projects, although it did facilitate people in
drawing on financial assistance from existing development agencies and
other sources. Apart from this, what it did as a means of promoting
development efforts was to stimulate new thinking and initiatives, promote
the exchange of ideas and information, and co-ordinate and harness the
available resources and efforts of numbers of people. Thus, what it offered
as a means of promoting development was partly stimulation and support
of"enterprise", in the broadest sense. But more than this, it became evident
from many of the projects which emerged that, quite apart from the quality
or spirit of enterprise of individuals, there are certain types of project activity
which can be initiated and developed more effectively through the process
of co-ordinating and linking up of people. This made it possible for some
things to be done which would have been unlikely or much slower to happen
simply by relying on enterprising individuals in isolation.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The pilot programme for integrated rural development (IRD) was in
operation during the two-year period October 1988 to October 1990. The
intention to establish such a programme had previously been announced in
the government’s Programme for National Recovery, which was published in
October 1987. That document stated that "integrated rural development
programmes on a pilot area basis will be introduced to promote rural
enterprise (e.g., inchlding agri-tourism) and to benefit to the greatest extent
possible from EC funding". Planning and preparation by the Department of
Agrieultnre and Food Ibr a two-year pilot programme continued through
1988, and the programme went into operation in October 1988 with
financial support fi’om the EC. It was stated at the time of the launching of
the pilot programme that the purpose of the pilot approach was to gain the
experience necessary before considering whether to launch a nationwide
IRD programme.

This paper gives an account of the experience of the pilot phase; it is
largely based on a report which was prepared for the Department of
Agricuhure and Food at the end of the pilot programme.

The Meaning of Integrated Rural Developmeat
"Integrated Rural Development", or IRD, was the name given to the

particular pilot programme which was operated in Ireland in 1988-1990
and is discussed in this paper. However, the term "integrated rural
development" has also been in use in Ireland and elsewhere for some time
past, to refer to a general concept or set of concepts.

Indeed, even before the term came into common use, much of what is
implied by the concept of IRD had been advocated previously. For example,
as Commins (1991) points out, almost 90 years ago Horace Plunkett
enunciated a concept of what was later to become known as IRD when he
argued that "not by agrieuhure alone is Ireland to be saved", and called
for the development of industries in the countryside. Commins also notes
that a similar concept was part of official thinking in Ireland in the 1960s,
to the extent that the Second Programme for Economic Expansion saw part
of the solution to the problems of low income farming in the development
of industry, forestry and tourism, including the idea of package farmhouse
holiday schemes.

12
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Outside Ireland, the concept of IRD was in use in the context of

development policies in the Thi~’d World in the early 1970s, for example i~
connection with US foreign aid to developing cotmtries (Varley, 1988, p.

14). The tern] subsequently came into common use in EC parlance in the

late 1970s.
While the tcrm 1RD has bccn commonly used, however, it does zlot flare

a single universally accepted meaning; it means somewhat different things

to different people (Murray, 1989). As Varley (1988, p. 29) observes,

integrated rural development "can be variously interpreted to mean a multi-
sectoral, co-ordinated approach to development, the pursuit of growth-with-

equity objectives, participative development or even environmental

protectionism".

More specifically, Commins ( 1991 ) and Grecr a!ld Murray (1991) present
(somewhat difl’erent) lists" of the various prescriptions or elements which

could be incltnded as part of the IRD approach. These include:

-- IRD should link together various projects into an integrated progranarue.
-- IRD should involve a multi-sectoral approach to development,

promoting, e.g., tourism, forestry a~d industry in addition to agriculture,

preferably in a mutually supportive manner.
-- IRD should be planned and implemented on a geographical arca basis,

not on a sectoral basis.
-- An IRD programme should link activities across several years (multi-

annual planning).
-- IRD should enhance the collaboration of statutory agencies and rlon-

statutory organisations in dcvelopn’tent efforts.
-- In the IRD approach, local people should become actively involved in

identi~,ing needs and opportunities for development in their areas, and
in the implementation of projects. To this cnd, IRD should give

attention to the promotion, training and mobilisation of local leadership

and initiative.
-- IRD sl~otdd involve a degree of devolution of powers fi’om the central

to the regional and local levels of administration.
-- IRD should concentrate eftbrts on aiding poor areas ancl~ more

specifically, the poorcr people living in such areas.

Inl practice, various efforts at what has been termed integrated rural
development have incorpora~,:d different combinations of elcments such as

these. The h’ish pilot IRD programme of 1988-90 involved most of these
elements (with more emphasis on some than on others), but not all of them.
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Thus, it did aim to link and promote muhi-sectoral projects. It operated
on a geographical area basis and looked ahead over a number of years. It
also sought to mobilise local leadership and initiative to identify and
implement projects, and to encourage non-statutory oz" voluntary local
organisatlons to avail of the assistance available From statutory agencies.
However, the Irish pilot programme did not involve substantial devolution
of formal administrative powers. Nor did it involve an explicit concentration
on the poorest areas of the country or on the needs of the poorest people in
the areas where it operated, ahhough a particular focus on the needs of
such people in the areas concerned was not ruled out. Chapter 2 provides a
more detailed account of the aims and content of the pilot programme.

The I,Vider Policy Conlext
The pilot IRD programme was intended to gain experience with one

particular approach to contributing to rural development, but it was not
envisaged that this approach would be the only policy for promoting
development of rural areas. For both the Irish government and the EC
operate a range of policies which have an influence on rural development.
Such policies include the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) for the
agricultural sector, policies to develop tourism and forestry, policies to
expand and to disperse industry geographically, and policies to improve
infrastructure and the environment (see Brady, 1990). It was intended that
the IRD approach would operate within this wider policy context and
would be additional and complementary to other efforts to develop rural
areas.

The pilot IRD programme, and increased concern about rural development
generally, emerged in Ireland in the late 1980s in the context of concern
about the effects of reform of the CAP, as well as the introduction of the
Single European Market. It was felt that these developments would, or
could, have negative effects on Irish agriculture and on rural areas generally,
al a time when rural tmemploymeJH and/or emigration were already very
serious problems. At about the same time: in tbe interests of fostering
economic and social "cohesion" in the EC, when faced with these potential
threats to "lagging" regions and many rural areas, the EC was undertaking
reform of the Structural Funds. These reforms were to involve a doubling of

the amounts awdlable between 1989 and 1993, as well as concentration on
five priority objectives, which were to include the development of rural
areas.

Thus, fi’om the point of view of Irish rural areas, in the late 1980s there
were perceived threats, particularly from the reform of the CAP, as well as
perceived opportunities to benefit from the enhancement of the EC’s
Structural Funds. In this context, there was felt to be both a need and an
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opportunity to introduce new rural development initiatives, and one such
initiative by tile h’ish Government was tile establishnaent of tile pilot IRD
programme ill 1988.

While EC funding was made available to support the pilot 1RD programme,
this was done outside the framework of the Structural Funds. However, the
intention was, through tile pilot programme, to develop an approach to
contributing to rural development which would subsequently be eligible for
assistance from tile enhanced Structural Funds -- after tile pilot phase.

Ahhough this paper is concerned with giving an account of the pilot IRD
programme itself, it is worth noting here that, since the conclusion of the
pilot phase, tile administrative arrangements for a follow-up to the pilot have
been announced by the Minister for Agriculture and Food. This new
nationwide IRD progt’amme is intended to generate projects whicb will be
eligible to benefit from EC Structural Funds, although tile structure or
administrative arrangements of the programme do not qualify for EC supports.
We outline the arrangements for this follow-up programme in Chapter 10.

It was to be expected that tile EC would be intcrested ill assisting a follow-
up IRD programme, since not only did.it fund the h’ish pilot programme
but it has also supported IRD-type programmes elsewbere since the late
1970s, e.g., in Belgium, France and Scotland. (It is not our intention bere to
review tile considerable literature on this; see Varley, 1988, pp. 23-27, for a
succinct survey of experience elsewhere in the EC.) As was mentioned above,
however, tile term IRD has had some’.vbat different meanings at different
times and in different places, and tile particular approach of tbe Irish pilot
IRD programme of 1988-90 is outlined in the next cbapter.

Contents of this Report
Chapter 2 describes the design and structure of tile IRD pilot programme.

C, hapters 3 to 5 then go on to give an account of the actual operation of the
programme. Tbis includes an outline of the timing and content of a series of
meetings and worksbops in Chapter 3, a description of how tile programme
was rnade operational "on the ground" in Chapter 4, and a description and
analysis of project activity in Chapter 5.

Chapters 6 to 9 are concerned with reviewing the experiences and lessons
of tile pilot programme, with an account of the experiences and views of
participants in Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 8 then higblights tile successes and
problems, and Chapter 9 points to some lessons and some issues which needed
further consideration.

That concludes the account and assessment of the IRD pilot programme
and Chapter 10 is basically a postst.cipt which is included to provide some
information on plans to extend tile IRD approach more widely.



Chapter 2

DESIGaV AND STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME

The General Approach
The purpose of the pilot programme was, in the first place, to build up a

base of experience with a particular approach to rural development before
launching a broader national programme, while also hopefully achieving
some useful development results in the pilot areas. The general objective of
the approach was to improve the employment, earning potential, quality of
life and sense of community identity among people in rural areas.

It was aimed to achieve this by mobilising local people to work for the
economic, social and cultural development of their own area, to decide on
their own development priorities, and to take the initiative in bringing their
own aspirations to reality. The emphasis was on fostering viable private and
community enterprise, based on full utilisation of the abilities and talents of
local people.

Thus the pilot programme did not aim to impose rural development
"from the top down", but rather it sought to stimulate and encourage
development initiatives coming "from the bottom up". Consequently, the
general approach of the programme could be described as that of a "state-
backed, self-help initiative".

The Pilol Areas
The pilot IRD programme was conceived as one programme with a

unified approach and design. In the nature of a pilot, however, it was to
operate only in part of the country and it was thought best to select a
variety of areas in which to implement it. Consequently, 12 pilot areas were
selected and these areas together formed the field of operation for the pilot
programme as a whole. The twelve selected areas were:

1. The district of Skibbereen, Co. Cork.
2. The South-West Kerry region
3. The Macamores, Co. Wexford.
4. Slieve Felim, Counties Tipperary and Limerick.
5. Tbe Cooley peninsula, Co. Louth.
6. The lnny Basin, Counties Westmeath and Cavan.
7. The district of Gort and part of district of Scariff, Counties Galway

and Clare.

16
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Location of Integrated Rural Development Pilot Areas
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8. Erris, Co. Mayo.
9. The district of Manorhamilton, Co. Leitrirn.

10. The lnishowen Peninsula, Co. Donegal.

11. The inhabited islands off" the northern half of tile west coast.
12. The inhabited islands off the southern half of the west coast.

Tile location of these areas is shown on the map. Most of the pilot areas
have a population of between 6,000 and 15,000 people, ahhough a few of
them have populations lying outside this range. Tile two island groups each
have less than 2,000 inhabitants and lnishowen has much the largest
population with 29,000. The total population of the twelve pilot areas
amounts to 123,900, which represents 8 per cent of the population of rural
Ireland (i.e., the "Aggregate Rural Areas" in the Census of Population).

The twelve areas vary considerably in natural advantages and
disadvantages, patterns of production and employment, and levels of income.
They also vary significantly in tile extent of their previous experience with
community based development efforts. In selecting the pilot areas the aim
was not to choose a particular type of area, such ,as the most disadvantaged.
Rather, it was intended to select a group of areas which would be broadly
representative of the variety of rural districts in the country, with a good
geographical spread, although in practice the twelve areas selected were
somewhat more representative of tile western than the eastern half of the
country. All of tile pilot districts are rural since none of them has a town
with more than about 3,000 inhabitants~ while the largest town in most of
them has less than 2,000 inhabitants. Some of them, however, are within
commuting distance of larger towns such as Dundalk, Sligo or Limerick.

Pilot Programme Design and Management

The overall design and subsequent management of the pilot programme,
and tile training of the full-time staff engagcd in it, ",.,’as entrusted to
consuhants from the Irish Productivity Centre and Price Waterhouse
Management Consuhants. One of tile consultants concerned had a
background in training and development innovation and in processes of
participative change in industrial organisations. Tile other had a background
in public service staff" training and development. These consultants, Mr Tom
Lyons of the Irish Productivity Centre and Mr Tom Murray of Price
Waterhouse, together with an assistant secretary, a principal officer and an
assistant principal officer of the Department of Agriculture and Food,
constituted a "planning team". This planning team held regular meetings
during the course of the programme to review progress and to resolve any
operational problems arising.
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Tile Co-ordinators
Tile programnae design provided that a rural development co-ordinator

would be appointed for each pilot area. The co-ordinators were to be
selected fi’om within the ptd)lic sector and were to become full-time
employees of the Department of Agriculture and Food, with a good deal of
day-to-day independencc. The task of the co-ordinators was to stimulate
their local communities to consider new activities and developments, to
encourage them to comc up with new initiativcs, to give practical assistance
in implementing such initiatives, and to liaise with existing advisory and
developmental agencics and with local voluntary organisations. It was not
intended that the co-ordinators would be leaders and initiators; rather they
would stimulate, assist and facilitate the initiatives of menabers of the local
conamunity. While the co-ordinators clearly had to take the initiative in
some respects at the early stages of the programme, it was intcnded that
"ownership" of the project would be transferred to members of the local
conamunity.

The co-ordinators were to receive training both at the start of the
programme and on an ongoing basis during the programme. This training
was to cover the philosophy underlying the programme, methods of
implementing it by stimulating eommuoity action, and practical informatiort
on matters such as the workings of central and regional administrations and
of the EC. The intention was to organise additional training modules for
the co-ordinators as seen necessary during the course of the programme.

7"he Core Groups
The first task required of each co-ordinator was to organise a Core Group

of local people in the area. This group was to consist of individuals with a
strong commitment to the development of the area and a willingness to
make the effort, on a voluntary basis, necessary to bring about such

development. Co-ordinators were advised to select group members with a
variety of relevant experience and competence, and also to be sensitive to
any existing community or development organisations when selecting group
members. They were also advised that a group of about eight members
would be the ideal size. The core group was intended to become the body
responsible for the operation of the pilot programme in its own area, with
the co-ordinator increasingly handing over the initiative to the group and
adopting the role of facilitator and adviser in implementing projects selected

by the group.
In view of the compact size of the core groups, the co-ordinators were

also advised that they could, if desired, set up "advisory" groups in order
to involve ,-ep,-esentatives of important local organisations or interests. And
they could also set tip "sub-groups" such as functional/specialist groups, or
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groups focusing on specific districts within their areas. The configuration of
such groups was to be a matter of discretion, whereas each of the twelve
areas had to have a core group.

Shared Learning
A basic characteristic of the pilot IRD programme -- designed by

consultants with experience in this regard -- was that it was built around
the concept of shared learning between all the individuals and all the core
groups engaged in its operation. The shared learning model was derived
from previous experience of the Irish Productivity Centre with projects
involving participative change mainly in industrial companies. However, the
approach was adapted by the originator of this process for the different
setting of a rural development programme.

As developed originally for operation in companies, "shared learning" is
a process for accelerating beneficial organisational change. Through a process
of problem-solving, jointly sponsored by management and unions, it aims
also to develop the quality of human relationships within organisations. This
approach holds that good and lasting change depends on the way that
change is constituted, who participates in the generative process, ,.*,’hat rules
have been applied and what relationships have been implemented. It also
aims to create "learning organisations", i.e., organisations developing a
corporate culture of learning from their experiences through joint team
problem-solving between employees and management.

The shared learning process provides for experiences in "networking" and
"participation". Networking is the activity of initiating and managing the
introduction of effective change within a supportive system or network of
active organlsations and "core groups" which act as agents of change, for a
given period of time, with back-up expertise. Participation involves providing
a means of sharing influence within an organisation, with such a process
being introduced in addition to other existing legitimate influences. Thus,
the structure formed for the purpose of sharing influence appears as a
parallel structure aiming to stimulate innovation, which is complementary
to structures already in place in an organisation.

The first "shared learning experience" was organised jointly by the Irish
Productivity Centre and the Labour Relations Agency, Northern Ireland, in
the period 1985-87, and it was sponsored by the European Commission. It
involved a network of ten organisations from both parts of Ireland, including
commercial enterprises such as Telecom Eireann, Waterford Crystal and
Rothmans (N.I.) Ltd., and public sector agencies such as An Foras Forbartha
and the Northern Ireland Housing Executive. Each of these organisations
had core groups which were composed of a mixture of managers, supervisors,
shop stewards and other employees, and which aimed to pursue initiatives
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for change. The groups fi’om the various orgauisations came together
periodically at workshops to exchange experiences and to receive guidance
and expert inputs. The initiatives which resulted included, for example,
introducing a job appraisal system, initiating flexibility training programmes,
setting up interdepartmental project teams and developing draft technology
agreements.

The first shared learning experience was generally considered to have
proved an effecdve means of stimulating and bringing about participative
change, in the context of companies and public sector agencies (Whelan,
1987). It was thought by those in the Department of Agricuhure and Food
who were responsible for organising the pilot IRD programme that a
suitably modified version of the shared learning model could underpin this
IRD programme. For the pilot IRD programme was to seek to bring about
change, in the form of rural development initiatives, with an emphasis on
participation by local rural people and organisations in deciding on and
stimulating such initiatives. The context was clearly rather different from
the first shared learning experience, but the emphasis on participative change,
as well as the scope for nsefully sharing learning and experiences between
different groups, was similar in both contexts.

Shared Learning in the Pilot IRD Programme
The shared learning process in the pilot IRD programme was designed to

operate in various ways. A key aspect of the process was a series of four
workshops held over the two year pilot period. Each workshop was to be
attended by all the core groups, the co-ordinators and the planning team.
The agenda for each workshop varied as the pilot programme proceeded,

but a general intention was to exchange ideas and to report on experiences,
as well as to inspire and motivate those involved through contact with the
examples and achievements of the others. The tinting and agendas of the
workshops were also intended to set a quite ambitious pace for achieving
results, to communicate a "work ethic" and seriousness of purpose, and to
provide a forum for demonstrating results achieved, thereby setting standards
for groups to compare with their own experiences.

Tbc shared learning process was also intended to operate by individual
core group members benefiting fi’om interaction with their fellow members.
In addition, the co-ordinators were to meet each month, together with
members of the planning team, to share experiences, discuss progress and
problems, and to receive further training and guidance fi’om time to time.

Finally, each pilot area was to be "twinned" with another, and the co-
ordlnators and core groups from the two areas were to visit each other at
regular intervals to compare problems, discuss solutions, exchange ideas and
assess progress and aspirations. The twinned areas were as follows:
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-- Macamores/Cooley;

-- Skibbereen/Slieve Felim;
-- Gort/South-West Kerry;
-- Manorhamihon/I nishowen;
-- Inny Basin/Erris;
I South Islands/North Islands.

In the second half of the pilot programme, the twinning system was
revised and became a more flexible "networking" arrangement. This allowed
one or more core groups, or some members of them, to visit any other pilot
area in which they had a special interest related to their own development
projects. Ahernatively, members of two or more groups could together visit

development projects of special interest anywhere in the country.
A schematic outline of the basic design of the pilot programme is shown

in Appendix I. This was formally described to all participants at the first
workshop, and it did not change significantly during the operation of the
programme.

Financial Arrangements
It was intended from the start that little additional funding would be

made available to finance projects emerging as a result of the pilot
programme. Rather, it was aimed to ensure that effective use would be
made of existing financial resources, as well as the services, expertise and
financial assistance available fi’om state development agencies under existing

legislation and funding arrangements. Expenditure under the pilot IRD
programme itself covered staff salaries and expenses, costs of holding
workshops, consultants’ fees, and travel and accommodation expenses of
voluntary participants in the programme incurred in association with
workshops, twinning visits, etc.

Apart from these expenditures, which were basically meeting the running
costs of the programme, the only finance made available under the pilot
programme itself to help get potential projects started was a small "technical
assistance" fund. Aid was made available from this fund to meet part of the
cost of obtaining professional advice or assistance required to advance
projects which were identified by the core groups. While the core groups
were encouraged to draw on their own expertise or that of members of their
local communities as far as possible, this fund was intended to help them to
advance projects which required other professional assistance to proceed. In
the first phase of distributing this assistance, the planning team decided to
make IR£84,000 available fi’om the fund, with IR£7,000 going to each of
the 12 pilot areas. In the second phase, IR£42,000 was made available,
divided into six grants of IR£5,000 and six of IR£2,000. Including this
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expenditure on technical assistance, tile total cost of tile pilot programme

anaounted to IR./~I.5 million, the major part of which was contributed by
the EC.

Recording and Assessment

The pilot programme design also provided for recording and assessment

of tile programme by The Economic and Social Research Institute. This
involved recording what went on and the experiences of those involved. Tile

objective was to produce a report at the end which would facilitate a
structured approach to ensuring that tile lessons learned from the pilot phase

would be taken on board in any futu.re expansion of the IRD programme.
To this end, the attthor of the present report attended all four workshops

as well as the monthly meetings of the co-ordinators and most of their

training sessions, and visited each of the pilot areas at least once, attending
core group meetings in most of them or else meeting with some core group

members separately in others. There were also available, its inputs for the

preparation of this report, separate reports from each core group containing

factual information on their activities and their experiences and views of the

pilot programme~ its well its a report from tile co-ordinators as a group
containing their experiences and views of the programme. The format of

these reports was initially proposed by the planning team and then discussed
with the co-ordinators, while tile author of the present report was able to

specify any elements which he felt should be included in tile format.

To a considerable extent, tile element of assessment of the pilot programme
in tile i)resent report rests on tile factual iuformation, views and assessments

presented by tile programme participants in their reports, as will bc seen in

Chapters 6-9. However, by regularly attending tile monthly meetings and
workshops and by visiting tile pilot areas and attending some core group

meetings, it was also possible for this author to see some key elements of the

process at work and to form judgements on the reliability or validity of the
material presented by the participants. But it could scarcely be said that

suft]cicnt in-depth investigation was undertaken to make for a completely
independent critical evaluation or to verify all the details.

The element of assessment in this report relates primarily to programme

processes rather than to precise quantification of programme outcomes such as

impacts, efl’cctiveness and value for money. Since two years was a rather
short period of time for a development prograname to produce substantial

resuhs, it would not really have been possible to quantify adequately tile

full results, actual and potential, by the end of the pilot period.
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Expectations
A basic feature of the programme was that each core group was

encouraged to identify the needs and potential of its own area, and to
pursue its chosen objectives in a manner which it judged most appropriate.

No restriction was placed on the type of project, or the sectors or range of
activities which might be pursued. The only requirement was that actions
undertaken should be aimed at the development of the area, in accordance
with the wishes of the local community.

Thus, there were no very precise expectations about what sort of initiatives
would emerge from the pilot programme. Nevertheless, it was thought likely
that in most pilot areas the main emphasis would be on four types of
activity:

I. Small[medium size rural businesses, such as arts and crafts, country
shops, fishing and mariculture.

2. On-farm enterprises, such as diversification from mainstream agriculture
into deer, rabbits, goats, fruit and non-traditional vegetables, as well
as organic farming, forestry and horse breeding.

3. Rural tourism and other service sector activities.
4. Amenity and social improvements.
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Chapter 3

A.A; OUTLIJVE OF TAlE OPERA TION OF THE PILOT PROGRAMME

The pilot 1RI) programme started to operate when the co-ordinators took
up their duties. Tile twelve co-ordinators were appointed on schedule, but
tile appointee [br South-’vVest Kerry dropped out at an early stage and there
was some delay in recruiting a replacement during the first few months of
the programme. The other eleven hegan work in early Octoher 1988. The
replacement co-ordinator for South-West Kerry started some four months
later.

Appendix 2 lists thc twelve co-ordinators, showing their previous
occupations and their previous knowledge of tile pilot areas to which they
were assigned. As can be seen in Appendix 2, their previous occupations
meant that most, httt not all, of them were familiar with some sector of
potential rural development activity, such as forestry oz" agriculture. However,
it was not considered essential for the co-ordinators to be sectoral experts
since the pilot programme design took account of tile fact that core group
members would have somc relevant expertise while there is also an existing
structure of sectoral devclopment agencies which provide advice and support.
The pilot progranmae, and the co-ordinators, were intcndcd to facilitate
people in drawing on such support and expertise. Thus, the programme did
not particularly set out to provide additional sectoral expertise through tile
co-ordinators, or indeed in tile planning team.

Thc prcvlous occupalions of the co-ordinators did not gcnerally give them
professional experience in activity involving a "bottom up" approach to
community development with voluntary participants. One of tile co-
ordinators had prcvious professional experience of somewhat similar
devclopnlent activity including work with voluntary participants, whilc a
I~:w oHlers were previously cmploycd by a development agency. In addition,
seven of tile co-ordinators had prcvious experience of community development
as voluntary activists, while two report no prior experience in such activity.

For the most parl, however, the co-ordinators did not have prior
professional experience in a "hottom up" development programme. The
planning tcam (br tile pilot programme was aware of this fact and reeognised
it as an element of risk in attempting to operate the programnae.

Appendix 2 also shows that while some of tile co-ordinators were very
I~tnailizu" with their pilot areas, many of them had either no previous
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knowledge of the areas to which they were assigned, or else had only limited
acquainta,ce with them based on occasional visits. This, too, was recognised
as possibly an element of risk.

MonthO, Co-ordinators" Meetings and Trahdng Sessions
When the co-ordinators took up their duties, their training began with a

three-day module in the first week of October 1988. This session aimed to
develop their understanding of and comnaitment to the programme, to
clarify the role of the co-ordinator, to begin the process of working as a
team, to begin to ideuti~, their learning needs, and to prepare for the
immediate tasks of the slart-up phase. The co-ordinators identified a number
of learning needs including skills such as working with groups, interpersonal
skills, conducting meetings, etc., and a need for hformalion on various state
agencies and grant schemes, and various areas of governmem policy and
EC policy.

Module 2 of the co-ordinators’ training programme was held two weeks
later, and the co-ordinators were asked to start work on a i1Llulber Of tasks
before then. These tasks were to assemble data for a profile of their area, to
hold at least one "open" event on the IRD programme in their area, and
to target, but not necessarily to recruit potential core group members. Given
that some of the co-ordinators were already familiar with their areas and
communities, while others were newcomers, it was recognised that some
could proceed more quickly than others in organising the core groups.

[n Module 2 of the training prograname, a range of start-up problems
were discussecl. It was clear that the two groups of islands would have
particular problems in fully operating the pilot programme as designed: clue
to the difficuhy of holding regular meetings because of problems with
transport and access. Other, more general, start-up problems included
uncertainties among co-ordinators ;.ll)otll how tO select core group members,
how to "sell" the programme when it offered no additional funding, and
how to relate to existing organisalions and interests.

The main content of the training module then focused on how to establish
core groups and other sub-groups; how to prepare "area profiles" tbr
presentation to all the core groups at the forthcoming Workshop I scheduled
for the weekend of 25-27 November 1988; how to conduct and behave
effectively at meetings; and how to apply a rational approach to decision-
making by groups. The co-ordinators were advised that their core group
meetings should be run informally, without a chairperson, and that the
groups should aim to make decisions by consensus and avoid voting on
issues.

The first regular monthly co-ordinators’ meeting (apart fi’om training
sessions) was held on 16 November 1988, just ten days belbrc Workshop 1.
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Such monthly meetings continued to be held throughout tile pilot programme.
In tile interval betbrc thai first monthly meeting, tile co-ordinators were
asked to recruit their core-group members, or at least time nucleus of a core
group, so as to have a group ready to attend Workshop 1. They were also
asked to have most of time work done on preparation of a profile of their
areas, which was to be presented at Workshop I, involving tile core group
members in this task as much as possible.

At tile first monthly meeting on 16 November, the co-ordinators all
reported that they had a group ready to attend the workshop. Not all core
groups were finalised, but all had at least five committed members.
(Although South-West Kcrry still lacked a co-ordinator and hence a formal
"core group", arrangements were made to have a group from that area
attend the workshop too.) Various issues and problems encountered in
forming balanced core groups were discussed. The preparation of area
profiles Ibr the workshop was also reported to lye generally well advanced,
and most groups had selected two members (not including the co-ordinator)
to present tile arca profiles at the workshop.

I’Vor,(’shop 1

Workshop I was held in Galway on 25-27 November 1988. It was
attended by the II~,D phmnilag team, time eleven co-ordinators, a core group
of between five and fourteen members from each of time eleven operational
areas (as well as a group fi’om South-VCest Kerry), and a number of invited
speakers and obscrvers. The speakers includcd the Minister for Agriculture
and Food as well as time Secretary and Assistant Secretary of his Department,
who stressed tile commitment of tile government and tile Department to the
pilot IRD programme. Other invited speakers included academics and others
with expertise in rural development, and speakers fi’om a number of the
State development agencies.

The general objectives of V~om’kshop I were to establish comnmitment to
time pilot programme, to agree oudinc objectives, and to create a "public
arena" it] which the groups could prcscnt thcmselves and encounter each
other. To these ends, a substantial part of time workshop involved active
participation by the core groups themselves. Two menabers from each group,
not including the co-ordinators, presented 30-minute profiles of their own
areas covering topics such as geography, infi’astructure, population,
employment and uneml)loyment, natural resources, and preliminary ideas
on potential for development. The pairs of core groups fi’om tile "twinned"
areas also had two interactive sessions towards the end of the workshop in
which thcy discussed ideas gaincd and potential fields for development
projects.
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Considering thai the pilot IRD programme was less than two months ill
operation by tile time of Workshop 1, it was quite a success. There was
evidence of a good cleal of commitnlent and enthusiasm among the core
group memhers and they participated very actively in tile event.

From I’l;orkshop I to I’Vorkshop 11
Tile design of tile pilot programme called for the second workshop

involving all core group members to he held in March 1989, about foul"
months after the first one. It was intended that tile period between the two
workshops would be one in which tile core groups would work mainly on
considering and identi~,ing potential development projects which could
realistically bc undertaken ill their areas. Thus it was envisaged that tile
groups would he in a position to present a short-list of potential projects or
types of projects at Workshop II. It was not expected that tile list of
potential projects would be finalised by that tinae, and there would prohably
still be a need for further research and consideration to work out the details
of projects hefore they could actually be implemented. In working towards
this goal, regular core group meetings were held, tile monthly co-ordinators’
meetings continued, and reciprocal visits between tile twinned areas were
orgunised.

The first monthly co-ordinators’ meeting after Workshop 1 reviewed tile
workshop and planned tile next steps. Ill particular, tile co-ordinators were
asked to finalisc their core group nlembership by Workshop II (if this was
not already done), and to make decisions soon ahout estahlishing any
"advisory" groups or :’sub-groups". They were also advised to establish a
regular pattern of core group meetings anti to organise reciprocal twinning
visits before Workshop 11. The work plan up to Workshop 11 was then
discussed ill detail, including tile process of identifying potential development
projects. Tile co-ordinators’ further training requirements were also discussed,
and a third training module was subsequently arranged: incorporating the
regular naonthly meeting for January 1989.

The co-ordinators’ meeting/training module in January 1989 first heard
progress reports fi’om each of tile co-ordinznors. In most cases, good progress
was reported on finalising core groups, deciding on tile structure of advisory
groups and sub-groups, arranging twinning visits, developing work plans
and starting the process of planning prqjects. Most of the training module
then focused on how to go about the task of facilitating tile core groups
with the formulation of a short-list of potential projects for presentation at
Workshop II. By way of guidance, it was agreed that tile groups would aim
to have a list of potential projects comprising roughly Ibur or five small
projects, three or four medium-size projects and two or three large projects.
(Small projects were defined to be those not requiring significant funding,
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medium-size projects were defined to be those requiring expenditure of up

to IR£20,000, and large prqiects were defined to be those requiring greater
expenditure than this.) These project lists would not lye fiualised in detail

by Workshop If, but would represent provisional lists of potential projects
to lye followed up in more detail subsequently. The lists could be revised in

the light of lessons learned and ideas gained at the workshop itself.
The next co-ordinators’ monthly meeting was held in February 1989; (the

co-ordinator tbr South-West Kerry had been appointed before this meeting).

The agenda covered area progress reports on fiualisation of core group
membership, twinning meetings, identification of projects, and preparation

of display material Ibr Workshop I I. It also covered the detailed programme

for the workshop, which was to lye held in March. In general, the groups
were reported to lye on target in most respects for the workshop.

Workshop II was held in Galway on the weekend of 10-12 March 1989.

As in Workshop 1, the agenda provided for inputs from invited speakers as
well as presentations by each of the core groups. However, it allocated

longer periods Ibr group interaction and group presentations than in
Workshop I. The general aims of Workshop ll were to confirm objectives,

to present and discuss plans, a~d to identify and discuss strategic approaches.

Three of the invited speakers presented case histories of different types of
successful local development initiatives in which they were involved. Others

spoke on the EC Commission’s approach to rural development, "market-

led" approaches, and the past experience of community-led development in
h’eland.

Much of the workshop, however, involved the core groups presenting and

recciving feedback on their project proposals in interactive sessions with their
twinned groups and with large and small mixed groupings from other areas.

All the core groups had a list of potential projects ready for this purpose,

ahhough some were firmer and more advanced in preparation than others.

The outlines of potential projects which were presented by the core groups
covered a wide variety of activities. For example, among the larger potential

projects wcrc mountain parks, spccialised tourism centres, angling
development, maricuhurc clcvelopnacnt, craft and enterprise ccntres, harbour

conslrucliOI] or cxpallsiolls~ ll’Ce rttlrserics~ forestry, l]l[Ishrool’u processing and

packaging, pollution control projects, vegetable production and processing,

and horse breeding. Examples of smaller potential projects included
production of tourist literature and maps, improved sigupostlng, knitting co-

operatives, group water schenlcs, production of local souvenirs, open farms,
landscaping/tree planting, bulb and flower production, and soft fi’uit growing.
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From Workshop 11 to Workshop HI
After Workshop 11 in March 1989, further co-ordinators’ meetings were

held each naontfi. The first of these meetings, held in April, incorporated
both a particularly in-depth review of progress, issues and problems in each
pilot area, and a training session on planning of projects. From tile review
of each area, it emerged that most areas were progressing quite satisfactorily,
but some diMculties wcrc also reported in a number of areas. It was
concluded subsequently that it would be helpful if tile consuhants managing
tile programme were to visit each pilot area in turn before Workshop 111 in
November, in order to meet with the core groups and to discuss any
problenas.

The training session on planning of projects at tile April meeting covered
tile content and format of formal "business plans". The co-ordinators were
also informed at this meeting tfiat a technical assistance fund would be
available to cover part of tile costs of obtaining professional advice or
assistance needed to aclwuaee projects which were identified by tile core
groups. The meeting concluded with a question and answer session with the
planning team and tile Secretary of tile Department of Agriculture and
Food.

The programnac of :’twlnniug" visits was also reconsidered at this time. It
was decided that it would be sul]]cient to have one pair of reciprocal visits
before Workshop Ill in November 1989, phls one other joint visit elsewhere
by each core group, and i~erhaps another field trip by tile co-ordinators
with a I~:w group members. (Some of tile co-ordinators had reported that it
would bc difficult to persuade all of their group mcnabcrs to undertake two
pairs of reciprocal twinning visits betbre Workshop 111, as was originally
planned.)

The monthly meetings during tile Summer of 1989 covered tile usual
round of progress reports fi’om each area co-ordinator. Most of them reported
satisfactory progress, with core group members generally being actively
engaged in working out tile details of projects and implementing them.
South-West Kerry was somctfiing of a special case since tile co-ordinator
there ]lad been appointed so recently, but nevertheless that area ]lad a

working core group by this time.
The .June monthly meeting also included a briefing by a consultant fi’om

the Irish Productivity Centre on legal structures tbr business enterprises,
since many of tile groups were by then at a stage when they needed to
consider appropriate formal structures for undertaking projects.

Applications to tile planning team fi’om core groups for technical assistance
funding began to come in during tile Summer of 1989, beginiaing in May
and .June, as tile groups were proceeding with working out tile details of
their development projects. There was a certain amount of mistH~clerstancli~g
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initially about what types of expenditures were eligible [br this assistance
and the position was clarified as follows. First, aid was to be available only
in relation to specific projects selected by core groups, and it would not be
available for preparing surveys, area profiles or general studies. Second, aid
would consist of a contribution towards the cost of obtaining professional
advice Ol" assistance in relation to the project, only after the groundwork
had heen undertaken by the proiect’s promoter and such professional
assistance was needed to advance the project to implementation. Third, aid
would be paid directly to the actual promoters of projects, not to the core
groups, ahhough the applications for assistance would have to be approved
and submitted by the core groups. And fourth, there was to be no
predetermined rate of assistance from the fund, although there was an overall
ceiling of IR£7,000 available to each core group for all applications it
submitted in the period Summer 1989 to Spring 1990.

Workshop III was held in Newmarket-on-Fergus, Co. Clare, on the
weekend of 10-12 November 1989. The aims of this workshop were to

provide an opportunity for the core groups to report on progress and to
share experiences, to re-establish commitment, and to provide inspiration
and enhance motivation. The agenda allocated a greater proportion of time
than in previous workshops to core group presentations and feedback,
ahhough there were also some inputs from invited speakers. The guest
speakers spoke on the "Communities for Economic Excellence" programme
in the USA, a case study of a successful local development initiative in
Ireland, opportunities to enhance local projects through using latest

technology, and co-operative structures in community development.

From Workshop Ill to Workshop IV

The nmnthly co-ordinators’ meetings continued to be held regularly after
Workshop Ill. Reports from the various pilot areas generally indicated
satisfactory progress in nearly all cases. At the first meeting after Workshop
IIl, held in December 1989, two changes in the operation of the programme
were introduced. These changes reflected confidence by the planning team
in the proven abilities and sense of responsibility of the co-ordinators, and
they were also natural evolutions in line with the "bottom up" ethos of the
pilot programme which did not ftmdamentally alter its design.

The first of these changes was the delegation of decision-making on
approvals of technical assistance funding to the group of co-ordinators at
their monthly meetings. This change did not involve any change in the
existing criteria and guidelines for such funding, and the consuhants
managing the pilot programme contributed advice and guidance on the
clecision-making fi’om time to time.
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The second change was the evolution of formal "twinning" into a more
flexible "networki~g" system. ’Dais allowed one or more core groups, or
some members of them, to visit any other pilot area in which they had a
special interest related to their own development projects. Alternatively,
members of two or more groups could together visit development projects of
special interest anywhere in the country. The new arrangement was agreed
in discussion with the co-ordinators, and decision-making on approvals of
travel and accommodation expenses for networking was delegated to them
as well.

From this time on, discussion and approval of technical assistance funding

and networking expenses formed a regular part of the content of monthly
co-ordinators’ meetings. During this period, further training sessions for the
co-ordinators were also held in conjunction with the meetings. These covered
revision of earlier sessions on conducting and behaving at meetings, group
decision-making and interpersonal skills. They also covered business planning.

At the co-ordinators’ meeting in March 1990, il was announced that there
would be a second round of technical assistance I’tmding available after
Workshop IV, which was to be held in May. In the second phase of this
funding, thcrc would bc six individual relatively large grants of 1R£5,000
Ibr "headline" projects, going to one selected projcct in each of six sectors
to be suggested and agreed by the co-ordinators. There would also be six
grants of IR£2,000 to "special interest" projects which could be of wider
general interest for more thai1 one core group, with the headillgs or

categories [br thcsc grants again being suggested and agreed by the co-
ordinators.

Workshop IX/ was held in Galway on 11-13 May 1990. The aim of this
final workshop was to provide a forum for the core groups to make full
presentations on their progress to date, to indicate successes and difficulties
encountered, and to learn fi’om each others’ experiences. Unlike previous
workshops, there were no invited speakers and the agenda for the working
sessions on this occasion consisted only of the core groups’ presentations. All
core group i~lenll)ers were encouraged to participate in these presentations
or in answering questions fi’om the audience, while the co-ordinators took
seats in thc audience. The core groups gcncrally indicated that they had
found the cxperlencc of the pilot programme very worthwhile, and there
was a good deal of concern that it shotdd continue after the two-year pilot
period. The Secretary of the Dcpartmelat of Agricuhure and Food announced
at the workshop that existing arrangements would in fact be extended for
an additional three months after the end of the formal pilot period in early

October, pcndilag decisions on the further implementation of such a
programme after assessment of the pilot phase.
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After Workshop IV
The monthly co-ordinators’ meetings continued after Workshop IV, with

progress reports, technical assistance and networking expenses applications
being regular items on time agenda.

Time May 1990 meeting decided on tbe awards of IR~5,000 for technical
assistance for six "headline" projects, under the headings Aquacuhure/
Maricuhure, Rural Tourism/Tourism Development, Heritage, Agricnhure,
Community Development and Small and Medium-Size Enterprises. This
was a rather ditt’crent aud more difficult decision-making process for the co-
ordinators than previous approvals of technical assistance, since it involved
not only approving applications as eligible but also selecting some projects
over others. Only six of the core groups could succeed in their applications.
Nevertheless, a consensus was attained. Apart from tbe six awards of
IR£5,000 for "headline" projects, a further six awards of IR£2,000 each
for projects of special merit were also made to tbose areas not receiving the
"headline" project awards.

The meetings of May to July 1990 were also concerned with arranging to
havc formal reports prepared by each core group, in which they would
report their experiences and assessment of the IRD pilot programme.
Similarly, time co-~-~rdlnators were asked to prepare such a formal report from
themselves, as a group. Tbcse reports were duly completed and were
available as inputs to the present report.

Summary of Activity and Events
The formal events and activities held under time IRD pilot programme

can be summarised statistically as follows:
Number of \’Vorksbops 4

Number of Co-ordinators’ Meetings/
Training Sessions 22

Number of Core Group Meetings 274

Number of Sub-Group Meetings More thatm 380

Number of Twinning Meetings 17

Number of Networking Visits 34
Number of Public Meetings 156



Chapter 4

GETTIa\"G THE PILOT PROGRAMME I’2STABLISHED

In getting the pilot programme established, the initial step was to hold
training sessions for the co-ordinators. Tile co-ordinators then had to
familiarise thenlsclves with their pilot areas and select a core group. Together
with their core groups, they then prepared profiles of their areas for
presentation to all the other core groups at Workshop 1. This was scheduled

to occur within 2 months of the start of the pilot programme.
l"or thrcc or four of the co-ordinators, there was no great need to

familiarise themselves with their pilot area since tile}, already knew tile area
well, or at least most of it. The others had either no prior knowledge or
rather limited knowledge of their pilot areas, so that tile start-up phase
presented a considerable challenge. A key task at this stage was the selection
of a core group of suitable people, from communities which were unknown
or not known very well to most of tile co-ordinators.

Recruiting Core Groups
The co-ordinators were asked to select as core group members people who

were living or working in tile area. They were further advised to look for
people with a variety of relevant expertise or skills, ideally consistent with
maintaining a good geographical balance and seetoral balance. A record of,
or commitment to local development activity was also regarded as an
important attribute for core group members.

"File co-ordifiators who were ah’cady most familiar with tile communities
in their pilot ,~reas were able to recruit core groups on this basis depending

largcly on their own existing knowledge and contacts, and they were able
to do so quite quickly. If anything, a problem for them was who to leave
out. Tile}, did not dcpend entirely on their own knowledge since the opinions
of trusted individuals were also sought, but the fact that such people were
already known to them was a hclp. One of these co-ordinators hcld public
meetings in different parts of tile pilot area, invited names by secret ballot
and then selected core group members fi’om those suggested on tile basis of
previous knowledge and discussions with others.

For tile co-ordinators with limited or no knowledge of their local
conamunities, the task was more difl:icuh and some of them fch that the time
allocated for it was rather short. They generally began by making contact

35
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with bodies such as existing community councils and development
associations, state development agencies, local authorities, sporting organi-
sations, tile ICA, co-operatives and farmers’ organisations, as well as local
councillors, clergy and business people. They attended meetings of bodies
such its these and they explained tile approach of tile pilot programme both
at meetings and to individual contacts. They also organised public meetings
specifically to inform people about tile 1RD programme.

Through these mectlngs and contacts the co-ordinators began to form
impressions of who wonld be likely to be suitable as core group members.
Personal discussions with potential membcrs tbcn bclped them to make their
dccisions on wbo to invite to be olembers. Some found that as word spread
about the IRD programme, some people volunteered themseh,es as group
members, while others were put forward by various local groups, either at
public meetings or through direct representations to the co-ordinator. Some
of tile core group menlbers were then selected following such representations,
provided that tile co-ordinator felt that they wotdd be suitable and that
they would give tile group tile right balance, in terms of a variety of relevant
expertise, ideall), consistent with a good geographical and sectoral balance.

Several of the co-ordinators initially selected most of their core groups by
these means and tile group members then proposed new additions to tile
group who were subsequently recruited.

A full list of tile core group members is presented in Appendix 3, which
also shows their occupations and tile length of time tile), served as group
members during tile two-year pilot programme. It is worth noting that, due
to some changes in membership during tile course of the programme, not
all of thc people listed in Appendix 3 were core group members at the same
time. Consequently, some of tile groups were never actually as large as they
might appear to be fi’om a glance at the list. Nearly all of tile groups,
howcvcr, did end up being a littlc larger than tile originally envisaged 8
members. Two groups had 8 members, six had between 9 and II and four
had between 12 and 15.

The two largest core groups, however, were tbose for the North Western
Islands and tile South Western Islands, which were rather special cases. In
view of tile need to have some representation for individual islands if they
were to participate at all effectively, it was probably inevitable that these
core groups would end up being relatively large. Tile third largest core
group was tile one for Inishowen, which was much the largest pilot area.

Most of tile core group members were men, ahhough about one-sixth of
them were women. Tile composition of the core groups in terms of members’
occupation is summarised in Table 4.1. It is evident from the table that
their occupational background largely reflects tile requirements to select
people with relevant expertise and skills (as well as an involvement in local
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development), rather than reflecting the occupational structure of the pilot

area populations in a representative fashion.

"l’able 4.1: Core Group Members; by Occupation

Number of Percentage

Occupation Members of Members

Public Sector:

l)evelopnaent Agency Officials 10 6.8

Local Authority Officials 5 3.4

Other Public Sector 10 6.8

Managers, Business People:
Co-operative Managers 9 6.2

klotcliers 4 2.7

Other Managers, Business People 28 19.2

Agriculture:
Farftacrs, I:arr~l Managers 22 15.1

Agricuhural Advisers, Researchers 5 3.4

Professionah
Teachers 23 15.8

Priests 4 2.7

Other Professionals 15 10.3

Others:
Housewives 4 2.7

Others 7 4.8

Total 146 100

JVote: These ~igtll’eS includt: all those who wcrc core gl’Otlp lllembers at some stage,
even if nol for the full duration of Ihe pilot programme.

Thus, relative to the pilot areas’ i~opulation as a whole, the core group

members clearly included a high proportion of managers, business people

and proli:ssional people; between them, these categories accounted for 57

per cent of the core group members. There was also a relatively high

proportion of public administration employees, many of them involved in

development activities. Farming was quite well represented, but with

somewhat smaller numbers than its relative size in the labour force of these

rural areas. Other occupations had a very limited presence in the core

groups relative to their size in tim rural population. As was indicated above,

this was broadly a reflection of the approach of the pilot programme, which
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never particularly intended to form core groups which would be faithfully
representative of tile structure of rural society.

As was intended, most of the core group members had a record of
voluntary invoh,ement in local organisations and development activities and
indeed many of them were active in more than one organisation. These
organisations included, for example, community councils, tidy towns
committees, co-operatives, festival committees, sporting organisations, cuhural
organisations and farming organisations. In some of the core groups, all
members were involved in such organisations.

As regards the length of time served as core group members, most of them
joined at or near the start of the pilot programme and stayed on until the
end. Of all those who were ever core group members, 67 per cent se~wed for
the full period of the pilot programme, while a further 9 per cent served for
all but a few months; most of tile latter group were people who were
recruited a little late and stayed until the end. Of those who served for
shorter periods than this, most were either earl), recruits who had to drop
out for unavoidable reasons such as a move out of the area, increasing
demands of other eomnaitments, illness or death, or else they were late
replacements for those who dropped out tbr such reasons. There were not
many cases of people dropping out due to a loss of interest or dissatisfaction
with the pilot programme, although in one core group about half of the
original members dropped out and were replaced at the halfway stage. For
the most part, therefore, it can be said that the process of recruiting core
group members was successful in identifying people who were to show a
sustained commitment to the pilot programme.

Developing Contacts with Local Communities
As well as forming core groups, it was important for the co-ordinators

(and later for the core groups) to build up contacts with their local
communities at an early stage. Some of the co-ordinators already bad good

contacts through living and working in their pilot areas, but this was not
the ease for most of them.

In the early stages of the pilot programme the process of devcloping local
contacts largely went hand in hand with the search for potential core group
members, as outlined above. Thus, contacts were made with local community
organisations and development associations .as well ,as seetoral groups such as
tourism or fishing organisations. Public meetings were organised to inform
people about the IRD programme. Most of the co-ordinators also made use
of the local press, which was generally receptive to articles and information
about the pilot programme, and a few of them circulated information leaflets
to households. More informally, most of the co-ordinators went out of their
way to attend public and social functions where they could meet people.
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Some of them also developed a good relationship with the local clergy who
later co-operated by reading annotmcenaents in churches about IRD activities.

Once the core groups were formed they were largely composed of people
who were activc in a range of local organisations, so that contacts with the
community were thereby consolidated. As time went on, too, the co-
ordinators generally found that people were coming to them, asking for
information about the IRD programme and oftcn inviting them to speak
about it at meetings of local organlsatlons.

Sub-Groups
Apart fi’om establishing a core group in evcry pilot arca, the programme

design also envisaged that there could be "advisory groups" and "sub-
groups", dcpending on the perceived requirements in individual pilot areas.
In practice, little use was made of purely advisory groups, but many sub-
groups were used for various purposes in order to focus on particular types
of projects or particular districts and to draw on the assistance of additional
people. Most of these sub-groul)s were not established in the very early
stages of time pilot i)rogramme, but they arose increasingly later on as specific
needs and areas of interest were identified.

There was a total of over 70 formal suh-groups established and all but
one of the core groups had such sub-groups. They typically had about 3 to

6 suh-groups each, although the two island groups each had more than a
dozen of them. Manorhamihon was the exception in not having sub-groups
as such; however, IRD activities in that area initiated the formation of a
number of district development groups, which then operated atttonomously
but often in very close co-operation with the IRD core group or co-ordinator
on particuhtr activities. Slicvc Felim established just one sub-group, but the
core group in that area was able to work with a network of existing
community councils, of which many of the core group were members.

The sub-groups established by the core groups were of two basic types --
groups with a sectoral (or project) focus, and groups with a focus on specific
geographical districts within a pilot area. Most of the core groups had
sectoral sub-groups, with tourism, agricuhurc, aqtmcuhure/maricuhure and
enterprise dcvelopment I)eing the most common scctors of interest. The usual
pattern was for one or more core group members to I)e members of each

sul)-group, along with other people, and the sub-groups worked on advancing
corc group priority projects within their own field of interest.

Two of the core groups had sub-groups with a focus on specific districts,
dividing up the pilot arca between thcse districts. Each of the district sub-
groups had a meml)er or members in time core group. Two other core groups
had a combination of some scctoral sub-groups together with sub-groups for
some districts.



Chapter 5

PROJECT ACTIVITY laV THE PILOT PROGRAMME

During the course of the pilot programme, each core group identified and
selected a number of ideas for projects which it aimed to advance for the
purpose of furthering the economic and social development of the area
concerned. Each group first presented a list of such project ideas, or at least
types of activities in which it would further investigate the potential for
projects, at Workshop II which was held in March 1989. Subsequently,
these lists were revised or added to in many cases and firm lists of priority
projects became settled. The groups’ activity was then largely focused on
furthering the implementation of their agreed priority projects. This was not
the only activity undertaken in the course of the pilot programme since the
co-ordinators, in particular, were quite often asked for some advice or
assistance relating to local activities other than the priority projects. However,
the advancement of the agreed priority projects was the basic focus for
activity under the programme.

The twelve core groups combined settled on a total of 397 priority
projects. While the average number of projects adopted by core groups was
33, most of the groups actually had less than this number, while a minority
of groups with larger numbers raised the average figure. It is noticeable that
the two groups of ofl~hore islands, with much the smallest populations
among the pilot areas, had relatively large numbers of priority projects. This
may reflect the fact that sub-groups operating on individual islands were
each coming up with a number of projects for their own islands, thereby
generating a relatively large total for the groups of islands.

With such a large number of projects involved in the pilot programme as
a whole, it is not possible in a report such as this to give a detailed account
of each of them. However, Appendix 4 contains an annotated list of the
agreed priority projects in each area and this chapter presents an analysis of
them in terms of size, sector and other characteristics. This chapter also
outlines the ways in which core groups were involved with projects, their
interaction with project promoters and the ways in which finance was raised
to develop projects.

It shottld be pointcd out at this stage that the projects which are discussed
in this chapter and which are listed in Appendix 4 were not all fully
implemented by the end of the two years of the pilot programme. Two
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years is actually a rather short period of time for a programme aiming to
foster economic and social development. Thus, many of tile selected priority
projects were still in tile planning stage or tile early stages of implementation
when the pilot period concluded, and consequently at that time they had
yet to deliver tile full expected results.

Size of Projects in Financial Terms
The core groups generally classified their projects as small, medium-size

or large. These classifications were defined in terms of the financial
expenditures involved. "Small" projects were defined to be those not
requiring significant funding so that any money required could be generated
out of own resources; however, such projects might in fact be quite large, in
terms of usage of voluntary labour for example. "Medium-size" projects
were defined to be those requiring expenditure of up to IR£20,000 -- in
the immediately planned phase of the projects, even if they might ultimately
develop into something larger. And "large" projects were defined to be those
requiring expenditure of more than IR~20,000 fi’om the outset; it was
expected that these would include infrastructura[ projects.

Using these definitions, the distribution of projects by size class was as
shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Dislribution of Projects by Size Class

Number of Percentage
Size class Projects of Projects

Large 87 22
Medium-size 127 32
Small 183 46

Total 397 100

Classification by Sector
Tile priority projects covered a very diverse range of activities. Classified

by sector, they were distributed as shown in Table 5.2.
While close to one-fifth of tile projects were concerned with community

development or social and cultural objectives, the large majority of them
were overtly "productive" in character, aiming to make a contribution to
the local economy, whether by giving employment or by generating
additional incomes. Tourism emerged as the sector with much the largest
number of projects, and this sector featured a good deal more prominently
in tile activities of tile pilot IRD progr;tmme than it does in tile national
economy.

D
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Table 5.2: Distribution of Projects by Sector

Sector

JVumber of Percentage
Projects of Projects

Primary agricuhure 25 6.3
Ahcrnative farm enterprise 38 9.6
Tourisnl II I 28.0
Heritage 24 6.0
Social/cuhural 33 8.3
Community development 36 9.1
Small and medium-size enterprise:

-- Manuliacturing 17 4.3
-- Processing 9 2.3
-- Services 8 2.0

Infi’astructure 24 6.0
Aquacuhurc/maricuhure 29 7.3
Other* 43 10.8

Total ’ 397 100

.A’~te.’*The "Other" category includes some multi-sectoral or composite
prqjects, as wcll as environmental projects, among others.

A substantial number of the projects were concerned with agriculture
(whether primary or "ahernative" type ventures), but no more and possibly
a little less than might have been expected from the relative importance of
agricuhure in these rural districts. There were a relatively small number of
projects in manufacturing industry. And ahhough tile number ofaquacuhure/
nlaricuhurc projects was not very great, this activity certainly featured quite
prominently relative to its still rather marginal importance in the hational
cconoI11 y,

New and "’Existing" Projects
The core groups’ priority projects included some which were completely

new and were initiated during tile pilot IRD programme, while others
invoh, cd giving impetus to existing initiatives. About two-thirds of the
priority projccts were in the first category while the remainder related to
existing initiatives.

While most of thc core groups had a majority of new projects together
with a significant minority invoh, ing building on, or assisting, existing
activities, some of them wcre rather distinctive in this respect. All of the
’Maca nines prqjecu and all but one of Manorhanlihon’s were entirely new.
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On the other hand, a majority of Gort’s projects and a large majority of
South-West Kerry’s involved assisting or building on existing initiatives. It
seems that this pattern may at least partly reflect the level of previously
existing local conamunity development activity in the different areas. Sttch
activity was relatively lacking in the Macamorcs and Manorlaamihon, so
that new initiatives were more necessary. In both Gort and South-West
Kerry, on the other hand, the core groups worked with district-oriented sub-
groups, which were drawn fi’om existing active conlnluzlity or local
development associations which wcrc involved in or aware of existing project
activities.

Tourism Projecls
Tourism was the sector with the greatest number of projects emerging in

the pilot programnle, and in fact every core group had at least five Iourism
projects while several of them had more than ten. Somc of the individual
projects arc ambitious such as, for example, the Carn holiday complex in
Erris which is to incorporate a golf course, tennis, bowling and adventure
sports facilities together with a caravan park, chalets and hotel
accommodation. However, the projects range in size fi’om such relatively

large-scale undertakings to smaller ones such as production of maps and
brochures, signposting of tourist walks and drives, organisation of festivals,
opening of tourist information centres and holding of training courses or
seminars for people getting into tourist businesses.

Whatever about the size of individual projects, most of the pilot areas

adopted a combination of tourism projects which together could have quite
significant impacts on tourism development. Generally, this involved
promotion of various tourist attractions together with COnlplcmentary projects
such as enhancement of accommodation, marketing and information, and
provision of training courscs and seminars tbr local people in the Iourist
business.

In many of the pilot areas, the IRD process provided a mcans of
integrating or co-ordinating such individual projects in a way which was
mutually beneficial and encouraging to each of them. Thus, rather than
leaving it to individual enterprise to develop tourist attractions, to open new
accommodation or to engage in tourism marketing, the motivation Ior
people to engage in each of such activities can be enhanced by the knowledge
that others are taking steps to develop complementary activities. For
example, it makes more sense for someone to invest in developing a particular
tourist attraction if they are confident that others will be developing
complementary attractions in the same area while others are to nlarkct the
area and others are enrolling in training courses with a view to opening new
tourist accommodation. Through tiffs type of process, this aspect of the
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concept of "integrated" development took on a real meaning for tourism
activities in many of the pilot areas.

In some pilot areas, such an integrated or co-ordinated approach to
tourism development hecame quite formalised. For example, the Inishowen
group, as one of its projects, encouraged the formation of Inishowen Tourism
Co-operative, with ulembership from all parts of lnishowen and all branches
of the tourism industry there. This Co-op set out to draw up an overall
development and marketing strategy, and to engage in promotional activity.
This move was accompanied by a range of tourism projects such as
promotion of golfing, angliug, a festival of the sea, hoat trips and other
leisure facilities. The Slieve Fe[im group also encouraged the formation of a
new tourism co-op following the completion of a rural tourism course. This
was accompauied by projects such as the development of a mountain park
and a mountain drive, a mining interpretive centre, an outdoor education
centre and a drive to promote foreign student tourism. The Cooley Peninsula
group held an initial meeting of all the tourist interests in the area and it
was hoped that this would lead to the formation of a Tourism Group for
the peninsula.

The South Western Islands group adopted as a project the development
of common tourist promotion and marketing for the islands. This was
accompanied by a range of projects to improve and increase accommodation,
and to develop attractions such as golf, sea angling, adventure centres, an
interpretive centre, tourist trails and heaches. And in Erris, the core group
set out to develop specialist holiday products such as angling, water sports,
equestrian activities and so on, and a new rural tourism group emerged
from their activities.

Apart fi’om these examplcs of more formal integration of activities, most
of the core groups could point to mutually supportive or complementary
projects among their tourism projects. Generally, the development of specific
tourist attractions was accompanied by projects such as training courses and
seminars, enhancement of accommodation, and marketing and provision of
iuformatiou.

Agricultural Projects
Agriculture was the category with the next largest numher of projects,

taking mainstream or traditional agriculture together with "alternative" or
"conaplementary" farm enterprises. Most of the pilot areas had between two
and four projects in the area of traditional agriculture, although three of
them had none. And most had hetween two and six aheruative farm
enterprise projects, although four of them had none or only one.

In the area of mainstream agriculture, many of the projects involved
provicling services or forming organisatlons of a sort that are found elsewhere
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but were lacking in the pilot areas concerned. The services concerned
included livestock marts, farm relief services and farm machinery hanks.
And other projects aimed to set up organisations such as producer and/or
marketing groups for lamb, seed potatoes and vegetables. These sorts of
projects, involving co-ordinating numhers of people and huilding co-
operation, fitted in well with the general approach of "integrated" rural
development. Two other agricultural projects involved introducing new
continental breeds of cattle and sheep. The Sfieve Felim group also set out
to organise a farm development programme aimed at strengthening farm
efficiency and achieving viable levels of income.

In the area of alternative or complementary farm enterprise, quite a
number of the projects involved development of farm forestry. There were
also about half a dozen projects to develop organic production of products
such as lamb, vegetables and cheese. Several of the groups had projects to
promote horse hreeding and management, mushroom growing, vegetable
productiola, soft fruit and open farms for visitors. And there were some other
enterprises adopted by one group only, including flax growing, snail farming,
poultry production, flowers and bulbs, and angora goats.

Other Projects
Most of the core groups had projects in the field of aquaculture or

mariculture. Nearly all of these projects invoh,ed shellfish; the species
concerned included oysters, mussels and scallops, as well as quite innovative
projects invoh, ing clams in the Skibbereen area and abalone in the South-
Western Islands. There were few projects involving finfish farming, due both
to the greater capital investment required and to wariness about the
controversies which have arisen concerning possible environmental effects of
such activity. However, the South-Western Islands did get involved in
developing land-based fish farming.

In promoting shellfish farming, or development of existing natural shellfish
beds, the projects often involved setting up co-operatives of small farmers or
fishermen, who were thereby assisted to get into this activity on a part-time
hasis. Some of these projects were among the quickest of all to generate
additional incomes for significant numhers of people.

A rather limited number of industrial projects emerged fi’om the pilot
IRD programme. These included small enterprises in activities such as crafts,
knitting, toys and lace-making. There were also projects involved in
processing of local primary products such as peat, mushrooms and other
foods. Of course, many industrial projects would require substantial capital
investment and the IRD programme did not offer much in the way of
finance, so that it was scarcely geared to developing major new industries.
What it could do best was to stimulate new thinking and initiatives, promote
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the exchange of ideas, and co-ordinate and harness the available resources
and efforts of numbers of people. Yhcse strengths of programme appear to
have been more applicable to tile development of activities such as tourism,
agriculture and mariculture, and less so to the development of industry
apart from generally small-scale enterprises.

However, these same strengths of tile IRD programme appear to have
been quite applicable to promoting activities under tile headings of social
and cultur:l[ development and community development. Quite large numbers
of projects emerged in these spheres. There was a wide range of social or
cuhural projects inclucling, for example, a nnmber of summer schools,
traditional dancing and music events and classes, production of traditional
music tapes and song books, tile establishment of a pipe baud, local history
puhlications, theatrical promotions and development of local sports facilities.
The development of a muhipurpose integrated resource centre in tile
Manorhamihon area was one of tile most ambitious projects in the social/
cuhural field, although it is also planned to incorporate income-earning
tourisru facilities.

Comnaunity development projects included a number of community
ceuires or halls, landscape and strectscape improvements often linked with
tidy towns or tidy islands competitions, tree planting, group water schemes,
improved provision of housing and general environmental improvements.
Onc notable project in this field was Slieve Felim’s formation of a federation
of C, omnlunity Groups in tile area, which it was hoped would bring lasting
benefits through co-operatlon and co-ordination of resources and efforts.

Many of tile social/cuhural and commtmily development projects had the
potential to generate spin-off" benefits of an economic nature, particularly by
attracting visitors Io social or euhural events, and hy making tile areas
concerned more generally attractive to tourists. In fact, the potential for
enhancing tourism revenue was often an important motivating factor for tile
core groups in deciding on such projects.

rrhe same was true of many of tile Heritage projects. These included a
numher of heritage eenires in disused churches, agricultural museums,
restorations of mediaeval huildings, development of an ancient monastic site,
restoration and conversion of a deserted village, restoration of a burnt-out
RIC. harracks, refurhishing of graveyards, protection of a raised bog, and a
numher of archaeological surveys and digs including two major projects of
Ihis nature i,t South-West Kerry and Erris.

The Role of Core Groups and Project Promoters
To understand tile role of tile core groups in developing their projects, it

is necessary to bear in mind that tile core groups, by design, did not
constitute companies or business entities. Many of the individual core group
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members were also nlCtllJ)el’S OF local devcJopnlent associations or Conlnlunity
grouJ)s which had a lcgal structure, or they were directors or managers of
companies, but the core groups thenaselvcs had no legal standing as business
enterprises. Consequently, the core groups were not in a position to undertake
directly the implementation of most of their priority projects, so that they
needed to work with some sort of project promoter on most of them. While
it would be true to say that many of the projects would not have happened
at all without the IRD programme and the core groups, it was also usually
the case that they needed others to undertake projects.

The core groups worked with various types of promoters on dift’erent
projects, and Table 5.3 shows the percentage of projects undertaken by
difl’erent categories of promoter. As the table shows, almost half (47 per
cent) o1" the projects were promoted by local commtmity groups or
development associations, and a further II per cent were promoted by co-
operatives. A smaller proportion of the projects, amounting to 30 per cent
of them, were undcrtaken lay convcntional private companies or entrepreneurs.

Table 5.3: Percentage of Priority Projects Undertaken by D~ff’erent Types of Promoter

C:ommunity groups 28.4
Development associations 18.3
C,o-opcrative socicties I 1.2
Individual entrepreneurs 18.3
Private companies I 1.7
Others 12.0

Total 100

Thc remaining 12 per cent of projects were undertaken by a variety of
other promoters including local cultural or heritage societies, slate agencies,
and the core groups and co-ordinators themselves. Projects undertaken by
tile core groups and co-ordinators themseh,es, without an external promoter,
were usually ones which involved little or no expenditure of money and did
not constitute business ventures. Examples were the organisation of
educational or training courscs, awareness campaigns and the formation of
new organisations such as various co-operative societies. It is worth noting,
however, that when projects had an external promoter, it was often the case
that one or more core group members were directly involved, as members
of the promoting community group or development association, as managers
or dircctors of the promoting private company or co-operative, or sometimes
as individual entrepreneurs.

Basically the role of tile core groups and co-ordinators was to act as
catalysts, in a manner that was additional and complementary Io the
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activities of local groups and associations, state development agencies, local
authorities and private enterprises. The core groups generated or identified
ideas for projects, they sought out suitable promoters, and witb the full-time
assistance of the co-ordinators they identified sources of funding, organised
various forms of assistance for protnoters, and frequently brought together
and co-ordinated numbers of people or organisations as required for
individual projects.

This catalytic process, provision of assistance and co-ordination of eflbrts
could operate in a variety of ways, depending on the nature of individual
projects. The variety of modes of operation can be illustrated by the
following selected rather different examples.

The Manorhamihon pilot area provides a number of examples of projects
organiscd by the core group and co-ordinator themselves. In the cases of
tbeir community development seminar and agri-tourism seminar and courses,
the core group and co-ordinator came up with the ideas and organised
speakers, instructors, venues and promotion, in liaison with relevant state
agencies. These projects called for little or no raising of finance.

A number of tourism-related projects arose in the Manorhamilton pilot
area more indirectly fi’om core group activities. The core group felt that the
area had untapped tourism potential and one of the steps it took was to
encourage and stimulate the formation of Dromahaire and District IRD
Group, which then became the actual promoter of several of the tourism
projects in the pilot area. The core group and co-ordinator continued to
assist and encourage these projects, through having a mcmber in the new
Dromahaire group, by liaising with the Regional Tourism Organisation, and
by [iaising with FAS, the County Development Team and others regarding
funding, information and other support. Meanwhile, the core group and co-
ordinator were also encouraging and assisting tourism projects in other parts
of the pilot area besides Dromahairc, which should have the benefit of
stimulating tourist traffic into the area as a whole to the benefit of more
than one of its individual districts.

In the two groups of western islands, a number of the projects were
organised by using existing community co-operatives as the promoters. Such
co-ops are quite common on the islands as they can qualify for financial
support fi’om Roinn na Gaehachta. However, these co-ops were generally
more involved in commercial activities such as supplying materials and
equipment, and the IRD groups stinlulated them into thinking and acting
more in a broader developmental manner. Island co-ops were promoters of
IRD projects such as development of a holiday village, vegetable production,
establishment of a machinery bank and establishment of an annual summer
school. The island co-ops were responsible for close to half of all the IRD
projects promoted by co-operative societies, and several of their managers
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were core group members. The core groups and co-ordinators assisted the
projects promoted lay co-ops not only by identifying ideas and opportunities,
but also lay preparing or organising tile preparation of plans and liaising
with relevant state agencies to provide financial and other support.

In some pilot areas, one or more core group members (as opposed to the
group as a whole) sometimes played active roles as project promoters. One
such example arose from an initial core group proposal in the Macamores
pilot area to establish an enterprise or craft centre with a tourist office.
Group members researched the idea and subsequently refined it to a proposal
to convert an available creamery building into a quality retail outlet for
crafts together with a restaurant, abandoning tile enterprise centre and
tourist office concepts. One of tile core group members [lad sufficient faith
in the proposal to find three partners who would help [aim to buy and
convert the building, which is now in operation as a craft centre and
restaurant and is providing new employment in the area. This project was
also helped lay IRD technical assistance funding towards architects fees.

Quite a numlaer of the IRD projects invoh,ed building on and developing
an existing idea or activity. One example of this was the Carn Holiday
Complex in tile Erris pilot area. There was an existing proposal here to
construct a golf course and clubhouse, and an existing promoter for this.
The IRD core group felt that there was untapped potential to develop
tourisna in tile area, and one of their basic objectives was to develop a
number of tourism projects in an integrated manner. As part of this effort,
they encouraged the expansion of the golf course proposal into a
comprehensivc tourist complex with tennis, bowling and adventure sports
together with a caravan park, chalets and hotel accommodation. The IRD
group assisted tile pronloters in sourcing funding, preparing applications for
funding and building contacts with state agencies and private investors. IRD
technical assistance was a key input in making possible the preparation of
plans, which in turn made it possible to apply for grants and to approach
potential investors.

In many of the projects, a key contribution lay the core groups and co-
ordinators was the building of contacts and tile co-ordination of numbers of
people, who together could achieve something that would have been difficult
or even impossible for individuals on their own. A snail farming project in
the Inny Basin pilot area, for example, involved linking up a zoologist, who
was developing a system for snail farming, with local farmers who initially
knew nothing about it but who could be persuaded to invest in cot’nmercial
production of snails. It further involved exploring tile possibilities for joint
export marketiug and distribution, and identifying a promising link-up with
a local mushroom exporting enterprise. The core group members and co-
ordinator between them had the necessary contacts to accomplish this.
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Also in the Inny Basin area, tile core group was aware of a businessman
who was interested in establlsfilng a sphagnunl peat processing plant. But
he had tile prol:)lem that it was difficult to acquire a sufficient area of
peatland, since this required finding a considerable number of people within
a limited area who were all willing to make their land available. The core
group with a local community developnlent association initially identified
90 local owners of turbary rights who were willing to sell, and this opened
the door for the project to go ahead in tile Inny Basin area.

The IRD core groups and co-ordinators also played key linking roles in
bringing about tile formation of new organisations such as specialist farnlers’,
fishermcn’s and shellfish growers’ co-operatives or producer groups. A
number of such organisatlons were vital in tile development of mariculture
projects, for example, since they could organlse supplies of inputs and take
care of marketing in a way that isolated individuals could not. The
lnisfiowen IRD group was particularly active in promoting tile formation of
co-operatives and producer groups, ahhough there were also many examples
in other areas.

Finally, a few of tile core groups felt that one way to overcome problems
of finding suitahle promoters for projects was to have a "third sector"
company or companies which could undertake various projects. (A "third
sector" compauy is neither public-sector nor conventional private-sector,
since it is owned by private groups or communities, hut it is motivated by
local development goals, subject to commercial viability, rather than by
profit maxlmisation.) Some core groups had projects aiming to establish
such companies.

Sources of Finance for Projecls

The IRD pilot programnle provided nothing in tile way of direct financial
assistance tbr projects except for the technical assistance fund. Nevertheless,
an important role for tile core groups and co-ordinators in assisting many
projects was in identifying appropriate sources of funding, helping promoters
to make applications for grants, finding private investors and, in some cases,
engaging in significant local fund-raising activities to assist projects.

The core groups and co-ordinators, with a range of expertise and specialist
knowledge, were often better informed than project promoters about sources
of finance and they became increasingly familiar with the means of tapping
potential sources during the course of tile pilot programme. Thus the IRD
groups and co-ordinators generally bccame recognised as valuable local
sources of information and assistance on funding, particularly since many of
the pilot areas do not have ready access to offices of the various grant-glving
agcncies and organisations. Some of the core groups also said that they
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themselves bccame much more aware of sources of financial and other
assistance during the pilot IRD programme.

The IRD projects availed of financial and other assistance fi’om a wide
range of agencies and institutions. Table 5.4 sets out the numbcrs of projects
gcttlng assistance fi’om various sources tip to the end of the pilot programme.
Most of these sources of finance contribute only a portion of total costs,
ho%vcvel’, so that it was usually necessary for project pl’oIl’toters tO raise or
contribute part of the financial requirements themseh,es.

Table 5.4: aVnmber of Projecls Obtaining Assistance from Various Agencies and
Inslilutions

Financial Non-financial
Assistance Assistance

(~ovcrl/nlci] t Departments:

-- Education
I Envirolmaent
-- Gaehacht
-- Marine
-- Labour
-- Agricuhure and Food
-- Energy
-- Finance
-- q’ourism anti Transport

FAS
County Councils
lllchlstrial l)evelol)naent Authority
Udaras na Gaehachta
lntcrnational Fund for h’eland
County Development Teams
Teagasc
Bord Faihc
Bord lascaigh Mhara
Coilhe Teoranta
CERT
Eolas
Vocational Education C:ommittces
Fishcrics Boards
Shannon Development
Third-Level Education [llstitutions
Others*

33 48
9 3
8 7
5 I0
3 II
3 2
2 12
2 2
I

-- I
46 70
29 69
19 21
18 28
15 26
14 66
14. 36
13 56
13 17
12 31
5 10
3 10
3 4.
2 18
2 8
-- 28
19 >75

.Note: *Others include mainly local businesses and local people with specialist
experlise.
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The IRD technical assistance fund also helped a large number of the
projects to obtain necessary professional advice or assistance. In many cases,
this was a significant input even if it amounted to quite a small proportion
of the total cost of a project. For by making it possible to prepare plans or
designs at an early stage, for example, this made it possible in turn to apply
for grant aid, to put forward project proposals to local authorities or to
approach potential private investors. The projects which received technical
assistance funding are listed in Appendix 5.
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Chapter 6

EXPERIF.WCES A.A:D VIEWS OF TIlE
CO-O RD IjVA TO RS

The co-ordinators, as a group, prepared a report on their own experienccs
of the pilot programme together with their views on its operation and how
it might be improved. This chapter highlights time main points in their report
concern!ng lessons of the pilot prograname and implications for time future.
Each of the core groups also prepared similar reports, and the next chapter
provides a synthesis of the main points in these 12 reports.

The co-ordinators were distinctly positive in their overall assessment of
the pilot programme. They considered it a "privilege" to have participated
in it and the:,, fizh that the programme was "unique and refi’eshing in its
approach and progressive in its outlook". The), also concluded that the
design of the programme was effective in mobilising local human resources
and providing a structured approach to community-based development.
The:’, considered, too, that the IRD pilot programme, in a relatively short
period of time, brought about real beneficial change in the pilot areas. On
time basis of their experiences, therefore, they recommended retaining in any
Ihture programme the key elements of the programme design, including core
groups, workshops, networking, technical assistance, state-paid co-ordinators,
professional consultants and a planning team and mondfly co-ordinator
meetings. Against this background of overall satisfaction with the pilot
programme, the co-ordinators were also somcwhat critical of certain aspccts,
and they made a number of recommendations for changes in any filture
prograllmme.

The Role of the Co-ordinator
As regards the role of time co-ordinators themselves, they were satisfied

that their role was of value and was welcomed by the core groups and local
communities. They also felt, however, that the demands on them were
considerable, and that there was a risk of "burn out". To cope with this,
they recommended that there should he a fully trained assistant for each co-
ordinator, and that time level of resources for facilitation should be flexible
and related to each area’s needs. They also recommended that there should
be an early training/induction coarse for core group members and project
activists to explain Ihe level of commimaent required.
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Design Elements

"File co-ordinators wcre generally happy with the main elements of the
programme design including the general approach and value system. They

felt, however, that the timetable and scale of activity expected were generally

ambitious and put the co-ordinators and core groups under considerable
pressure; in particular, they referred to the 6-week lead-in to Workshop 1 as

being too short. Also on the time fi’ame, they thought that the two-year

pilot period was adequate for evaluating the cfl’ectiveness of the pilot
programme, but that it would need to be recognised in doing so that many

of the bcnefils arising fi’om the progrananae would not lye fully demonstrated

and quantifiable within that period.

The co-orclinators felt that a flexible approach could be taken to the size

of rural areas for inchlsion in an IRD programme.

They concluded that the concept of core groups, selected for their
competences, worked well. The core groups were generally tbought to reflect

a number of strands in the community. The ideal size for core groups was

considered to be 9 or 10 menabers (rather than 8), given the tendency for
Llnforesccll CVCl~tS to force sonic people to withdraw.

The co-ordinators found the "twinning" process useful and supportive in

most cases, ahhough the tlmc fi’ame for twinning visits was difl~cuh to
achieve.

While recognising that workshops were a valuable and integral part of

the programme design, the co-ordinators suggested some modifications. They

fch that there should be nlorc time in them for interaction and discussion,
and that their own knowledge of core groups needs should have been utilised

to a greater extent in plamling the content of workshops.

The co-ordinators also considered that the networking arrangement was a
very cfl’cctivc form of shared learning, which buih on links established at

workshops. However, they felt that some groups with a stronger history of

conlmunity development activity would have benefited if networking had
been available earlier, while other areas would take longer to make good

use of it.

Technical assistance funding was regarded as valuable, and sometimes as
the making of a proiect, ahhough some areas with little histor), of

development activity fch pressuriscd to make earl), applications before they

were fidly ready to do so. The co-ordinators also fch that funding for

feasibility studies and seed capital would have been productively employed
had it been available, and that core groups could be trusted with budget

allocations to ftmd projects at their discretion.
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Support Structures
The co-ordinators commended the initiative and commitment to the pilot

programme of both the Department of Agriculture and Food and the
European Commission. But they felt a need for more information from these
sources on other rural development initiatives. They felt it appropriate in
the context of the "bottom up" approach of the pilot programme that
officials of the Department and the Commission attended workshops but
restricted their presence in the pilot areas.

The co-ordinators felt that the government embargo on staff recruitment
left them in a situation where they did not have full-time secretarial help;
while they did have secretarial assistance, the arrangements were felt to be
less than ideal for some of them. They also felt that a fund should be
availahle to cover expenses such as postage and photocopying by core group
members.

The standard of office accommodation varied across the pilot areas and
in some areas the co-ordinators thought it was inadequate. They considered
it important to have independent offices so as to avoid confusion with other
agencies such as Teagasc (which provided offices for several of them). The
co-ordinators also felt that better office equipment would have been a great
advantage.

They felt that the planning team for the pilot programme responded well
to developments in the course of the programme, but that it lacked specific
expertise in the sectoral topics which they were dealing with.

The co-ordinators found the consultants managing the programme to be
very committed to it and helpful with advice and co-operation. They also
felt that the consuhants’ team could have been strengthened by the addition
of a member with more hands-on experience of rural development, ahhough
the outlook of such an additional member would have to be compatible
with the philosophy of the IRD programme.

As regards support and assistance by state agencies, the co-ordinators
reported a number of difficulties. There were problems in tailoring projects
to comply with regulations and some agencies were regarded as rather
inflexible. Financial cutbacks on agencies also limited their ability to provide
services and undermined their conamitment to development work with no
clear financial return to them. State agencies were also felt to be rather
remote from rural areas, and sometimes wary of perceived "competition"
from the IRD initiative. The co-ordinators felt that there is a specific need
for assistance for community tourism development projects, as well as more

generally multi-annual commitment of assistance rather than only annual
commitments.

Other supports, that the co-ordinators considered are needed include legal
aid to community groups, detailed and ongoing advice on preparation of
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business plans, and more information to community groups on availability
of finance from financial iostitntions.

The Approach to Projects
The co-ordinators agreed that the preparation of area profiles for

Workshop I was a useful exercise. They also considered that the subsequent
systematic approach to identifying needs and ideas for projects worked well.

The process of advancing the projects, once selected, was reported to be
very time-consuming for the co-ordinators due to factors such as gaps in
state supports, shortage of core group members’ time to help and inadequate
back-up Facilities and services. However, they Felt that their availability as
officially backed and full-time resource persons opened up new possibilities
for community groups, helped to raise their level of confidence, and
legitimised the status of core groups in the eyes of many officials.

Training
The co-ordinators felt that their training was effective in explaining and

reinforcing the value system of the pilot programme and in providing a full
unclerstanding of the design of the programme. They also felt they were in
a position to impart skills they had acquired at training st:ssions to their
corc groups. However, they considered that further specialist help was
needed on a day-to-day basis particuh~rly in rclation to project needs, and
that Iongcr training modules on specific topics such as business plans would
have been useful.

The training sessions, monthly meetings and workshops wcrc considered
to have developed a supportive and co-operative spirit of teamwork among
the co-ordinators. The delegation to them of decision-making on technical
assistance and networking funding contributed substantially to this. The co-
ordinators felt that supportive links between them would have developed
more quickly if there had been earlier discussions on projects of a similar
nature and if networking had been introduced earlier.

As regards the content of training sessions, they felt that it was generally
very good on the areas covered, hut thai more attention was needed to
priority time management, specific rural development issues and discussions
of projects. They also considered that there should have been explanations
at an early stage of why the shared learning approach was chosen, together
with comparisons with other rural development initiatives.

Principal Recommendations from the Co-ordinators
To summarise their principal recommendations, the co-ordinators wished

to retain the following elements of the pilot programme: core groups, the
technical assistance concept, full-time co-ordinators, the shared learning
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concept (including workshops, twinning and networking), monthly co-
ordinator meetings, a planning team and professional consultancy.

At the same time, they favoured tile following modificalions in a national
I~rogramme. There could be a mix of national and regional workshops.
Technical assistance funding should be more flexibly available to meet core
group needs. Selection of co-ordinators should cxtend beyond the public
sector. The planning team should include co-ordinator and core group
representation.

In addition, tile co-ordinators chose to highlight the following
recommendations to overcome difticulties encountered:

The level of facilitation should be related to local circumstances,
particularly to tile strength of existing community development
activity which affcctcd the speed with which communities responded
to and took control and advantage of tile pilot programme.

Steps should be taken to reduce tile high level of dependence on the
co-ordinator. This should include an early training session for core
groups to explai~ the comnlitment necded.

Arcas should be included in an IRD programme on the basis of sell2

selection, i.e., at the recluest of a number of groups within an area.
Self-selcction would reduce tile level of misconception about IRD

among participants and would ensure that there would be a
conamunity willingness on which to build.

Technical assistance funding should be increased, made more flexible
and should be available for areas such ,as research, pre-feasibility and
feasibility studies and seed capital.

There shottld be a new statutory and independent agency to co-
ordinate rural development initiatives. This agency wonld have an
executive role and its board should reflect local communities. The
IRD initiative should remain with tile Department of Agriculture
and Food until the new agency is established.

The consultancy team managing a national IRD l~rogramme should
include an additional nlembcr with hands-on experience of rural
development, to give co-ordinators greater access to information on
rural development initiatives. Funding should also be provided to
meet consultancy COSlS of other rural development specialists whose
advicc might be requircd.
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Finally, the co-ordinators had a nunlber of further specific messages which
can be summarised as follows:

-- The provision of a computer link-up plus word processor facilities in
co-ordinators’ offices could 15e the foundation of a national community-
based networking system and rural development data base.

-- State development agencies should formally take the experience of
rural develol)ment activists into account during policy formation.
Greater responsiveness to community needs would include the
provision of suitable training.

-- Community-led project initiatives should be eligible for direct funding
fi’om the EC, with a minimum of bureaucracy and with funding
related Io the level o1" funding available in the proposing community.

-- A major limiting factor on rural development is out migration,
particularly since many of the better qualified and more entrepreneurial
people have left rural areas. Provision of leadership training is
therefore vital.

-- The corporate plan of develol)ment agencies and county councils
should incorporate rural development issues and be adequately
resourced to address them.

-- Many good community development projects are stopped by the high
cost of insurance and this area must be addressed.



Chapter 7

EXPERIENCES AND VIEWS OF THE CORE GROUPS

Each of the core groups prepared a report on their own experiences and
views of the pilot IRD programme. This chapter highlights their most widely
held views, mainly by drawing from their reports. Like the co-ordinators,
the core groups were generally positive in their overall assessment of the
pilot programme. Ahout half of them volunteered decidedly favourable
general comments such as the following:

We found the two },ears of this programme to be very beneficial ... We
have seen clear progress in a number of projects undertaken under
IRD and are confident that further progress will be made in the near
future ... We would be anxious to see this programme continue and
are sure that it can be of continued benefit to the region.

This pilot programme has been responsible for harnessing the boundless
energy, goodwill, interest and enthusiasm of the people of the area ...
It is imperative that this design should be extended to other areas in
the future to achieve integrated development ...

Working in this pilot project has been encouraging for us and our
experience and achievements have been positive ... We, as a core group,
fervently hope for the continuation of this design concept, modified to
meet requirements of an area such as ours, and feel confident that such
a programme will provide the means of utilising the benefits of our
greatest natural resource, "Our" People".

The Integrated Rural Development Programme has I)een of decided
benefit to (our area). Although the arca’s Development Groups were
organised prior to the Programme, nevertheless, it did help to reactivate
those which had hecome discouraged and enahle other communities to
I?~rmulate and structure their own Development Groups.

We wish to compliment the Minster for Agriculture and Food and his
Department on their initiative in latmching and successfully seeing
through this Pilot Programme. We would encourage him to continue
with this approach to Integrated Rural Development and to take on
board our recommendations and proposals with regard to changes.

6O
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About half of the corc groups did not volunteer such explicitly favourable
general comments in their reports. Nevertheless, it was usually clear from
their more detailed comments and recomnaendations that they found the

programme largely worthwhile, that they approved of its general approach
and most of the principal elements of the programme design, and that they
want to see it continue, ahhough with various suggested modifications. In
the case of one group, however, it appears that they were dissatisfied with

the programme to a significant extent, ahhough this was indicated somewhat
more by verbal comments during the course of the programme than hy
their written report.

Against this background of prevailbag overall approval, most of the core
groups had certain criticisms and recommendations for changes or
modifications in a ibllow-np programme.

Design[Process Elements
Pilot Areas: Ahout half of the core groups felt that there was a problem

with the delineation of their pilot areas. The most common concern here
was that some areas were not "natural" traits with an innate identity that

people could identify with. A few groups also fclt that, while their area had
at’t identity, their "natural" area was somewhat larger than the area
designated. Size as such was not the issue for unost of them, hut delineation
ol" natural units was. However, one of the groups with what looks like an
:’unnatural" area, straddling two counties, found the mixing of the two
mutually beneficial and stimtulating.

One of the islands’ groups felt that there was too great a geographical
spread between their islands and that it would be better to link adjacent
groups of islands with the nearest mainland base, while providing for
interlinking between groups of islands.

Core Groups: There was widespread general approval of the concept of
core groups. Most groups fclt that the process of selection of menabers
worked well and was the best way to tbrm groups, but three of them felt
that there should be an element of elections, or nominations by local

community groups, in addition to, or instead of, sclection of memhers. Onc
group rcported difficulties in finding sufficient suitable members. Most of
the groups felt that they needed more than 8 members, but specific ideas on
this ranged fi’om 9 to 15. Most of them were largely satisfied with thc
composition of their groups, although some had specific comments that they
needed, for example, more members with professional skills, better geographic
representation, more women, more industrialists, more young people or more
project activists. Again, most of the groups were largely satisfied with their
role and method of working, but some commented on the heavy workload.
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One group felt that their style of operation should be more formal, with a
chairperson, secretary and a larger more representatlvc group.

Workshops: The workshops were generally seen as an important element
in the programme, which succeeded in enhancing motivation and providing
inspiration. However, the core groups had quite a number of specific
suggestions on how to improve them. One-third of the groups felt that there
were too many workshops and that three would have been sufficient, while
almost half of them felt that the workshops wcrc too long and/or the agendas
too intensive. A related point made by a few groups was that there should
have been more time for informal or social interaction between the groups.

The contributions from invited speakers or resource persons were generally
regarded as good, with a few reservations, ahhough three of the groups
would have liked a say in planning the content of workshops while two of
them would have liked to get papers and background information in advance
of the workshops. Several of the core groups said there was too much
repetition in the presentations from core groups.

Twinnhlg: A majority of the core groups found the twinning visits effecti’~,c
or very effective in promoting shared learning. The main reservation,
expressed by onc-third of the groups, was that there should have been closet"
matching of similar areas with issues and problems in common. Mainly for
this reason, three of the groups had fairly negative views of twinning,
ahhough a reason for this in one case was that its twinned group had a
more negative attitude to the IRD programme.

.N’elworkit(e: All of the core groups found the networking arrangement good
or very good, apart from one which did not avail of it. Some additional
comments were that it was more beneficial than twinning, that it facilitated
the follow-up of contacts and ideas gained fi’om workshops, that it made up
for tack of informal interaction at workshops, and that it should have been
introduced earlier.

Technical Assistance: All of the core groups considered that technical
assistance funding was valuable or essential, and most of them said that
more was needed and could be usefully employed. Many of them also felt
that the criteria for eligibility were too restrictive and/or that funding should
bc more broadly available for purposes such as feasibility studies and seed
capital. Some felt that the technical assistance funding should have been
introduced earlier and that the criteria should have been better clarified at
the start. There was also a recommendation that there should be a fund
awlilable at the core groups’ discretion. One of the core groups ",’.,as very
dissatisfied with the method of allocating phase two of the technical assista~’tce
fimcl.
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Support -- lhe Planning Team: Nearly all of tile core groups commented
very favourably on tile role and conanaitmeut of thc i)lanning team, ahhough
two of then1 were quite critical. One of these regarded tile planning team as
remote and inaccessible, with no contact except at workshops, while the
other rcgardcd thcm as willing to be helpftd and co-operative but lacking
in rl.lral development expertise. Two other conlnlents %%,crc that n]orc contact
bctwcen tile planning team and core groups would have been helpful, and
that tile SUl)port structure could have been augmented hy involving
development agenclcs and othcr organisations.

Sup/)orl -- the Co-ordinalors: All of tile core groups t~lt that tile role of the
co-ordinator was vital or indispe]lsal)le and they generally commented very
Iin,ourably on the work of their own co-ordinator.

Linkages to Olher Groups in the Area: Ncarly all of tile core groups felt that

thcy ilad dcvelol)cd cffcctivc or very effective linkages with other grotq)s in
their area such as community groups, local development associations and
scctoral grotq)s. This was achieved in various ways, but nlainly by core
group memhers also being menlhers of other groul)s, hy contacts through
thc co-ordinators and hy public meetings.

Linkages to Agencies/Institutions: Nearly all of tile groups found that linkages
with tile statc development agencies and other institutions were efl’ective or
very effcctlve. There were a few qualifications on this with some groups
saying, for example, that some agencies were not very responsive at first,
that some agencies could he morc flexible and th:~t staff" shortages in tile
agencies made it dilficuh for thcm to I)c as helpfill as they would wish.

Contacts with tile ~lgencles were developed through the co-ordinators,
through meetings with core group or sub-group members, and by having
agency staff" as core grouI) meml)crs. One core group which was not satisfied
with tile support Ii"om agcncies suggcsted that it might have hetpcd to have
more agency staff" as core group nlembers.

Main Strengths and HZeaknesses of the Programme Des~en
Tile core groups were asked to specie, in their reports what they rcgarded

as tile princil)al strengths and weaknesses of tile pilot programmc design.
Their vicws on this varied, but it was quite noticeable that there was a good

measure of agreement on tile main strengths, whereas a large number of
diverse weaknesses were mentioned hut usually only by one or two groups

in each case. This would appear to indicate that thc strengths were rather
more obvious to all than the weaknesses, which would-be consistcnt with
the core groups’ generally favoural)le overall vicw of the pilot progranlme.

Nearly all of thc corc groups included among tile main strengths ortlle
pilot programnle tile "bottonl up" concel)t, tile shared Icarning apl)roach
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involving twinning/networking and workshops, and tile role of the full-time

co-ordinator. A majority of them also regarded as key strengths of the
programme the official backing of a government department and the

European Commission, the role of core groups, and the fact that the general

approach crossed sectoral boundaries drawing in the services and support of
various agencies and institutions more effectively than previously.

Apart from these points, other main strengths identified by three or more

core groups were the effective mobilisation of local people and resources, the

systematic approach to identifying and selecting projects, and the professional
and educational inputs which imparted new skills, ideas and information.

As regards the main weaknesses, the twelve core groups between them

mentioned more than 30 distinct points, but there was little agreement on
them, so that most of these points were actually mentioned by only one

group. None of these points was mentioned by a majority of the groups.

The most commonly cited main weaknesses of the programme, mentioned

by three or four groups in each case, were the scarcity of additional finance
under Ihe pilot programme, the difficulty of convincing people of the value

of the programme (particularly in the early stages) when no additional
finance was invoh,ed, a feeling that things had to he done too quickly under

pressure to produce results, and a feeling that the programme made great
demands on voluntary participants, with some groups saying that there was

inadequate allowance for out-of-pocket expenses.
Two other points, which may he of particular importance in certain areas

were, first, that the programme design apparently assumed that there were

active community groups in all areas and]or that people had a desire to
work together as a community, whereas this is not necessarily so in all cases.

And, second, the core groups had no formal mandate from their community

and could be perceived lay some as elitist.
One other identified weakness which should be mentioned in the context

of the present report, was that the evaluation process examined the operation

of the pilot IRD programme, but did not involve consulting the wider
community or addressing wider policy issues. It has to be acknowledged

that this is basically correct. The time allocated for evaluation was not such
as to allow widespread consultation with local communities on their views

of the pilot programme. And there are, of course, other policy issues having

major implications for rural development which are not considered in great
detail in this report since it focuses on the pilot IRD programme; some of

these other policy issues are mentioned below at the beginning of Chapter
9.
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Requirements for the Future

The core groups were asked to recommend in their reports which elements
of tile pilot programme should be retained and which should be changed or
modified in a fi, ture progra,mne. As with their identification of main
strengths and weaknesses, there was a good measure of agreement on one
side of this -- nanaely, which elements to retain -- whereas there were quite
diverse views and much less agreeme!lt on how to change or modify tile
program me.

Nearly all of the core groups recommended retaining co-ordinators, core
groups, workshops, twinning/networking (with rather more specific mention
of networking than twinning) and technical assistance ftmding. There was
also a good deal of specific support for retaining tile "bottom up" approach
and tile planning team.

As regards changes or modifications, tile one recommendation which was
put forward by a majority of tile groups was to provide more financial
assistance, including more technical assistance funding ancl/or more broadly
applied funding for purposes such as feasibility studies and seed capital.
Some groups also recommended that at least part of this funding should be
allocated at the discretion of tile core groups.

There were a number of other recommendations for change put forward
by more than one group, but none of these were suggested by more than
three. These included slimming down the workshops (i.e., fewer of them
and/or shorter and less intensive); eonsuhation with core groups on speakers
for workshops; better communication on IRD activities elsewhere via a
computer link-up; delineation of "natural" areas with a recognised identity
as participants in tile progranmae; inclusion of a rural development specialist/
activist in the planning team; more I)ack-up and support for co-ordinators;
more representative means of forming core groups (ahhough more groups
favoured retaining tile existing method of selection); provision of more
realistic out-of-pocket expenses for core group members; and tile establishment
of an independent rural development agency (ahhough there was also
somewhat more SUl)port for keeping an [RD programme under tile
Department of Agricuhure and Food).

Suggestioru to Overcome Difficulties and Other Specific Messages.from Core Groups
Tile core groups were also asked for suggestions on how to overcome any

diffictdties they had encountered, and for any other specifc views they
wanted to express. In practice, there was some degree of overlap in the
topics covered by different groups under these two headings (as well as some
repetition and emphasising of points made elsewhere). Consequently, it is
convenient to treat them together here.
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The views expressed ill this regard were again very wide-ranging and
most of the individual points made were expressed by only one group. But
there were some views which were put forward by several groups. Some of

the points related to the IRD programme itself while others dealt with other
policies and issucs having a bearing on rural development.

On the IRD programme itself, half of the core groups took the opportunity
here to make explicitly favourable overall commeots on it, such as those
quoted at the start of this chapter; they generally called for a rapid follow-
up and extension of the programme, having due regard to suggested
modifications. This was much the most common type of "specific message"
and some of the groups had no other specific message.

Most of the groups called for more fiuance in one form or another in
order to overcome difficuhies they had encountered. The financial needs
referred to included assistance specifically for community groups and co-
operatives, seed capital for projects, assistance for community backed tourism
projects and craft enterprises, and a financial allocation Ibr core groups to
use at their discretion.

About half of the core groups suggested that the state development
agencies could be pressed to give more formal recognition and/or a more
positive response to IRD groups. Related suggestions were tbat the agencies
should have specific budget allocations for assisting IRD projects and that
their staff" should be available on a regular basis to deal with IRD
requirements.

One other suggestion about the IRD programme which was made by
more than one group was that there should be better back-up for the co-
ordlnators and their office base.

Other suggestions and views dealt with broader policies and issues not
specific to the IRD programme but affecting rural development. A common
concern or, rather, interrelated set of concerns, was that social welfare and
tax regulations should not have the effect of penalising or impeding initiative.
This issue was often mentioned in the context of utilising FAS schemes, and
there was a related concern that eligibility for participation in FAS schemes
needs to be made more flexible. Leaving aside the FAS connection, one
suggestion was that people trying to initiate a new business activity should
be allowed an "exploration phase" during which they would not lose their
existing social welfare entitlements or become liable to heavier taxation.

Two core groups recommended that there should be integrated plans for
rural development in each area, drawn up by the relevant development
agencies together and within the context of a national planning framework;
one of these groups also specified that this process should involve local
community representatives. Several of the groups also called for better
assistance for agriculture, although their precise recommendations varied.
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Anti two groups recommended that the criteria for eligibility for agri-tourism
grants should be less stringent.

Finally, the two island corc groups both made somewhat similar suggestions
that there should be a unified official approach to development of the
islands, whether through a new islands authority or through an explicit
islands policy which would apply to all relevant government departments
and agencies.



Chapter 8

SUCCESSES AND PROBLEMS OF THE IRD PILOT PROGRAMME

As was seen in Chapters 6 and 7, the prevailing overall view of the pilot
programme among the co-ordinators and tile core group members was that
it was very wortbwbile. Both of these sets of people wanted to see it continue
and to be extended to other areas, ahbough they favoured various
modifications and changes. Since it is rather difficult to evaluate tile success
of the pilot programme precisely and objectively in quantitative terms, these
qualitative judgements of the key participants have to be taken seriously as
important indicators of its success or failure.

For the co-ordinators, of course, continuation of tile pilot programme
could have offered the prospect of continuation of their employment, v.,bich
might be tbought to have influenced their expressed judgement of its success.
But then it should be borne in mind that they were on secondment from
other jobs in the public sector to which they could return. Also, by their
own account and quite credibly, tile position of co-ordinator placed
considerable demands and prcssure on them, so that if they had a definite
desire to continue in that position it seems that they genuinely found their
role satisfying and worthwbile despite its difficulties. Furthermore, during
tile course of tbe pilot programme the co-ordinators were by no means
reluctant to express their criticisms of it at their monthly meetings. It was
clear, nevertheless, as time went on, that they generally felt that the
programme was succeeding in achieving worthwhile results, despite any
criticisms. In these circumstances, their overall view in their written report
that tile pilot programme was a success can be taken as a real reflection of
their judgement.

The core group members’ participation in tile pilot programme was
entirely voluntary and unpaid. There was no very strong personal incentive
for them to stay with it, or to pronounce it an overall success and to
recommend its continuation, unless they really felt that it was achieving
wortbwhile resuhs for their area. (However, some of them may bave felt
that there could be more substantial funding available through a follow-up
programme if the pilot was judged to be a success.) Tile commitment asked
of them, on a voluntary basis, was often quite considerable and their
willingness to continue giving it speaks louder than words in demonstrating
their belief in tile value of tile programme.

68
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The core groups memhers’ comnlitment to the pilot programme is partly
shown by tile continuity of their membership of core groups and by their
consistent attendance at thc workshops. As was mentioned in Chapter 4, 76
per cent of all those who were ever core group members joined the
programme in tile first few months of its operation and stayed to the end.
Of the remaining 24 per cent, only about half dropped out during tile
programme, while the other half were their replacements. And some of those
who dropped out quite clearly llad to do so for unavoidal)le reasons, so that
withdrawals due to dissatisfaction or loss of interest were few and must have

amounted to less than one-tenth of all group members.
Attendance of core group members at workshol)s, which can be taken as

another indication of their commimlent, ranged fi’om 92 to 100 people,
representing between 7,1- per cent and 8’1. per cent of current core group
nlembership at tile time of individual workshops. Tile final workshop had
tile largest attendance. Considering that workshops took up whole weekends,
also involving some loss of normal working time for most people due to
travelling, this level of attendance was very satisfactory.

Apart from their views in their written reports, the core group members’
belief in tile overall value of the pilot programme was repeatedly expressed
implicitly during tile programme. For they were well aware that what was
being undertaken was a two-year pilot of an experimental nature, and
during tile second year they frequendy expressed concern about the future
and looked for assurances that tile programme would continue in some form.

It is worth bearing in mind, too, in considering tile assessment of the pilot
programme by tile core groups, that these were mostly experienced activists
in organisations such as community groups, local development associations
and sectoral groups, while some were officials of development agencies and
local authorities. They should, therefore, have been in quite a good position
to recognisc and assess whether the pilot programme made a real difference
in stimulating community hased develol)ment activity in their areas. They
were generally quite familiar widl tile situation in this rcgard both before
and after tile start of tile programme.

Benefits of the Pilot Programme
Whilc thc main participants in tile pilot programme mostly regarded it as

successful and worthwhile, it is rather difficult to assess its impact objectively
in quantitative terms. This is so for a number of reasons.

First, two years is too short a period of time for a programme aiming to
Ibster economic and social develol)ment to be able to demonstrate its impact

fully. Many of the projects selected were still in tile planning stage or at the
vcry early stages of implementation when the pilot period concluded, and
consequently they had yet to deliver the full expected results in terms of
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incomc generation or job creation. This is not at all surprising. Experience
with tile rural action projects of the Second European Programme to
Combat Poverty suggested that the time frame for developing such projects
typically required two ),ears to establish a project initially, two more ),ears
to implement it and a further three ),ears to consolidate it (Kennedy and
Kelleher, 1989, pp. 8, 9). If anything, projects uudertaken in the IRD
programnae tended to move faster than this, but it was still too early, to see
the full impact of many of them by tile end of the pilot period.

A second difficnhy in measuring the effects of the programme is that
much of what was undertaken in it involved making some contribution to
projects rather than taking sole responsibility for implementing them. Core
groups and co-ordinators initiated and assisted many projects and in some
cases helped to build on existing projects, but in most cases external
promoters did much of the work, often with the assistance of public bodies
and agencics. Thus there were generally situations where projects were
assisted by IRD participants, and while many of them would not have
happened at all without an input from tile IRD participants, others would
have happened in some form even in tile absence of tile IRD programme.
Thus, quite frequently, tile IRD participants could not be fully credited
with all the results since others also made major contributions. This naturally
creates a basic conceptual difficulty, in measuring the impact of the IRD
programme per se.

A third difficulty in measuring tile effects of tile pilot programme is that
a significant minority of the projects undertaken had inherently non-
quantifiable social objectives. Furthermore, quite a number of the projects
with overtly economic objectives were also of such a nature that their results
would be inherently difficuh to quantify. For example, projects aiming to
establish new co-operatives or producer groups were generally intended to
make a contribution to tile local economy, but it would often be difficult to
put a precise value on that contribution. Similarly projects aiming to develop
new tourist attractions may well contribute to increasing tourism revenues
for an area, but again it would often be difficult to measure the full
contribution, direct and indirect.

Despite all these problems in assessing tile full results of the pilot
programmc in a quantitative manner, it is at least possible to attempt to
quauti~, some aspects.

First, when the pilot programme ended, although many of tile projects
were still in tile early stages, projects undertaken or assisted in tile
programme were reported by the core groups to have led to the creation of

99 full-time year-round jobs as well as 249 seasonal jobs which were full-
time for at least half of tile ),eat’; this is equivalent to a total of over 224
ftdl-time year-round jobs. In addition, there were 187 part-time jobs. These
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projects were also reckoned, by the core groups themselves, to have further
targctcd or potential employment of 505 fttll-time year-round jobs as well as
188 which would he full-tinle for more than half the year, giving a ftdl-time
year-round equivalent of over 599. A further 687 part-time jobs, as well as
some 1,500 johs of a rather short-term seasonal nature, were also expected.
The twelve pilot areas have an estimated population at work of about
38,000, so that thc 60,1- existing and expected full-time year-round jobs in
the projects would be providing employment For about 1.6 per cent of their
working population if all the jobs were actually to matcrialise. Thus, if all
of the expected johs were actually to come into existence, this would amotmt
to an eml)loyment contrihution of some significance, particularly since
employment has been declining in many of the pilot areas.

It should be noted, too, that some other projects wcrc expected to lead to
new employment, at least indirectly, hut it was not possible to put numbers
on this in some Eases SO that these are not included in the numbers referred
tO a hove.

Many of tile projects undertaken were not such as to create johs but they
would generate additional or supplementary incomes for people. However,
there was often greater difficulty in actually ascertaining tile amounts of
additional income, since this is less evident and is more sensitive a matter
than counting johs. The additional incomes generated by projects, in cases
where this could be counted with reasonable confidence, amounted to
IR£616,000 per annum at thc end of the pilot period, as reported by the
core groups. The potential or targeted additional incomes when projects
come to fidl fi’uition amountcd to IR£4.9 million pcr annum. But these
figures leave out tile resuhs of quite a large numher of projects where tile
impact was not quantified.

To put these figures in perspective, 1R£4.9 million per annuna would
provide, say, IR£5,000 per annum to 980 people, or IR£3,000 to 1,630
people. Thus, if this accrued to people such as small larmers, fishermen or
others with mainly seasonal or part-time employment and relatively low
inconles, this could be sufficient to make the clift’erence hetween involuntary
emigration and a reasonably acceptahle living standard for perhaps 2½-4 per
cent of the working population of tile pilot areas.

The figures on job creation and income generation were provided by the
core groups themselves and they have not bccn independently verified. It
might he thought that there would be some tendency for core groups to
exaggerate their achievements in this respect, or at least to he optimistic on
the question of future projections. This may he so in some cases, and it is
quite likely that not all expected jobs or incomes will materialise and that

there will hc some project failures. However, it seems clear, too, that any
hlas in the core groups’ expectations is not all in the direction ofcxaggeration.
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For one thing, there was some feeling among core group members that it
would be a mistake to make exaggerated claims since this might give the
impression that a great deal can be achieved without more substantial
financial aid for their areas.

It is worth noting, too, that 7 of the 12 core groups gave no monetary
figure at all for incomes already generated while 5 of the 12 gave no such
figure for projected incomes. This was generally due to the difficulty of
giving actual figures, rather than to a complete absence of new incomes,
and it means that if some of those giving figures were exaggerating this was
likely to he counterbalanced or outweighed by the omission of the unavailable
figures.

As regards the figures on new jobs already in place, 10 of the 12 groups
provided figures. These figures generally looked realistic in so far as the
largest numbers quoted came fi’om areas where they would have been
expected since they clearly had a good deal of activity going on relatively
early. Most of these figures could scarcely have been greatly exaggerated
since most of the groups claimed that less than 7 full-time year-round jobs
were in place. As regards the projected new jobs, the number of expected
"full-time year-round equivalent" jobs in the future was just over 2½ times
as great as the number reported to be already in place, which does not seem
greatly exaggerated given that many projects were at an early stage of
development. However, there must be some probability that not all of the
expected jobs will materialise.

While it would be too much to claim, certainly after just two years’
experience, that the approach of the pilot IRD programme could substantially
transform rural areas, it does look likely that it can make a distinctly useful
contrihution to economic and social development, h is too difficult to say

whether continuation of the programme would continue to produce additional
resuhs at the same rate over many more years. It is possible, of course, that
it would eventually become increasingly difficult to come up with more
useful new projects as the more evident ideas are exploited, or that the core
groups would begin to run out of energy. On the other hand, there were
signs of an effect whereby one idea or project begets another and projects
become n+tutual]y reinforcing, so that momentum can build rather than
diminish over time. At the end of the pilot period, it appeared that the
momentum of project activity in most pilot areas was still increasing.

It is worth noting that the number of projects which emerged in the pilot
period was considerably greater than was anticipated initially lay the
planning team. When the core groups and co-ordinators were originally
asked to draw up their provisional lists of projects for Workshop II, it was
suggested that they think in terms of about 9 to 12 projects, including four
or five small ones, three or four medium-size ones and two or three large
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ones. In practice, however, every core group eventually selected a greater
number of projects than this and the average number per core group was
33. Thus the scale of activity which emerged was considerably greater than
was originally hoped. It seems that a basic reason for this was that the core

groups and co-ordinators successfully linked up with many other local people
and organisations which joined in the process, whether through participating
in sub-groul)s or by acting its project promoters. Thus the scale of mobilisation
of human resources was considerable and this facilitated the adoption of
relatively large numbers of projects.

The method of operation of the pilot programme meant that, for relatively
small expenditures on employing paid staff, the voluntary eflbrts of much
larger numbers of people wcrc mobilised. With twelve full-time paid co-
ordinators together with cluite intensive management and guidance as well
as administrative back-up, the programme secured the involvemcnt of about
125-130 core group members (the precise numlger varied). It also involved
a larger number ofsul>-group members, and stimulated new eflbrts by many
members of other local organisations and other project promoters. Given
this high level of voluntary work (or at least unpaid by the state) in relation
to the nunabers of paid staff; the programme probal>ly gave good value tbr
money, ahhougla a precise measure of the benefits and returns to the
Exclaequer would bc \,cry diflicuh to calculate for the reasons mentioned
above. A few of the participaiits in the pilot IRD programme had previous
professional experience in other state-backed self-help programmes and they
fclt that, whatever else might be said about it, this one achieved a great
deal in relation to the money spent on it.

Of course, since the pilot programme was a new initiative and created a
new experience for the participants, the people involved may have reacted
by making exceptional eflbrts which would not be fully replicated in an
ongoing national programme. Nevertheless, as far as one can judge fi’om the
pilot programme, it seems that people are prepared to make significant
cfl’orts on a voluntary basis to promote development of their area.

Problems and Issues Arising

There were a ntlntber of problems and issues arising in the pilot
programme which arc worth discussing here. First, it has to be mentioned
that some selected projects failed or at least were slow to advance; some
details on this are incluclccl in Appendix 4 on project activity. One reason
for this was failure to find suitable project promoters although the core
groups [~lt that they had the basis of good project ideas. Other projects
which were initially selected were Ibund to present various technical
difficulties whe~l they were further researched. And, of course, problems with
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securing sources of t]u,~tllCe were tile maln constraint on advaocing some
projects.

It was also noticeable that some pilot areas were less successful than others
ill producing tangible results such as new jobs or tile generation of additional
incomes, within tile two-year pilot period. The major determining factor of
such varying results was not entirely clear, but it does not seem to have
been particularly related to tile areas’ existing level of economic development.
What seems to have been more important in producing relatively quick

resuhs in terms of jobs and incomes was the previously existing level of local
comnlunity development activity and tile strength of community spirit.
Where such activity was strong, whether an area was relatively poor or
relatively rich, tile core groups were generally able to proceed more rapidly
to produce tangihle resuhs. However, other areas which were slower to
produce such resuhs did not necessarily fail to make real progress. Some of
them clearly made progress in laying tile groundwork for more tangible
resuhs later on, e.g., by stimulating the formation of more active conmlunity
groups and co-ordinating them hetter, and by planning and taking initial
steps on projects, depending more on their own eflbrts, which could be
expected to bear fi’uit subsequently.

An issue which was considered quite important from tile start of the pilot
programme was that "ownership" of tile programme should come to be
transtlzrrcd to the core groups. In other words, they, rather than the co-
ordinator, should come to feel responsible Ibr directing and initiating their
activities, with thc co-ordinator being available to assist in various ways.
For tile most part, it appears that this transfer of ownership occurred to a

noticeable extent, ahhough it could still have gone further. Most groups
were still relying a good deal on tile co-ordinator to act on advancing
projects. However, it was possihle for tile core groups hasically to be in
charge while still feeling very reliant on the services of the co-ordinators,
and it appeared that this was a common situation at tile end of the pilot

period.
For tile most part, the core groups "bought in" to the programme during

the pilot phase, accepting their role and going about it often with considerable
enthusiasm. As was outlined earlier in this chapter, there was evidence of a
good deal of commimlent fi’om the core group members. Such commiunent
was not always achieved quickly, or not completely in all cases. Probably
tile t~tctor most conlmonly causing core group members to have reservations
about tile programme was tile scarcity of additional finance available
through it, particularly since some were apparently under tile impression at

first that this situation would, or at least might, change during tile course
of the pilot.
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Most members of one particular core group appeared to have exceptionall),

strong reservations about the pilot i)rogramnae which persisted well into the

secot~d year. Their reservations and difficulties with tile programme were

expressed quite strongly verbally during the pilot period, ahhough their

criticisms were less pointed and were expressed in a relatively restrained

manner b), the time the}, came to prepare their final written report. Part of

their reservations about the programme concerned the lack of additional

finance, and the restrictiveness of technical assistance funding. Some of this

group’s members were also critical of twinning, as well as the format and

content of ~,’Vorkshop I.

After that workshol), their sul)scquent attendance at workshops never

exceeded half of the group and was as low as one-quarter on one occasion.

|n addition, and perhaps quite central to the attitude of this group, there

were disagreements fi’om an early stage with the methods of working

prescribed for core groups. They felt that the programme dictated that

grol.lps should concentrate on developing new selected projects, whereas they

felt that they would [lave done better in a primarily integrating role for

existing groups and activities. They also Felt that the core group was

constrained to assist projects through a sponsoring group or person rather

than taking then1 on direcdy, which rcstrlcted their effectiveness. Together

with their lack of discretionary control over funding, these points led this

particular group to conclude that the pilot wogrammc was "bottom up" ill

theory but more "top down" in practice.

Probably arising fi’om both tile strength and nature of these disagreements,

this same core group was relatively slow to settle on an agreed list of priority

projects. Well into the second ),eat" the group’s priorities still seemed

somewhat unsettled, its seen, for example, in withdrawals ofsome applications

For technical assistance funding and their replacement by other applications.

They also were relatively poor attenders at workshops, as mentioned above,

and there was an unusually high turnover of members of this group, with

half of tile group leaving and bcing replaced half way through the

programme. It became evident at some monthly meetings with tile co-

ordinators that these ti:atures, taken together, had created doubts among tile

planning team abotlt whether this really constituted a properly functioning

core group. Partly as a resuh, tile same group found it difficult to get

approval for some applications for technical assistance funding, which led to

further disenchantment.

Despite these disagreenlents and difficulties, this slime core group did find

some merit in the pilot programme. They approved of tile "bottonl up"

principle, if not its practice, as well as tile idea of core groups, co-ordinators

and shared learning through networking, and tiley did uhimately wish to

continue with the IRD programmc in a modified Ibrm. Perhaps some of the
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friction involving tiffs group could have been avoided through better
communication at an early stage of the aims and methods of working
envisaged. Fox" some time, at least, they seem to have Felt unnecessarily
restricted in the range of activities which they could undertake, and indeed

some other groups interpreted their role more flexibly, engaging in integrating
and co-ordinating activities as projecls, and taking on certain types of projects
tl~emselves. But perhaps, too, it would not have been possible to persuade
everybody without diflicuhy to fully "buy into" and accept such a
programme. In any case, the dlfl]cuhies and reservations of one particular
group should not weigh too heavily in considering the overall experience of
the pilot programme as a whole.

A further issue arising fi’om the pilot programme concerns the method of
selection and representativeness of core groups. Most of the groups felt that
the method of selection was satisfactory and worked well, but a few fizh that
there should be at least some element of elections or nominations by
commtmily groups so as to have more representative groups. There may
well be a trade-off here between effectiveness and representativeness or
accountability.

It would have to be said that the cove groups as selected we;’e generally
quite effectivc. They also did not generally behave in an elitist manner and
the programme design would not have been conducive to their doing so.

For they were asked not to use hierarchical structures, e.g., by. not having
group leaders or chairpersous. They were also positively encouraged to build
links and to work with existing community groups, local development
associations, sectoral groups and co-operatives, and in practice they did this
and most of their priority projects were promoted by such orgauisations.
Also the core groups did not have any funding directly at their disposal,
and the limited technical assistance funding was always directed to external
project promoters, following sul~naission of applications through the core
groups. Thus, there was no1 a great deal of scope or inclination for the core
groups to behave in an elitist or unaccountable manner and they generally
involved the wider community in much of what they set out to achieve --
and they needed to do so in fael.

If more significant funding is to be made available through a future IRD
programme, however, and particularly if this is to be partly available to
core groups to use at their own discretion, the issue of accountability and

representativeness could become more important. There could be some risk,
in such circumstances, that more opportunist or self-interested individuals
would seek to be part of future core groups and to use the available funding
in ways which would suit themseh,es.

One option to cope with this might be to form the core groups in a more
representative mamler so that they would be accountable to those whom
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they represent. But this would carry thc risk of failing to achieve a good
balance of skills and expertise ill the core groups. And there is no guarantee
that the degree of cohesion, team spirit and com~llitnlent developed in most
core groups in the pilot programme could be replicated by using quite a
different approach to their formation. An ahernatlve approach could bc to
form the core groups in much the same way as in tile pilot programme,
placing a good deal of emphasis on tile selection of people with involvement
in local groups as voluntary activists. And this could be accompanied by
clearly specified criteria on tim usage of any adclitional funds, with more
intensive and active checking that ftmds are being used correctly -- without,
at the same time, interim:ring with the core groups’ fi’ecdom to select and
initiate a wide range of project types, as in the pilot programme. Such an
approach would be more likely to produce similar resulu to the pilot
programme.

A final issue worth mentioning here concerns gaps identified in the range
of available state assistance. The core groups and co-ordinators referred to
a nunlber of specific needs in this area, inchtding aid for craft enterpriscs,
assistance for community groups and co-operatives, legal aid for such groups,
and assistance for eonamm’tity-backed tourism projects. They also felt that
thcrc was a general need in such an IRD programme itsclf for ftmding for

seed capital and feasibility studies for projecu.



Chapter 9

LESSONS AND ISSUES :IRIS1NG FROM THE PILOT
IRD PROGRAMME

This chapter summarises the main lessons and issues arising from the pilot
[RD programme. [n considering the overall effectiveness of the programme,
it should be borne in mind, as was noted in Chapter l, that the approach
adopted was intended to contribute to rural development, but it ’.,.,as not
envisaged that this approach would be the only policy for promoting
development of rural areas. Both the h+ish government and the EC have a
range of other policies having an influence on rural developmelat. Such
policies include those Ibr the development of agricuhure, tourism and
forestry, policies to expand and to disperse industry geographically, and
policies to improve infrastructure and the environment. It was intended that
the pilot [RD approach would operate in this wider policy context and
would be additional and complementary to other efl’orts to develop rural
areas.

Some would question whether the range of policies influencing rural
development amounts, as yet, to an integrated or coherent package
addressing the fundamental issues efl’ectively. For example, Cuddy and O
Cinneide (1990) noted, with approval, that the Commission of the European
Communities (1988) prescribed a muhi-sectoral approach to the devclopment
of rural areas. But they also felt that, in practice,

... policy, however, would seem to be proceeding along narrow
Iraditional lines as a i’nosaic of measures without a central coherent
tbcus. A comprehensive package of rural development policies has yet
to be delivered. (Cuddy and O Cinneide, 1990, p. 20).

This report does nol auempt to assess the effectiveness or coherence of
the whole system of policies having a hearing on rural development, since
this rcport is rather narrowly focused on the IRD programme. We simply
wish to note that the pilot IRD approach was envisaged as making a
contribution within the broader system of policies, and not as being the only
policy addressing rural development issues, h was not expected, in itself, to
provide all the answers.

The pilot programme sought to bring to rural development policy a
programlne with an IRI) approach. As was outlined in Chapter 1, the term
"IRD" does not have a single generally accepted meaning. In the case of
Ihe Irish pilot programme, it meant a programme aiming to link and
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promote multi-sectora[ projects, oil a geographical area basis, over a number
of years, h also meant aiming to mobilise local leadershiF, and initiative,
and to encourage non-statutory or voluntary orgauisations to fostcr
development projects while availing of thc assistance available fi’om statutory
agencies. In addition, it incorporated the notion that systematic learning
and sharing of ideas, experience and information can be beneficial in a
process of participative change and development.

Unlike some formulations of thc mcaning of IRD, the Irish pilot
programme did not invoh,e a particularly strong or explicit concentration
on the poorest areas of rural h’cland or on the needs of the poorest people
in the areas where it operated. A particular focus on the needs of such
people in the pilot areas involved was not ruled out, but whether such a
focus would develop depended on thc core groups and the people whom
they worked with in their local communities. In practice, it seems cleat" that
quite a number of the priority projects selected would havc been beneficial

to unemployed people and to others with relatively low incomes. However,
given the nature of the general objectives of the pilot programme, no
attempt is made here to assess explicitly its impact on social equity or
combating poverty, since this was not a prime focus of the programme.

General Comments on the Pilot Programme
The pilot programme demonstrated that the approach adopted is capable

of stimulating considerable voluntary efforts by local people to promote
economic and social development in their own areas. It was clear, too, that
those involved generally found the experience worthwhile and looked forward
to continuation of the programme in some form. In terms of what it aimed
to achieve, the prograrnme could be regarded as successful, providing good
grotmds for continuing with this approach, with appropriate modifications.

While the pilot programme stimulated and encouraged initiatives coming
fi’om local comnaunities themselves, it needs to bc recognised that this was
not spontaneous and that the programme worked through a focused, directed
and quite conscious process. The initiatives taken on projects were genuinely
local, but there was systematic central guidance of the overall process.
Establishing and guiding the process took a good deal of care and similar
care and attention would be needed in extending such a programme to
other areas.

The pilot programme showed that genuine resuhs can be achieved by
encouraging and assisting local people to decide on and to initiate
development projects for their own area. Participants generally responded
well to the :’bottom up" approach of the programme and they appreciatcd
the fact that their views and expertisc were valued ancl takezl scriously by a
government department and the Europeall Conlmission.
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/lrgas

The pilot programme produced no very clear lessons on what is the ideal
size Ibr areas involved. It worked well -- arguably particularly well -- both
in tile smallest areas (with under 2,000 inhabitants) and in the largest one
(with almost 30,000 inhabitants). It seems that a flexible approach can be
taken to tile size of areas. Many of the participants fell, however, that it is
important to delineate "natural" areas with which people can identify.
Ahhough this was not a unanimous view, it seems that most participants
would feel more comfortable with what they regard as natural areas.

Areas with strong existing community group activity and a good
conlmunity spirit seemed able to produce siguificant tangible resuhs more
quickly thall others, but this was not an essential recluirement for making
worthwhile progrcss.

Co-ordinalors

The role of tile co-ordinators generally worked well and was an essential
part of tile pilot programme. While previous professional experience of this
type of work and prior familiarity with their areas may have been
advantageous attributes for some of the co-ordinators, neither seems to have
been essential.

The co-ordinators were often under pressure, however, and it would be
desirable, resources permitting, to provide them with more assistance and
better office back-up and facilities. A flexible approach could bctakcn to
this, providing assistants to those most in need of them, since the pressure of
work seems to have varicd depending partly on tile degree of active
participation of core groups. It would also be useful in future to provide full
inlbrmation on the nature and requirements of tile job of co-ordinator to
candidates before recruitment.

Trahdng
The training programme for co-ordinators was generally very effective in

the arcas which it covered. C:onsideration could be given in future to
providing more training and infornlatlon on specific rural devclopment issues
and on topics such ;IS business planning. Of course, training while on tile
jub, ;is was done during tile pilot prograname, means competing with other
demands on tile co-ordinators’ time, so that it would scarcely be possible to
cover every topic of interest and value. Some choices have to be made on
this.

The question of a training/induction course for future core group members
also arises, to give them a clcar view of what a programme of this nature
involves. With tile experience and outcomes of the pilot programme available,
this should now be more I~asible and it might form part of an early
workshop tbr new core groups.
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Core Groups
Thc role of the core grotzps worked well for the most part. Eight members

was initially regarded as the ideal size, to facilitate effective and informal
meetings, but it seems that efl’ectivc core groups could be a little larger
particularly since there wcrc often some absentees fi’om meetings.

As regards the formation and composition of core groups, time process of
selection and thc cmphasis on obtaining people with a variety of relevant
expertise and competence and a record of voluntary activism generally
worked well. The process of recruiting core group members was generally
successful in identi~,iug people who were to show a sustained commitment
to the pilot programme. Some would feel it desirable to have more
representative or accountable core grotlpS, but introducing new means of

sclccting or electing them would carry the risk of Ihiling to create groups as
efl’ective as those in the pilot. It would probably be more effective to select
them in much the same way as in the pilot programme and to deal with
the issuc of accountability, partictdarly if greater funding is involved, by
more intensive and active evaluation/auditing of usage of funds.

The inlbrmal style of working for core groups was also generally
satisfb.ctory, as was the systematic approach to identifying, prioritising and
implementing projects. One issue which arose was whether core group
naelmlbers need access to greater out-of-pocket expenses. As it was, their
accommodation and direct travel costs (i.e., fares or petrol, not a mileage
allowance) were covered for relevant excursions such as workshops or
twimfing visits outside their pilot areas, while their travel and other expenses
arising within their pilot areas were not covered.

Sub-Groups and Advisory Groups
Time concept of advisory groups was liltle utiliscd in the pilot programme

and it seems to have been unnecessary. Sub-groups were widely used,
however, and many additional people were drawn into the process in this
vcay.

I’l;orkshops
Workshops were an important elcment in the pilot programme and they

generally succeeded in providing inspiration and enhancing motivatiou. In
a broader future programme, they could presumably be held more
conveniently for core groups fi’om particular regions of the country.

Issues which arose are whether workshops should bc held a little less
li’cquently, whether a longer lead-in time is needed to the first workshop,
and whether workshop agendas should be less intensive with more time for
intbrmal interaction. There was backing for each of thesc suggcstions fi’om
some participants, but they need to be considered carefully. The timing and
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agendas of workshops did rather force the pace and this was intended to
communicate a "work ethic" and seriousness of purpose. This meant that
some participants felt under pressure, bnt it may well have been important
for achieving the overall results.

Twinning
Most participants in the programme found the twimfing visits an effective

form of shared learning, but there ’.’.’as rather more favourahle comment on
networking and some feeling that it should have replaced twinning earlier
or entirely. In practical terms, however, groups would probably not have
had the sort of knowledge about other groups’ activities that would have
been needed to stimnlate networking in the early stages of the programme.
Consequently, a formal twinning arrangement seems to have been desirable
at least up to Workshop II.

Networking
The networking arrangement was regarded favourably by all who were

involved in it and it seems to have been a particularly valuable form of
shared learning.

The Planning Team
The planning team, which was responsible for the overall running of the

programme, was obviously due credit for its achievements. Most of the core
groups commented very favourably on its role.

One suggestion which is worth considering is the inclusion in future of a
specialist with "hands on" experience of rural development, although such
a person would need to be in sympathy with and supportive of the general
approach of the programme. Of course, the role of the pilot programme in
general was to stimulate and assist people to take development initiatives,
making use of their own expertise and that of the various specialist sectoral
development agencies. The programme did not particularly set out to
provide additional specialist expertise through the planning team, but the
inclusion of a rural development specialist might be of assistance at times.

Some participants in the pilot programme felt that the planning team
should have been less remote and more accessible to them. But this was not
a very widely held view and a degree of distancing from the people on the
grotmd was consistent with, and probably helped to emphasise the "bottom
up" ethos of the programme.

Monthly Meetings
The monthly meetings of the co-ordinators and the consultants managing

the programme were an important and useful part of the structure of the
pilot programme.
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Technical Assistance Funding

The technical assistance funding was widely welcomed and seems to have
been generally put to good use. The experience can give some confidence

that this is a feasible method of channelling funds to assist worthwhile local
development initiatives. The question arose whether there should be greater
amounts of funding in a follow-up programme, and whether it should be
more broadly available for purposes such as seed capital, feasibility studies
and marketing. It seems likely .that additional funding could generally be
usefully employed provided that there arc adequate safeguards.

At the same time, there was a value in holding back the availability of

ftmding tmtil after groups had thought through their projects, identified
their priorities and explored other sources of funding.

Linkages with Local Groups

The I RD core groups and co-ordinators generally established wide-ranging
linkages with other local organisatious such as community groups, local
development associations, co-operatives and scctoral groups. Such links were
important for finding project promoters, co-ordinating activities for mutual
benefits, and generating unexpectedly large numbers of projects. The
development of such linkages should continue to be encouraged in a future
programme.

Lhlkages with State Agencies

There were rather ambiguous reports from IRD participants on support
and assistance fi’om state development agencies. The co-ordinators reported
a number of problems in this area. The core groups, however, generally said
that their linkages with the agencies were effective or very effective, but
then in their reconamendatlons about half of them called for more formal
recognition and/or more positive responses to IRD groups by state agencies.

The arrangements for a follow-up IRD prograrnme should aim to ensure
adequate support and co-operation from the agencies, given the limitations
of their resources.

Gaps in State Assistance

The gaps in the range ofstate assistance which were specifically mentioned
by the IRD participants included: finance [br seed capital, feasibility studies,
craft enterprises, assistance for comnlunity groups, and co-operatives generally
and, more specifically, assistance for community-backed tourism projects and
legal assistance for community groups.
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Sponsoring Department or AgenO,
Some of the IRD participants favoured the establishment of a new rural

development agency or authority to look after a future IRD programn~e. At
the same time, however, most felt that the sponsoring role of the Department

of Agriculture and Food was valuable and effective in the pilot programme,

and there was also some specific support for keeping a future IRD
programme under the care of that I)epartment. h would be difficult to say

that a very clear lesson on this issue emerged from the pilot, except to note

that the pilot programme was generally quite successful and that it was
backed by the Department of Agricuhure and Food.

Role of the Programme in Promoting Development

The pilot IRD programme itself ofl’ered little in the way of direct financial
assistance for development projects, ahhough it did facilitate people in

drawing on financial assistance from existing development agencies and

other sources. Apart fi’om this, what it did as a means of promoting
development effOrts was to stimulate new thinking aild initiatives, promote

the exchange of ideas and information, and co-ordinate and harness the

available resources and eftbrts of numbers of people. Thus, what it offered

as a means of promoting development was partly stimulation and support
of"enterprlsc", in the hroadest sense. But more than this, it hecame evident

from many of the projects which emerged that, quite apart from the quality

or spirit of enterprise of individuals, there are certain types of project activity
which can be initiated and developed more effectively through the process

of co-ordinating and linking up of people. This made it possible for some
things to be done which would have been unlikely or much slower to happen

simply by relying on enterprising individuals in isolation.

This applied, for example, to many of the project activities in rnaricnlture
or agriculture where it was t~:lt that the best way to proceed was by forming

co-operatives or producer groups. It applied, too, to many of the tourism

projects which were often complementary or mutually reinforcing, for
example by developing a number of tourist attractions at the same time in

the same area, together with marketing efforts and relevant training courses.

Of course, quite a number of the projects undertaken in the pilot programme
could have been done effectively as individual "stand-alone" initiatives. But

the notion of "integrated" dcvelopment had a real meaning for many of
them, and the process of co-ordination and integration did contribute a

genuinely additional stimulus to development which looks likely to prove
valuable.
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Further Monitoring and Evaluation
Finally, it was mcntionccl in Chapter 8 that two years was too short a

period of time for a programme aiming to foster economic and social
developnlent to be able to demonstrate its impact fully. Many of the projects
selected were still in the planning stage or at the very early stages of
implementation when the pilot period concluded, and consequently they
had yet to deliver the full results that were hopecl for. For this reason, there
is a need for further, longer-term, monitoring and assessment of progress in
the pilot programme areas. As the next chapter outlines, the continuation

and cxtcnsion of the IRD programme will involve some changes in thc level
and type of financial stuppor! and in the institutional support structures, and
the effccts of these changes should be a focus for attention in any future
monitoring and evaluation.
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Chapter 10

J’~Czl TIONI’VIDE EXTENSION OF THE IRD PROGRAMME

At the time of the launching of the pilot IRD programme, it was stated
that the intention was to gain the experience necessary before considering
whether to latmch a nationwide IRD programme. Following the conclusion
of the pilot phase in October 1990, the existing co-ordinators and core
groups in the pilot areas were mostly kept in place while the experience of
the pilot programme was being reviewed and decisions on follow-up
arrangements were being considered. An early indication that the experience
of the pilot phase was being regarded favourably at official level was the
recommendation from the Agriculture and Food Policy Review Group
(1990, p. 68) that the pilot programme for IRD should be applied nation-
wide.

In July 1991, the Minister tbr Agricuhure and Food amaounced that the
government had agreed to his proposals tbr a nationwide IRD programme.
The statement issued by his Department elaborating on this amtouncement
ran as follows:

The Minister said that the expcrience gained through the Pilot
Programme on Integrated Rural Development, which operated in
twelve specially selected areas in the period 1988-1990 demonstrated
clearly that, given the opportunity, local communities were only too
willing to become involved in the development of their own areas, in
setting the objectives and in taking the necessary action to bring them
to reality.

In the light of that experience it has now been decided to extend to
the entire country the system which was so successful in the pilot phase.
This involves the appointment of official rural development co-
ordinators working through Core Groups of local voluntary committed
individuals and representatives of organisations interested in the future
of the community.

In the thirteen Western counties (Donegal, Sligo, Leitrim, Cavan,
Monaghan, Longford, Roscommon, Mayo, Galway, Clare, Kerry, West
Limerick and West Cork), the role of the existing County Development
Officers will be widened to enable them to undertake Co-ordinator
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duties in addition to their existing ftmctions. Tile appropriate training
will be provided. The County Development Teams will provide tile
necessary back-up services.

For tile remainder of the country there will be 25 rural development
co-ordinators and thcsc will bc based in 8-9 strategically located centres.

They will be assigned tile duty of stimulating and assisting local
communities in their self-help eflbrts and of providing the guidance
and information needed to ensure tile success of these efforts. The co-
ordinators will have tile assistance of regional committees based on
their areas of operation and representative of local amhorities and State

agencies and of the Core Groups in tile area.

The Minister went on to say that a national consultative committee on

rural development would be established to advise him in regard to
progress on rural development.

Bctwccn now and the end of 1993, the Minister said, a sum of IR£7.6
million of State and EC funds is available for small and community
enterprises under tile Operational Programme for Rural Developnaent.
Considerable discretion will be given to tile regional committees, and
to the County Development Teams in tile West, in disbursing these
funds at local level.

Tile Minister enlphasised that in setting up this new local structure, he
had no intention of interfering with any other local arrangements
ah’eady in existence, or which tile local conlnlunity might wish
themselves to set up in the furore. His ol~jcctivc, he said, was to ensure
that all approaches to rural development should complement each
other for the benefit of thc conlmunity.

Referring specifically to tile partnership companies established under
tile Progranmae for Economic and Social Progress, the Minister said
that those set up in ,’ural areas will be availed of to promote rural
development in their catchment areas. The necessary administrative
arrangements will be made to ensure that tile companies and tile new
administrative structure which he is setting up will fidly complement

each other in promoting tile good of tile rural community.

Concluding, the Minister took the opportunity to express his appreciation
of the eflbrts of all who co-operated in tile pilot programme. Their
unselfish comnaimlent and dedication, he said, had led to the
introduction of a design for rural development which would give the
local community a greater say than ever before in shaping their own
destiny (Departnlent of Agriculture and Food, .July, 1991).
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it is understood tllat tile intentlon is to have tile new structures in place
in 1992, and it is expected that thc staff" and administratlon costs for that

year will be about IR£1 million. By invoh, ing tile existing Count)
Develol)ment Officers and County Developnlent Teams fi’om tile thirteen
western counties in operating tile new programme, it is intended to avoid
duplication and to economise on costs.

Tile above statement is lacking in precise details of how the new
programme would operate. For cxamplc, it does uot elaborate on how tile
core groups would be formcd, what sort of training is cnvisagcd, how would
the managcmcnt role of the pilot programnle’s planning lean1 be carricd
out, and whether there would be a buih-in process ofsharecl learning with
workshops, networking and reguhir co-ordinators’ meetings. However, the
-ilrrallgCl’llcnts ;is outlined Stein to be ,~lt least consistent with tile prospect

that the new nationwidc programme will be broadly similar in important
respects to tile pilot programme, and it is understood that tile intention is
to retain the main fcatures of the pilot design.

Tile local area units envisaged for the new nationwide programme,
however, appear to be considerably larger than most oF tile twelve areas in
die pilot programme. The western County Development Officers, in their
role as co-ordinators, would mostly be dealing with areas OF county size,
while tile other 25 co-ordinators would each apparently be dealing with an
are.~t al)oul half tile size of an average couuly. Such areas would be distinctly
larger than illOSl O1" the twelve pilot al’e.~lS, although they could be roughly
comparable in sizc or population to the largest of those areas, Inishowcn,
where tile pilot programme operated successfully. It is not entirely clear how
much back-up or support will be available to tile co-ordinators, whether
through the C, ounty Development Teams or tile new regional committees.
But it seems that the new nationwidc programnlc, while otherwise similar
in design to tile pilot, will invoh,e a less intensive application than the pilot
scheme given the area to be covered and tile resources to be made available.

It could be a positive feature o1" tile new arrangements that tile state
development agcncics or County Development Teams will be drawn into
tile programme, if this helps to ensure that they co-operate and assist it as
best they can. At tile same time, it would bc inaportant to ensure that they
do not take on too dominant a role, alld that conlnlittcd local voluntary
people have a major input in proposing and deciding on clcvelopment
initiatives, since this is a fundamental characteristic of a "bottom up" IRD
p rogra m me.

To clari~, how the new nationwide l)rogramme fits into the broader set
of policies For rural development, there is currently an Operational Programme

.]’or Rural Development which was approved by tile EC Commission in
December 1990. This Programme is made up of a muhi-sectoral range of
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measures aimed at promoting rural development under five headings or sub-
programmes. These sul)-programnles deal with: (I) diversification of tile
rural economy, e.g., through incentives for ahernative forms of farm
production, (2) small and community enterprises, (3) rural infrastructure
development, (4) research and development and marketing in the food
industry, and (5) human resource development. Total expenditure on this
Programme fiom 1991 to 1993 is to be IR£104 million, of which the EC
Structural Funds are to contribute about IR£59 million.

Spending on sub-programme 2, for small and community enterprise, is to
be IR£7.6 million up to the end of 1993, and this is the same sum mentioned
in the Minister’s statement quoted above, which will be available for small
and comnlunity enterprises. Thus this amount of IR£7.6 million will
constitute a fired which will provide grants, seed capital and technical
assistance for projects emerging’under the nationwide IRD progranlme. As
was pointed out in Chapter 9, therefore, the IRD programme is to be seen
as only part of overall policy for rural development, and it is intended to
make a distinctive contribution to that policy by drawing on local initiative
and leadership in a programme with a "bottom up" al)proaeh.

As a matter of clarification, it is worth mentioning that the LEADER
programme is distinct from the IRD programme. The LEADER programme
is the EC’s own initiative on rural development. The purpose of LEADER
is to encourage groups in local communities to organise themselves and to
draw up plans for the developmcnt of their own areas. There were 34 Irish
groups who applied [br LEADER funding in 1991 of whom 17 were
successful. These groups are to reeeivc total public funding of some IR£35

million -- IR.~’21 million EC and IR~14 million national -- over the
period to the end of 1993 to implement their plans. This funding will be
matched by private investment of a further IR£35 million. Activities to be
undertaken by the groups include vocational training, assistance Ibr
employment, rural tourism, development of small firms and craft enterprises
and the marketing of local produce.
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Appendix 2

TIlE CO-ORDINATORS

The co-ordinators for the t’,,velvc pilot areas are listed belo’.,.,:

Pilot Area Co-ordinalor Previous Occupation Previous A~nowledge of Pilot Area

C]*toh~y Bernadette C]rombic Socio-Economic

Advisor, Te:,gasc

Erris Seamus O Mongaln Agricultural Advisor,

Teagast:
Gort Se;m Ryan Forester in Charge

ItLishowen .~.lich:tel Hcaney I)cvch)l:.nlcnl Officer;

]~lrllillsLda also Project I)ireclor,
EC Anli°Povcrty

Prog/’.q m Ille

lnny Bz~sin Patrick Chambers Civil Servanl.
Technical

.~.lac[lITl(}rcs Mary Mallon Civil Ser’¢allt,

Administ rafw:

~lillll~rhilll0htlii FiollllLlal:l Meagher ’l’o~.’n Plilnll¢21"

Ncwth V~qtslern .Martin Regan
Islands

Sklbbereen ~.llchael H en nes~sy

Slit~,.’,: Felirn q’om Fitzpatrick

Siitllh ’~Vestenl fat Kearney
Ishlllds

S~-)u 01 - West Thomas .J. Nc.~nan

Kt:rry

Forestry Official

Forestel in Charge

Qivil Servant,
])t:p.q r’t mltnl oJ"

Agricuhure and Food

Farmer; Civil Servanl,
"l’echnlc;d

Forestry O [llclal

Go~d knowledge of the area, previously

ernployed in it by Teagasc
Good; previously employed adjacent to

tile area.

GO~M:[; previously employed in

de,.,elt~pment work in tile area.

Nolle

None

Limited to tidy town adjudication and

short holiday breaks.
Acquainted with Donegal islands for

10 years. No knowledge of Mayo]G;dway
islands.

Occasional holiday visits; lived widdn

25 mih.~ of the arc;~.

Some; lived ileiir Ihe area.

Limited to occasional holiday visits.

Noner other than Io ha’.’e driven arotmd

the area.
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Appendix 3

THE CORE GROUP MEMBERS

"rlae col’e group member’s in the twelve pilot ~treas arc listed bclow.

Period
.Name Occttpation Served

Cooley Peninsula:
Peter Savage

Tonllny 1’~ hi1 ol’e

Dc$ Go1"111~111
Bt’i:t n ’,\’1 e Kex, ltt

Brian GoJ’mley

Fcz’gus Flynn Rogers

Sl~eil~t Byrne
Liarn Woods

Teri’y Bl’elalaail

.\’lich ael O’Hanlon
"l’ila~ ~’|cCarthy

Roisin Cox

Pe:~d:lr k’l tlrl)hy

Pad r:llg .,%’lonel),

Col~ I)el:lne),
.John O’Callaghall

Vivion I~l’en n:ln
Don Johiason

Kcvln Woods

Err7.~:
Matt Costello

Fr Gerry Oillespie

Eamoim Holmes

Peggy k’l:l ngail

Michael M ang;ill
E~tlllonn 1~) I])ulbhir

."x’lich:icl 6 Selghin

Tim I~l.I i n n

I ndtistri:ilisl

C, ollll)(in y I)irector

mccoun IZliil
l-loteliel"

Coutlt). Secrel~lly

I..otitl~ County Coui/cil

Architect
ICA

Farnler

ESI~. Executive

Headmaster
|:c, rcster

Cr:ifiworkcr

Irarn~ N’I ~xlxagel"

Civil Engineer
I ndlistria[isl

Pharmacist
I? il i-iq)12r

Teacher

Szlles Executive

Teacher
C, urate

Conlp;ln y Director

Collap;llly Director

C:ol~ll)all y Director
OIl’lci;ll -- Ocvclopmcilt

Atlthority
Te:tche~"

Maxlager -- Co-operative

2 ),ears
2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

20 montks

),ear
year

)’ear
year

)’ear
year

)’ear

)’ear

)’ear

}’ear
)’ezll"

)’ear

9 yezi rs

’2 ),ears
2 ye:lrs

2 yeai’s

2 years

2 years

2 yttars

2 years
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Gus Ruddy

Kevin Walsh

Occupation

Period

Served

Official- Develol~mem
At.horily

Manager-- l)evelopment

Authority

years

2 years

Gorl :

Stall .\’l ac EO[I’4

James Nash

Paddy O’Grady
William McLysaght

Ellis I~ermingham

Paddy Gleeson
Barney Winston

Bernard Fennessy

Paddy Grca[ish
Tony Diviney

Pal Hayes

Teacher
Solicitor
l,~armer

Bushlessma n

B’dsilleSsWoma n

BIL~ J iless J~) ~1 ll

Teacher

Bttsinessmatl

"1 ’eacher

lTai, nler

F~irnler

2 years

2 years
22 months

2 ),cars
22 months

2 ),ears

2 yc:a rs

2 years

2 years
21 montlls

2 yealN

Inishowen Peninsula:

Michael Mcl.,aughlin

Carl Fuller tort
Robert Ck~rey

Brendan Keaveney

Sincad McI~aughlil~
Willie Harrigan

Pat M<>lh>y

F’al Botgcr

L+~ll+/’y .~+[ll’tO|)),
Michael O Cinneide

,John Steele

Vincent I,ynn
Ncllic O’Sullivan

Peter Cunninghana

Teacher
Co-op Manager
F~ll-Jll(.i+

Hotelier
Teacher

Co-op Manager
County Agricuhural

Ofllcer
County I)evelopnmnt

Officer

Agricultural Officer"
Researcher

I"ishel’ma n

Engineer
N u rsc

[nishowen C.onmaunity

I)cvelopment Group

2 years

2 years
9 years

2 years

2 ),cars

2 years
2 years

2 ),cat’s

2 ye;l rs

2 ),ears

2 years

I year
6 months

14 months

Im9, Basin:
Brian Corr

Nora Daly

Scan T. Kelly

12al+lller

Oflical -- Dcvelopmem

Authority
Teacher

2 ),ears

2 years

2 years
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Period

Name Occupation Served

Christy Kiernan Official -- Development 2 years.
Authority

John Kiernan Company Director 2 years

Conor Maguire Manager- Development 2 years

Authority

Dan McCarthy Farmer 2 years

Matt Nolan Official -- Development 2 years

Authority

*’larcella O’Reilly Company O[ficial 2 years
Frank Sheridan Farmer 2 years

Macamores:

John Bermingham Retired I year
Danny C’,ooper Farmer/Salesman 2 years

Bruce Copeland Marketing Consuhant 2 years

Ned l-lanlrnel Farmer 2 years

.x.,laree Murphy Teacher 2 years

Pat Rath Farmer 2 years

Saghi Redmond Teacher 1 year

Pat Redmond Businessman 9 months

Charier \Vhitmorc Retired 2 ycars

A4anorhamilton:

Scan Clancy Company .,Manager I year

Joan l-laslctte Company Director 15 months

hm Kcanc House:vile 2 years

Ka,hleen Keaney Housewifi: 6 months

lan .’X,’lcl)onald Bank ,’X,’hm:agcr 6 rnonlhS

l:’addy .,".’lcGowan Clerical Officer 15 months

Gabriel .X.’lirley l.,ocal Authority 19 rnonths

Engineer

Eithnc O’Connor Evaluator -- Farm 2 years

l)iversification

Initiative

(N. hcland)

Scan Sweeney School Principal 2 years

Tommie Sweeney Officer -- Restoration 2 years

Agency

North HZestern Islands:
Cornelius Bonner Ferry Boat Operator 2 years

Anton O Gallchoir Co-op .X.’lanager 2 years

Phil "Ban" Boylc I:~ublicala/Businessman/ 2 years
Supermarket
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Period
Name Occupation Served

Manus O Luathairi Summer School Organiser/ 2 },ears

Cathal MacSuibhne
Denis P. Doyle

Eamon (~ h-Eanaigh

Aileen Murray
Michael O’Toolc

Chris O’Grady

Paddy Henry

Padraic McDermott

Tony Dawson

Marie O’l)onnell

Secondary School

Teacher
Regional Manager 2 ),ears
Manager of Tourist 2 years

Office

Co-op Manager 2 years
Hotelier 2 ),ears
Former Head of 2 years

Agricuhure Research

Station

Hotelier]M ailboat 2 years
Assistant Manager of

Clare Island Fish Farm
Retired School Teacher 2 ),ears
Assistant County 2 years

1)evelopment Officer

Manager, Tourist I year
Office

Bord Faihe Official I year

Skibbereen:
Liarn BarreH Farmer , 20 months
Kieran Cotter Shopkeeper 2 years
Michael Glavin Teacher 20 months
John Hayes Farmer 2 years
Tim Lyne Technician 20 months
Jerome McCarthy Teacher 22 months
Dan Joe O’Donovan Farnler 2 years
l)enis Shanahan Teacher 20 months
Frank Shanahan Teagasc Official 2 ),ears
Brian Sheehan Businessman 22 months

Slieve Felbn:
Tom McCarthy Co-op Manager (retired) 2 ),ears
Luke Murlagh CEO in k;EC 2 years
Matty Ryan Farmer 2 years
Fr l)an Woods Curate 2 years
Paddy Ryan Self-employed Businesman 22 months
Willie Keane Farmer 22 months
Dan Cotter Teacher (retired) 20 months
Michael Ryan Farmer and Economics 19 months

Lecturer
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Period
a~’?tme Occupation Served

Agnes Coleman
Seamus Tobin

Martin Moloney

,John Sheehy
I)enis O’Malley

Paddy F’itzgerald

South I,IZeslern Islands:

Scamus 0 l:)risceoil
Breda Collins

Fr O’Shca

Jack O’Sullivan
Frank 0 Domhnaill

Padraic Og 0 Conghaile

Pcadar 0 Conghailc
Colic O Hiarian

Liam 0 l.,oidean

Pol O Foighil

Miceal O Goill

Caoimh O GoiII

MJ. 0 Ceadachall
Josephine O’Donnell

Sm)qh

Aishling Ni Shitible
Marlin O Conghaile

South- West Kerry:

Housewife 17 nmnths

Enlerl)rise Centre 15 months

*’lanagcr

Finance *’lanager 5 months
Farmer 16 months

Engineer 3 months
F;irnler 8 monihs

Co-op Manager 2 years
Librarian 2 years
Palish Priest 2 years
Businessman 2 years
Co-op Manager 2 years
Fisherman 2 years
Fisherman 2 years

Airport .X.,lanager 2 years
Hostel Warden 1 year
Businessman 2 years
Teacher 2 ),cat’s
Teacher 2 ),ears
Farmer 2 years
Hotel Manageress 2 years

Development Agency

Development Agency
] year

2 ),ca i’s

I)enis Cournane Development Agency 18 nlonths
Ofllccr

Kalhlcen Lylach Teacher 18 months
Eamonn Langford Teacher 18 months
Fr M..X,’hu’phy Parish Priest 18 months
SO;Ill O’Sullivan Bank Manager 18 months
Pal "Wihshire Builder 18 mon01s
Carmel O’Sullivan Accountant, Business- 18 months

%VOlllan

.X.’lichael Doyle Co-op ..Manager 18 months
Tom Shanahan Teagasc Instructor 18 months

The SoudI-Wcst Kerry core group was formally established later than the
odlers, as the co-ordinator was not appointed until after the start of the

pilot programme in other areas. The longest possible period of service for
core group members in South-West Kerry was 18 months.
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PRIORITY PROJECTS IN EACH PILOT AREA

In the pilot progranmae for integrated rural development, the core groups
in each pilot area agreed on priority projects which they would aim to
advance. This Appendix contains an annotated listing of these priority
projects, taking the twelve pilot areas in alphabetical order. It is based on
information provided by the core groups and co-ordinators, and any details
on the current state of development of projects refer to the time of the end

of the pilot programme, i.e., about September 1990.
It should be noted that much of what was undertaken by IRD participants

in relation to these projecu involved making some conlribution to advancing
them rather than taking sole responsibility for implementing them. Core
groups and co-ordinators initiated some projects and assisted in giving
impetus to other existing projects, but in most cases external promoters did
much of the work, often with the assistance of public bodies and agencies.
While sonle projects would not have happened at all without an input from
the IRD participants, otbers would have happened in some form even in
the absence of the IRD programme. Thus, quite frequently, the IRD
programme could not be ll.dly credited with all of the results, since others
also made major contributions.

It is worth noting too that the projects listed in this Appendix were not
all fnlly implemented by the end of the two ycars of the pilot programme.
Many of them were still in the plamfing stage or in the early stages of
implemcntation when the pilot period concluded.

Cooley

Large Projects

Marina Development, Carling]’ord
Plans for a Marina Village have bcen drawn up by a private investor and

the breakwater is at present being constrncted. This project was initiated in
1988 and has bccn supportcd by the IRD group.

I00
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Bridge at .Narrow I’l;ater

The IRD Core Group support plans to erect a bridge at Narrow Water,
linking the C, ooley Peninsula with Warrenpoint, Co. Down. This bridge,
linking the I:~eninsula to South Down, would assist industry and tourism in
the Peninsula.

Coro Mill
Restoration of a Corn Mill to working order is being undertaken by a

private investor. This investor also plans to erect a working forge and is
looking Ibr same. This project was initiated in 1987 and the IRD group
prompted its reactivation.

Restoration of Medieval CorlingaCord
Major restoration work is being undertaken by the Carlingford Lough

Heritage Trust to restore the medieval fabric of Carlingford -- which is
designated a Medieval Theme Town hy Bord Faihe. A new project,
supported by the I RD group.

Development of AmeniO, Pork at the Long Woman’s Grove
Landscaping plans for this park are being finalised. This is a new project

which IRD assisted by liaising with the School of Landscaping, UCD, and
by encouraging two community groups to initiate a joint venture on this
project. IRD technical assistance funding was also provided.

Preliminary Stages in the Formalion of o 7-hird Sector Cbmpal9, for the Cooley
Peninsula

Work is still ongoing on this project, l-lowever, the group, while accepting
that the concept of a Third Sector Company is novel in community
development, arc concerned about the long-term income generating possibility
of such a company. I RD initiated this project.

Scollop Production in Carlingford Lough
The Carlingford Lough Aquacuhure Association in conjunclion with IRD

wish to expand their operation to include Scallop production. Scallop
production is new, ahhough the project is an extension of the successful
oyster production in Carlinglbrd Lough.

Urban Renewal Programme, Omeath
Initiated by the Omeath Community Council, the aim of this project is

to engage the professional services of an architect/town planner to liaise with
the local community in order to initiatc an urban developmcnt programme
for the village. This is a new project which 1RD has assisted by llaising with
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the International Fund for h’eland, local architects and the School of
Landscaping, UCD.

Transfrontier Project
The IRD Core Group and the Rural Action Programme in South Armagh

are presently working on a community transfrontier proposal in order to
optimise Interreg and International Fund for Ireland funding. A new project.

Medium-Size Projects

Improve Jetty in Omeath
This project, initiated by Omcath Community Council in conjunction

with IRD, is now being assisted hy Louth County Council. It is planned to
raise the pier by 1½-2 ft. to allow greater access to the pier.

Park at St. James’s WeU
This park is being designed by fourth ),ear Landscape Architecture

students of the Faculty of Agriculture UCD in conjunction with Cooley Self-
Help Group. A new project assisted by IRD by liaising with UCD.

Bottled l’Vater
The Cooley Peninsula is famous [br its high quality water. Market research

is at present being carried out by the RTC, Duudalk, to determine the
market potential of 5 litre and 5 gallon containers of water. A new project
initiated by IRD.

Farm Museum

This project, which is being privately financed, stems from a successful
Farm Vintage Event which has been held in the Peninsula for the last 2
),ears and is now an annual event. The Farm Museum project is new and
IRD is supporting it, providing information and assistance when requested.

Landscape Omeath
This project is being carried out by the fourth year Landscape Architecture

Students of the Facuhy of Agricuhure, UCD, as F, art of an overall
development plan for Omeath in conjunction with the Omeath Development
Association. This is a new project initiated in conjunction with IRD.

Community Sports Pitch at Ravensdale
The local Raveusdale Community have acquired a site to be used as a

playing pitch fi~r a variety of sports. IRD has supported this project.
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I’l;atergarden in Omeath

Plans are under way by tile Omeath Development Association to develop
a ~’Vatergardcn -- tile first of its type in lrcland -- in Onleath. This project
is ongoing since 1988 and is supported by IRD.

Revitalisatiou of Omeath
This project, initiated by Omeath ICA in conjunction with IRD,

incorporates a pageant at the Long Woman Grave, the researching of the
history of Omeath -- thc last natural Gacltacht on the East Coast -- and
re-enactlng the "Fair Day" thcmc of the 1930s in Omeath.

Soft Fruit
A total of 50 acres of raspberries-has been planted for Lairds of

Drumshanbo, Co. Leitrim. h is planned to initiate a further campaign to
plant a further 50 acres of strawberries. Groups involved: Teagasc, Lairds of
Drunlshanbo and local fruitgrowers. This is a new project initiated by IRD.

Small Projects

(.oolO, Crafts Brochure
Producecl in Sunamer 1989, this I~rochure lists all crafts, of which there are

10, and crafiworkers, of which there are 17, in the area. A new project
initiatecl by IRD.

Carlingford F’olk Festival
Held in September 1989, this festival, which is now an annual event, was

a success. Organised by the Carlingford Folk Festival Committee and assisted
by IRD.

Publicity in ":lspect’" and "Business and Ih’nance’" Magazines

’l’llese articles, initiated by local businessmen, were published to highlight
the advantages of locating business in the Cooley Peninsula.

Tourism Brochure of Cooley Penhtsula
A full colour broclaurc on the Peninsula was preparcd by the Carlingford

Tourism and Festivals’ Committee. Initiated by IRD.

Provision of 7"ourist htformation Offce
This office will be stafl’cd by FAS trainees: it will bc opened in Carlingford

by the Carlingford Festivals’ and Tourism Committee.
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Form Tourism Group for the Entire Peninsula

An initial meeting was held at which all tile tourist interests in the
Peninsula attended. This group have agreed to meet again to review the
1990 season and to plan for the summer of 1991. Initiated by IRD.

Clean~Tidy Beaches and Overgrown Sites
Tile Cooley Self-Help Group have cleaned and tidied 5 miles of coastline

in tile Cooley Peninsula. As a rcsult of their action Louth County Council
have agreed to build a car park and public toilets at the Peniusula’s largest
beach, Shelling Hill. Assisted by IRD.

Restoration of l~"ihoirra Church and Graveyard

This project being undertaken by tile Cooley Area Development Association
has tile backing of thc Office of Public Works. Assisted by IRD.

Programme on Setting up and Running a Tourism Business
As part of tile Integrated Programme for Rural Development, CERT

organised a 20-hour course on Setting up and Runnhtg a Tourism Business. This
course had an excellent response.

Large Projects

Carn Holiday Complex

Construction of a tourist complex incorporating a golf course, tennis,
bowling and adventure sports, together with caravan park, chalets and hotel
accommodation. This is an expansion of an existing proposal to construct a
golf course only. IRD encouraged tile expansion of the original proposal
and assisted promoters in sourcing and preparing applications for funding.
To date, most of tile golf course is completed, plans and specifications for
other elements are prepared, grant applications are pending and negotiations
have commenced with private investors.

Sea Angling Project

Provision of sea angling facilities and holiday packages, and promotion of
these holidays abroad. The promotion of such holiday packages abroad is
new ~md was initiated by IRD. [RD assisted in preparing a strategy for
overseas promotion and sourced funding for this from State agencies. To
date, eostings of holiday packages are agreed and overseas promotion has
begun.
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Specialisl Holiday Products/Accommodation

Develolgment of specialist holidays and accommodation services. A new
develol~ment initiated by IRD, which also identified relevant local resom’ces,
arranged CERT and FAS training courses and organised a competition for
ideas. To date, a rural tourism course has been completed, promoters have
been identified for water sports, cquestrian activities and guided tours, and
tile first water sports holiday package has taken placc.

Ceidi Fiehls Project

A heritage development project with I)oth tourism and environmental
objectives. This is a new project in which Erris IRD group is participating
with other community groups. IRD organised local fund raising, raised local
awareness and integrated this with other tourism projects. To date, an

organising committee has been formed, IR£48,000 has been raised locally,
lands have been purchased, archaeological work has been done, an
inlbrmation office has been opened, and grant applications have been macle.

Erris Heritage Centre

A heritage and tourist development project involving renovation of an old
church. This is a new project initiated by IRD, which negotiated the
provision of the building, applied for a grant to renovate it, and secured
FAS schemes. To date, the building has been re-roofed, and the FAS
schemes have been approved.

Enterprise[Resource Developmenl Project
An enterprise and marketing project, aiming to establish a company

structure, with professional full-time management, which brings together
community enterprise and State development agencies. A new project
initiated by IRD, which formed an organising committee, held public
meetings, undertook local fund raising, prepared a business plan and applied
fiJr funding fi’om Irish Resource Development Trust. To date, IR£18,000
per annum for 5 years is pledged from local fund raising.

Medium-Size Projects

Bangor Livestock Mart

The proposal for a livestock mart existed prior to tile IRD programme,
but IRD assisted farmer promoters in forming a company, in raising share
capital, preparing a business plan and applying for grant aid. To date, a
site has been purchasdd, planning permission is granted and grant applications
a,’e pending.
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Farm Forestry and Planting Unit
Promotion of farm forestry. IRD initiated farnacr forestry promotion in

Erris and organiscd a serics of local seminars with Erris Co-op. To date, 97
people have attended 4 seminars and 900 hectares have been planted hy 19
[~arlTt ers.

Shell Irish Farming

Estahlishnaent of shellfish farming is new to Erris and was initiated by
IRD. IRD organised awareness meetings, established trials, arranged a
maricuhure course and identified potential farmers. Fourteen attended the
course and 10 are engaged in pilot-scale projects. One person is employed
in making equipnaent.

.A’atural Oyster Bed Development
]RD initiated a development programme for existing natural oyster beds.

IRD encouraged and assisted a local co-op to commission a resource study
and prcpare a development plan.

Irish Language Immersion Course

IRD organised local "tuna ti" into formal groups and assisted in
identifying local leaders and teachers for out-of-season courses, and also
sourced information and financial assistance. The first such course has been
held.

Small Projects

Farm Relief Service

A hoof care and sheep shearing service initiated hy I RD, which found a
promoter and assisted in arranging training. One operator now provides this
service.

Big Bale Silage .Service

IRD initiated this service, encouraged a local co-op to invest in the
machinery required, and helped prepare costings. Eighty farmers availed of
the service in 1989.

7"ourism hlfrastructure

Tourism signposting, blue flag beaches, walking routes and archaeological/
historical routes. Initiatives of IRD, which identified rcquircmcnts and
liaised with local authority, Bord Faihe and others to implement them.



Group Water Schemes
IRD formed new area groups, liaised with tile

Environment and time local authority, and assisted
schenles.

Department of the
with preparing the

Cultural/Social[Educational Project
Organisation ofcuhural and educational activities and events. IRD helped

to expand existing activities and organist a wider range of events.

Enterprise ldeas Project
An IRD initiative to seek out and disseminate business ideas, to assist in

preparing business plans and direct participants to sources of advice and
finance. One new enterprise is in production and I)usiness plans have been
prepared for two others.

Environmenlal Azoareness
Aimed at raising awareness of the value of environmental inlprovement.

I RD helped local people to exanline and learn fi-om successful Tidy Towns
groups and arranged an environmental study of the area by a third level
college.

In addition to the above settled priority projects, time Erris core group
also took on projects to promote a timber harvesting unit, craft industry
and maricuhure ecluipmcnt.

Gort

Large Projects

Iofraslruclure

Review and identification of nccds for infrastructural improvements, e.g.,
roads, water, housing, schools’ amenities. A long-term issue.

Hotels and Accommodation
Identification of accommodation availability and additional rccluirements.

It was concluded that two Grade A hotels, one Grade B hotel and up to
ten approved guesthouses are required in addition to existing accommodation.

Golf Co,rses
Review of situation concerning golf courses in time area in relation to

tourism. There is only one nine-hole golf course, while purchase of land for
an 18-hole course is going ahead and another 18-hole course is at dlc design
stage.
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Lough Graney Amenity Area
Preparation of plans for amenity developnaent ill this area. A new project

assisted by IRD, witb tile benefit of networking, twinning and tcchnical
assistance.

Water Sports~International Water Park for Lough Derg
Plans have been drawn up by SFADCO for this. Preliminary funding has

been granted fi’om tile structural funds but exact details are uol available.

Waste Reo,cling
Collection and recycling of glass, paper, plastic and aluminium. A

company was formed to do this by an IRD core group member and his
partner. IRD assisted in various ways including provision of technical
assistaucc. The company is now in operation and is expanding.

Camvan/Camph~g Park
This is regarded its a desirable facility, and at present its fcasibility is

being considered.

.4 rdmullaa / Fiddaun Castles
These are O’Shaughnessy Castles and an O’Shaughnessy clan gathering

took place in Gorl in .June 1990.

Dunguaire Castle
Tbis castle is owned by SFADCO and is featured on its Banquet Dinner

Promotion. Extra funds have been approved for its development programme.

Medium-Size Projects

Develop ,’laglhLe as a 7"ourism Product
Little worthwhile progress has been made under tiffs heading. The pilot

area has over twenty beautiful lakes ready for cxploitation. More work will
have to be done at local level to involve the fishing clubs and the
accommodation sector.

JVew LibraO, at Scar(~ and Kim~ara

,S’car~
The derelict old school has been purchased by the Mid- Western Health

Board, and will be used as a Heahh Centre, Day Care Centre and a Public
Library.

t~’iavara
There is no progress Io repor! on the provision of a Library [’or Kinvara.
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Equestrian Centre, Scariff and Peterswell

Scariff
The Craven estate has been purchased by Scariff and District Show

Society for thc purpose of creating a modern Equestrian Centre and for the
development of the half bred horse in East Clare. Over one hundred farmcrs
with an interest in horses have subscril~ed to this project, and will continue
to do so. Thc development will bc phased in over a nunlber of years. IRD

provided initial forum to bring togcther all parties for discussion, and
provided assistance with benefit of networking and technical assistance.

Peterswell
Without too much eflbrt on the part of IRD, a new private equestrian

centre is now in operation at Skenagh Petcrswell. Alrcady the project is a
success and employs four people at present.

Agri- Tourism Promotion and Development
This type of development is esscntially long term, and the I RD group has

made eflbrts to promote the concept. In close liaison with Teagasc, an Agri-
Tourism C, ourse was organised in Gort in Spring 1990, and this was
immediately lbllowed by a CERT Course. A similar range of courses is
starting in Scariff in Autumn 1990.

Cullural[Arls/Crafls Centre
The IRD group has tried to pull together the various strands of this

broad aspect of rural life, but without too much success. Basically, it is
aimed to get all persons invoh,ed in this activity together to see what can
be done.

Festivals, Special Events
Four festivals are in vogue in the pilot area, i.e., Cruinniu na mBad in

Kinvara, Oyster Festival in Clarinbridge, Music Festival in Gort, an Irish
Music and Cuhural Festival in Feakle. The O’Shaughnessy clan also had
their Clan gathering in South Galway in June, 1990.

I,Vater and Sewage Schemes
A sewerage scheme was completed in Gort in 1989, and a water scheme

is currently being providccl in Kinvara. Mountshannon has just completed
a scwerage scheme, which includes for the first time sewage disposal units
for the cruiser traffic on Lough Derg. It is understood that Feaklc Water
Scfienle is next on the list.

Small Food Processhlg at Feakle
A client is interested in establishing a Food Processing Plant at Feakle

and has been followed up. However, nothing much can happen until tim
Water Scheme has been completed.
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ffiltannon Caves

This has similar potential to Ailwee Caves at Ballyvaughan. Much
preparatory work has been done, but putting the physical structures in place
will require considerable capital. 1RD has assisted with the benefit of
networking and technical assistance.

Aquaculture/Mariculture

A report by the National Board for Science and Technology, in its
reference to South Gahvay, stated "the professional value of such an enlarged
and professionally worked oyster fishery in South Galway Bay is several
million pounds per annum and thereibre well worth strong state investment
and support". An operational programme is in the process of being put
together now for this major resource. IRD has assisted by hringing interested
parties together and providing ongoing support.

Mushroom Village

Despite research work in the early period, this project has not advanced
any further. It is hoped to get a course on mushrooms going in Autumn
1990.

Enterprise Centres
Promotion of the Enterprise Centres at Tulla, Tuamgraney, Feakle and

South Gahvay with a view to having existing units filled, and the creation
of additional ones b~ situ.

Continental Bulls
Two Continental Bulls have been provided for the pilot area at a big

ctiscount fi’om thc normal price. Also Golden Vale Co-op. has agreed to
provide a limited discount Ibr the AI Service of Continental Bulls for the
pilot area. The idea is to improve the standard of cattle and beef.

Horse Production

In acldition to efforts concerning the Equestrian Centre in Gort, the IRD
group have held information evenings to promote horse production as a
supplementary Ib.rm enterprise.

Suckler Farms

As a resuh of discussion and meetings with Teagasc and the IFA, two
suckler farms were launched in Marcia 1990. Follow-up demonstration
eveuiugs were helcl on both farms in July 1990, and there was an attendance
of over 80 farmers on each occasion.



Small Projects

Framezoork for Development 1990 to 1995
Operational Programme for South Galway and East Clare, based on an

ccoaomie analysis of the areas. Draft plans have been prepared. Initiated,
driven and co-ordinated by IRD group, with help of technical assistance
funding.

Environment I’Vays
Drawings and layout for the environmental way at Lough Dcrg Drive

have been drawn up. New sign posts have been erected.

Streetscape Hans
Plans lbr Gort and Ardrahan have been drawn up and agreed upon. Gort

has made application to be considered as a Theme Town based on its
literary and architectural history, and has been successful in its application.
Initiated and co-ordinated by 1RD, with help of technical assistance funding.

Tidy 7"owns, The Environment
The following villages entered the 1989 Tidy Towns Competition and

secured high marks: Ardrahan, Clarinbridge, Caher, Craughwell, O’Callagh-
arts Mills, Scarifl, Fcakle, Kinvara, Flagmount anti Mountshannon. All these
are again entered for 1990 together with Gort and Tulla.

Build 0~) "B’nozo How", Communil), Development
Much llas been done in clevcloping these skills, and the process continues.

Rebuilding Stone I,I/alls
There are several projects in stone wall building throughout the pilot area

and several more are planned. It is estimated that up to two miles of stone
walls have been rebuih during the pilot phase.

Signposting
Generally speaking the signposting in the pilot area was very bad at the

beginning of the pilot phase, but there has been a considerable improvement
in many areas, and this trend is expected to continue.

Heritage Project
The East Clare IRD sub-group has acquired a long-term lease on St.

Cronan’s Church at Tuamgraney, for conversion into a Heritage Centre,
Intcrpretative Centre and Tourist Information Office. Work has commenced
and 25 persons arc employed including skilled, semi-skillcd and beginners.
Initiated and undertaken by IRD, with technical assistance funding.
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Brochure

Design and production of a new tourism/marketing brochure for South
Galway. This brochure is badly needed and it is planned to have the
brochure ready by Autumn 1990, and to visit tile trade fairs in the Autumn
and Winler. Initiated and co-ordinated by IRD, with technical assistance
funding.

Promote and Assist Job Creation
Business promotion evenings have been held in association with the IDA

and the County Development Team, and the process will continue. It is
understood that good private prqjects arc coming out of these promotions.

Self Employment
Entrepreneurs are encouraged and helped to get started.

Promotion of Afforestation
A private afforestation promotion evening was held in Gort and it is

intended to follow this up with one in Searifl’/Tulla. It is hoped that these
events, in conjunction with Coilhc and Teagasc, will encourage farmers to
consider forestry as a supplementary farm enterprise. Downstream employment
fi’om produce of existing Ibrests is also being considered.

ThoorbalO,lee Development
W. B. Yeats lived at Thoorballylee fi’om 1913 to 1926. It largely remained

in ruin until recent times. A major development programme look place here
in 1988/1989, and it was ofl]eiztlly opencd in June 1989. Eleven workcrs and
one supervisor were employed here under .~tll SES and this gave valuable
local employment, and also cleaned up the grounds, rebuilt stone walls,
planted new trees~ pill do~,vn ileW paths, etc.

Coole Park Development
Coole Park was the home of Lady Gregory, who together with W. B.

Yeats and Edward Martyn of’l"ulira founded the Abbey Theatre in Dublin.
The C.oolc Park estate passed into the hands of the Forestry Department on
thc death of Lady Gregory, and it is now the centre of an OPW major
devclopmcnt programme at an estimated cost of 1R£400,000.

KTlmacduagh
Kilnaacduagh is a monastic site on the Galway-Clare boundary, and is

[’ztnlous Ibr its leaning round tower. The whole settlement dates back to the
12th Century. A dcvclopment programmc is now proposed for here, which
will include toilets, cleaning up the graveyard, headstones, etc.
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The Environment

The pilot area is environmentally conscious, and values its clean river,
lakes, and streams and also clean air. There is no large dereliction or dumps.
The IRD group dealt with some dumping problems in the Tulla area, and
replanted the area with trees. Nevertheless, pollution from farming, industry
ancl sewage is a continuing COl]ceru.

A Structure for Development

Belbre any project can get off the ground, a formal organisation, group,
company, co-op, or fi’iendly society must be formed to "drive" the project.
This aspect of Community Development is being worked on.

Visitor Farm

A network of Tourist Office/Tourist Information Points has been established
throughout tile pilot area in 1989 and 1990, and these are in touch with
each other with a view to promoting the pilot area and to keeping visitors
in the area Ibr its long as possible.

Holy H;eUs and Derelict Graveyards

Tile Beagh 1RD sub-group has applied to FAS for a SES to re-establish
three holy wells in the parish, and also to clean tlp old derelict graveyards
and rebuild stone walls. The scheme is expected to commence soon.

Village Renewal
C:larinbridge Develol~ment Association has applied to FAS for a Social

Employment Scheme to rebuild stone walls in the village, to plant trees and
shrubs, and to clean up the river which flows through the village.

lnishowen

Marine/Mariculture Projects

Bunagee Harbour Development

Plans and a resoHrcc study have been drawn up for development of
Bunagee Harbour as a watersports amenity area. Discussions have taken
placc with Roinn na Mara, Department of Tourism, Donegal County
Council, EC Office Dublin. IR£2,000 approved towards study by Donegal
County Development Team. IR£400 approved fi’om IRD technical assistance
fund. This project will encourage the establishment of various related service
industries, e.g., boat trips, equipment hire, etc. A new project.
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Mariculture, Tra Breaga

Pilot commercial oyster farm in operation. Comprehensive plans for long-
term development have been drawn up. Discussions have taken place with
Roinn na ~’~.~n’a concerning designation of the bay and are at an advanced
stage. Grant aid approved by Donegal County Development Team, Bord
lascaigh Mhara, Donegal County Enterprise Fund and FAS. Project now
underway. Two full-time and two part-time workers. Eight local people
receiving supplementary income fi’om this activity. Projected employment, a
further three full-time, four part-time and some 50 local people receiving
supplementary income.

A4ariculture, Lough Swilly

Various projects setting up for the cuhivation of mussels and scallops. Full
development plan I)eing drawn up. This plan is now near completion.
Projected employment of six full-time, ten part-time. This will also provide
supplementary income for groups such as small farmers.

lnishowen Marine Resource Development

Project for drawing up of resource audit and plans for marine resources
arotmd lnishowen. One employed full-time, one part-time at present.

Projected employment of four full-time and two part-time, with work
experience being provided for students of institutions.

Lough Foyle Shellfishermen’s Co-op
A new co-op has been formed and now has 80 paid-up members fi’om

Donegal and Derry. This was an IRD initiative. Plans are being drawn up
tbr the development of existing and dormant oyster beds in Lough Foyle.
Discussions have taken place with Roinn na Mara, Foyle Fisheries
Conmaission, Donegal County Development Team, Bord lascaigh b.,Ihara
and FAS. IR£900 approved by IRD technical assistance fund towards
planning. Co-op will also market produce. 120 people now employed on a
full-time seasonal basis (7 months p.a.). Projected full-time seasonal
cnaployment of a further 180 and 5 full-time jobs.

Malin Head Fishermen’s Co-op
A co-op has been formed to develop inshore fishing resources of North

Inishowen (Salmon, Crabs). Plans being drawn up at the moment. Contact
with Roinn na Mara, Bord lascaigh Mhara, FAS, Donegal County
Development Team. Seasonal employment (8 months) for 120 people. Full-
time employment Ibr three people.
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Greencaslle Mainleaance Carriage ,STipw(o,
Plans have been drawn up for the development of a maintenance carriage

slipway at Grccncastle. Projected cmploynacnt of 14. This is an essential
development Ibr the local fleet. A business plan is now being drawn up for
presentation to various funds and agencies, and the project has been helped
by the IRD technical assistance fund. A new project initiated by 1RD. It
will be of benefit to the income of the 48 trawlers based at Greencastlc.

Aileach Netfishermea’s Association
Development of inshore fishing industry in Lough Swilly. Improvenmnt of

access to Inch Island picr.

Toarisnl Projecls

Malia Head Cottage
Dcvclopment of Malin Hcad Cottage as Tourist Resource Centre/

Interpretive Centre/Restaurant. 1R£29,000 approved by International Fund
for Ireland. Work has now been completed and cottage is open to the
public. Four full-time scasonal jobs. New projcct.

Scoil na Mare, &is Eoghaht
Inishowen Festival of the Sea was held in Greencastle in August 1989.

C, ookery demonstrations, entertainment, speakers. Repeated in Greencastle
in July of 1990.

&ishowen Tourism Co-op
This co-op has now been formed with membership from all parts of

Inishowen and all sectors of the tourism industry. Development and
marketing strategy is being drawn up. Promotional activities continuing.
Projected employment of two full-time. Supplementary incomc Ibr B & B’s,
Shops, Bars, Restaurants, Hotels, etc., Co-op now has 300 members.

Holiday Ireland 1990, Point Depot
lnishowen Tourism had a stand at this fair over 5 days in January. The

response has been very good fi’om all parts of this country and the UK.
Stand booked [or 1991. Promotion also held at Bahnoral Fair in Belfast in
May 1990.

./Vew Technology Tourism Project

Development of a New Technology Tourism project, setting up computer
terminals making all information on the region easily accessible to visitors.
(Simulatecl overflights of region, colour picturcs, etc.). Joint venturc between
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Inishowen, Dun Luiche and Gleann Colmcille. Pilot project being set up in
Dun Luiche. A company has now been set up, "Colmcilles Way". Projected
employment of two full-time and four full-time seasonal.

lnishowen Golf ChaUeage
First Inishowen Golf Challenge held in May 1989. To be held as an

am~ual event attracting visitors to the region, mid-week and off-season.

Inishowen Anglers
lnishowen Anglers Association formed to develop this resource in the

region. Development plan to be drawn up. Co-op being formed.

Buncrana Leisure Centre
Development of fun pool and other indoor facilities. Extension of existing

project. Four extra full-time jobs projected.

Malta Head Boat Trips
Service has been set tip with assistance of IFI for boat trips around coast

of lnishowen Ibr anglers, etc. Three full-time seasonal jobs.

Bunagee Boat Trips
Service has been set up with assistance of IFI for hoar trips around coast

of Inishowen for anglers, etc. Two full-tinae seasonal jobs.

&’migration Monument, Moville
A monument to mark the point of emigration up to the 1940s to be

unveiled at Moville. Plaque heing made at the moment.

Greencastle Golf Club
Extension of golf links to 18 holes. Club assisted with applications to

relevant bodies.

Bord Failte/ lFl Hotel Development Programme
Three local hotels assisted with plans for

I)rogramme.
developrnenl under tiffs

Farmhouse Holidays
CERT course completed with 27 participants. Development of farmhouse

holidays to be encouraged by hfishowen Tourism.

Thatched Cottages
Programme being drawn up to encourage people to avail of grant aid to

restore thatched cottages.



Pony Trekking
Assisted by Donegal County Development Team. Two full-tinae jobs.

Trainbtg Projects

Maricult~lre Training Project
A training project with six trainees is taking place at present. This is

being fimded by FAS/ICDG and managed by ICDG. All aspects of shellfish
cultivation are being covered in this course.

~14ariculture J\qght Classes
This was held over ten nights in October/Novenaber 1989. 37 people fi’om

all parts of Inishowen took part. Follow-up course being prepared for
Autumn 1990.

Engineering 7¥aining Programme
This training programme, which is also involved in product development,

is taking place in Ballyliffin at present with eight trainees. Product
development taking place with local natural resources as main focus
(Agriculture, Aquacuhure, Fishing). Project ongoing with two trainers
employed on a full-time basis.

Communil), Development Course
Community Development Course held in Moville over 12 nights in

February, March, April, 1989. Speakers fi’om relevant agencies spoke on all
topics of interest to community groups.

Community Enterprise Course
Held in Carnclonagla, completed in January 1990. 25 participants from

all parts of lnishowen. (Five months’ duration -- funded hy FAS).

Bush~ess Appraisal Course
Held in Carnclonagh. Completed in .January 1990. Emphasis on Tourism.

Twenty four participants from all parts of lnlshowen. (Eight weeks’ duration
-- funded by FAS).

Start-’rour-Ozon-Bushless Course
Held in Carnclonagh. Completed in .June 1989. Twenty-five participants

fi’om all parts of lnisho.wen. (Seven months’ duration -- funded hy FAS).

Book-keeping/Small Business Management
Night course held in C:arndonagh. Fehruary, Marcia, April, May 1989.

129 participants clivided into 5 classes.
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Horticulture Course

Night classes held in Carndonagh and Buncrana. 46 participants.

laishowen Tourism Course

Twelve l)articipants in Tourism Programme to last 6 months from June
1990. To be certified by FAS City and Guilds. Assisted by FAS. Participants
carrying out work on behalf of Inishowen Tourism. (Setting up information
centre, production of material, etc.). A new type of course drawn up and
initiated by 1RD.

Aquaculture Course
Seven-montfi certified course for 20 people fi’om all parts of Donegal to

commence October, 1990. Assisted by FAS.

Heritage Projects

Greencastle Maritime Museum

Development of Greencastle Maritime Museuna as maritime museum/
interpretive centre for lnishowen region. IR£69,000 approved by
International Fund for Ireland. Work has commenced. Project will be
coml)leted in 1991. One full-time job and four seasonal full-time jobs. A
new project initiated and planned by IRD.

laishowea Heritage Centre

Geneaology project situated in Tullyarvan Mill, Buncrana. Teamwork
Programme of nine workers completed research in December, 1989. Two
employed full-time providing service at present. Prqiected employment a
further two Iidl-time and three partotime.

lnishowea Heritage Resources Project

Integrated project being set tap as a joint venture between various heritage
and tourism projects in the lnisfiowen region. Plan to be drawn up for co-
ordinated approach to development of heritage resources in the region and
joint marketing of it. Participants are lnishoweu Heritage Centre, Greencastle
Maritime Museum, hlisfiowen Folk Museum, Tullyarvan Mill, Malin Head
Cottage, Fort Dunree, lnishowen Textile Museum.

Inishowen Folk Museum
Development of Wesleyan Hall as a regional folk museum. Projected

employment of one full-time.
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Comnlunity Group Projects

A4alin Development
Plans are being drawn up for refurbislmaent of Malin village, 1 7th Century

plantation village.

Moville Tidy Towns
Reforbishment of Moville Green and playground carried out. Aided by

FAS, Donegal County Council.

Greencastle FerO, Port
Ferry Port at Greencastle rebuih. Service run between Grecncastle and

Magilligan in summer months. (Donegal C, ounty Council Amenities grant

of 1 R£2,000.)

Desertagney Community Association
List of potential projects being drawn up. hnprovcments to area’s water

supply to be carried out. hlvestigation of tourism potential in the region.

Agriculture Projects

Inishozoen Lamb Producers" Givup
This group is in operation with 113 members fi’om all parts of Inishowen.

A Development and Marketing Plan is being drawn up to avail of EC
Funding. (1R£900 approved fi’om IRD technical assistance fired.) This
project is up and running. 114 farmers arc receiving SUlgplcmcntary income
fi’om it. It is projected that a further 70 will join over the next year. This
was a new project, initiated by IR1).

Inishowen Seed Polaloes

.Joint venture headed by lnishowen Co-op to develop and market
lnishowen Seed Potatoes. (1R£900 approved fi’om IRD technical assistance
fund.) Market research is being carried out. Producer group is being
organised. Projcctcd supplementary income for 40 farmers. This was a new
project, initiated by IRD.

O~iganic Farming
A small private project, assisted by FAS, with one part-time job.

Mushroom Growing
A naecliuna-size private project, assisted by FAS and Teagasc.

In addition to the above settled priority projects, the Inishowen group
also took on five more projects relatively late in the pilot programme,
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namely, Pool Port Development, a Wind Power Project, Inishowen Way,
Donegal Shellfish and the establishment of North West Development Trust.
Various other projects were also assisted outside tile scope of the agreed
priority projects.

Inny Basin

Agriculture/Allernative Agriculture

Rouge de l’Ouest Sheep
Introduction of Rouge de L’Ouest sheep with a view to improving sheep

carcase quality and increasing lambing percentage, thereby increasing
incomes of sheep farmers. A new project in which IRD organised tile initial
meeting of local farmers to establish a club and assisted in importing the
sheep. A club is now established, sheep have been imported and a marketing
and information programme has been implemented.

Snail Farming
Establishment of snail farming to supplement Farm incomes and create

jobs. A new project in which IRD held meetings to initiate and further its
development, liaised with CTT, tile International Fund for Ireland, the
IDA and the County Development Team, and assisted with arranging
marketing. A commercial system of production has been developed and
market research is promising.

Horse Management
Aimed to revive irish draught mares on farms, develop a show-jumping

centre and provide a horse-riding centre. This was building on some existing
activity. IRD had mcctings with local equine interests, helped with
prcparation of plans, liaised with relevant agencies, helped with funding
applications and arranged a meeting with Noel C. Duggan of Millstreet. A
strong comnaittee has been established, plans have been prepared and
support from relevant local interests has been secured.

Flax Growing
Aimed to establish this alternative farm enterprise to generate

supplementary farm incomes. A new project in which IRD organised a
meeting and further promoted tile concept. Forty acres are committed to
flax growing and there is potential for four part-time jobs.

O~anic Food Farmblg htformalion
Compilation of a list of organic producers and provision of information to

potential producers and tile catering industry. A new project, the need for
which was identified by IRD. Information is being prepared.
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Horticulture

Mushroom Village

Aimed to create jobs and generate supplementary farm incomes. A new
project in which IRD carried out a potential workforce survey, found a site
and assisted with funding applications, while a core group member was also
the main promoter. So far, a site has been purchased and work-force training
has commenced.

Strawbory Growing

Aimed to generate supplenaentary farm incomes. A new project in which
IRD organised meetings with a jam producer, Teagase and local farmers,
as well as an information visit to Warrenstown College. Fourteen growers
are committed to planting and a contract price has been agreed.

Aquaculture

l’2el Fishing

Aimed to create jobs, generate incomes and regulate fishing. This was an
existing activity but it was unregulated. IRD arranged meetings with the
ESB and Fisheries Boards as well as local meetings. There are now four
part-time lobs and the licence has been transferred from the ESB.

Carp Fishing

Introduction of rare fish to h’ish lakes to attract coarse fish anglers. A
new proiect in which 1RD arranged meetings with angling clubs, Shannon
Fisheries Board and the Del)artment of the Marine. An experimental
I)reeding pond is established.

Airport Development

Aimed to develop and expand an existing airport. IRD group met with
County Council and Department of Tourism and Transport, and assisted
with application to achieve regional airport status and thus attract EC
structural funds.
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lndusto,/ Processhtg

Mushroom Processing and Packing Plant
Aimed to add value to mushroonas, thereby creating jobs and generating

incomes. A new project in which the promoter was a core group member
wfiilc IRD helped prepare applications for funding. So far, a site has been
developed, building has commenced and trial production has taken place in
a leased plant, with eight jobs. Good market response.

Sphagnum Peat Processing Plant
A new prqject which aims to process a local natural resource to create

jobs and generate incomes. IRD helped to identify local owners of peatland
who were willing to sell, which made this project possible, and helped with
applications for funding. So far, land has been acquired and devcloped,
contracts have been signed for raw materials, fimding has been secured and
building is commencing. Ten peatland jobs.

Mushroom Casing Plant
This project involves sul)stituting for maports, creating jobs and generating

incomes. A new project fi~r which IRD identified a promoter, had peat tests
done, secured a site and helped with grant applications. Production has
commenced with nine full-time jobs and the project has won an IDA best
new project award.

Tourism

Tourism Centre~Fishing Lodge
Provision ofa Ibcal point for angling and an angling school. IRD identified

a promoter Ibr this new project and prepared an application for Bord Faihe
support. To date, a fornlerly closed building has been renovated and opened,
and there is potential for six jobs.

Coole Ecclesiastical Museum
Conversion of old church to ecclesiastical museuna. A new project co-

ordinated by 1RD, which also prepared plans with help of technical
assistance funding and secured a FAS scheme. Plans are prepared and many
exhibits have been collected.

Farm Museum/Heritage Cenlre
Provision of a new tourist focal point for Castlepollard. IRD organised

meetings with FAS, Heritage Council and County Developnlcnt Team,
obtained advice on the legal structure and provided technical assistance
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tiJnding. Structural work is alnlost complete and many artifacts havc been
collected. Two part-time jobs.

Derravaragh Shore .4meniO, Development
Development of lakeshorc amenity to improve environment and generate

income. A new project in which IRD organised meetings with local
communities, co-ordinatcd fund-raising and met with time Cotmty Council
and Bord Faihe. Thirty-five acres havc been acquired fi’om the County
Council and plans are being prepared with IRD technical assistance funding.

Holiday Village Development
Aimed to create jobs and generate tourism revcnuc. Ancw project in

which 1RD identified a promoter, co-ordinated funding and planning
pel’lmmission applications and linked to two other projects. Planning permission
has bcen obtained.

Open Farnt

An agri-tourism developmenl to generate ahernative income. IRD
identified this new project and assisted in setting it up. The farm is open
and tourists have been visiting it.

Fishing Map of Area
A new project, intended as a support for angling tourism development.

IRD co-ordinated meetings with angling clubs arid Rcglonal Fisheries Board.
Time map has been produced.

"Fourisl Brochure
A new project intended to support tourism development. I RD identified

time project, helped to compile information and provided technical assistance
funding. One local brochure has been completed and distributed and anothcr
is printed.

Inclusion in Bord Faille Agri-Tourism Pilol Project
Aimed to achieve focused marketing of part of time pilot area by Bord

Faihe and CIE. A new project in which IRD played a co-ordinating role
and prepared a detailed application which is being considered.

Environmenl

Pollution Control
Aimed to solve slurry pollution prol)lem of lakes and rivers to support

development of angling tourism. A new project in which IRD planned
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meetings of Sheelin pig farmers and organised support from County Councils,
Shannon Fisheries Board, Teagasc and Eolas. There is agreement to build a
slurry digestor by Spring 1991 and all pig farmers are to have slurry treated
at tile plant.

Development of Scraw Bog with Bird Sanctuary
Intended to preserve flora and fauna of ecological interest. A new project

which IRD is co-ordinating with h’isb peat council. An area is now included
in bogland preservation order and used for ecological study. Some tourist
interest.

Community Development

Village Approach hnprovemenl
Aimed at improving attractiveness of villages. A new project in which

IRD encouraged local participation and organised meetings and support
fi’om tile County Council, FAS and others. Many improvenlents have been
carried out and five villages have entered tile Tidy Towns competition.

Garbage Collection Service

Provision of a regular rubbish collection sen, ice at a reasonable price to
improve the enviromnent and create jobs. A new project in which IRD
organiscd collection routes in conjunction with tile County Council and
provided information to the conlmunity. This service is in operation.

Forestr),

Lough Owel Forest Niches
Promotion of aflbrestation. Involved organising seminar and information

package togetber with relevant agencies. Land has been approved for grant
aid.

Mullameen Forest 14’+alks
Involved signposting existing forests to make them more accessible to the

public and to expand outdoor tourism pursuits. IRD organised meetings
with Coillte Teoranta and tile eonmlunity. Signposting is nearly complete
and Mullameen forest is opened to tile public.

In addition to the above settled priority projects, the hmy Basin IRD
group also took on projects to promote an innovation centre, a commercial
nursery, a eomnlunity]eraft centre in Pinna, a map of the area and an
English language immersion course.



Macamores

l~rge Projects

Establishment of a Grade A Hold
This idea came li’om tim core group and it was followecl up by a sub-

group. Enquiries have been macle with local estate agents. The feedback is
that outside investment is unlikely to be attracted to Gorey unless the town
bceonlcs known as having registered accommodation. The focus of this
project has now switchccl to possible local investment.

Craft/Enterprise~Community Art Cealre/ Tourist Office
The result of almost a ),car’s research convinced the core group that it

would be ahnost impossible to start an enterprise centre. The focus then
turned to the possibility of opening a top (luality retail outlet for crafts. A
core group member sought and found tfircc other investors, all residents of
Ballycanew. They bought a derelict creamery in the village and are currently
making the necessary financial, stock and marketing arrangements. They
sought technical assistance fimding towards the architects’ fees.

Alhueather Leisure Centre
This idea came fi’om the core group. Subsequently, a core group member

left the IRD Programme and is now chairing a committee which plans to
build an All-Weather Centre in Courtown. Recently the IRD group had
discussions with this committee’s firm of environmental architects and assists
them when neecled.

Medium-Size Projects

Railway Connection/Coach Tours
This project was chosen to improve the area around Gorey railway station

-- the first introduction to the area for man,v visitors I and to encourage
a regular bus/coach service. No progress has been made with this project
since all the buildings near the railway are in private ownership and are in
use. Matters have been further complicated by the demise of the Gorey
Tidy Towns Committee.

Cahore Attraction/Sea Angling
A Cafiore Community Project committee has been formed at the initiative

of the IRD group. A list of anacnitics which the committee would like to see
in Cahore was drawn up. The District Committee of the County Cotmcil
was Iobl)iecl about the state of tfic pier, sill)way and drainage. F,H’ther
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pressure was brought to bear on the County Council by the Development
Association in Ballygarrctt (ncighbouring village). Tim County Council have
repaired the pier and fund-raising projects are being plmmed to fund the
rcmaining work.

Interpretive Centre[Information Brochure Material
This project was seen as a hecitage centre/open air museunl based in

Ballygarrctt to commemorate the locals who fought at the Alamo. It was
treated as a sequential development to the Cahore development. A local
group was set up to undertake the project and the IRD group assists them
where possible.

Radio Link
A committee was set up to tbrge links with the local commuoity radio

station and to use tbis as a vehicle to highlight and stimulate developments
within the area. The format of the link-up is under discussion. It was

decided to make substantial progress on Ballx, canew and Cahore before
launching a publicity campaign.

Family Records
A need was felt to provide historical family record information for

prospective tourists. After some montlls of activity by an IRD sub-group, it
was discovered that the County Council had been compoterising records for
the last two ycars and that Tagoat will be the county centre for the
Genealogical Institute.

Refurbishment of Graveyards
To link in with the Festival and Family Record projects it was decided

to refin’bish local graveyards. The cost of insurance for FAS Schemes is
posing problems, but the County Council has ofl’crcd to help with the
historic 1798 graveyards.

5)nail Prq~ects

Calendar qf IZ.venls
In 1989 some core group members persuaded Junior Chamber, Gorey, to

change the format of their annual publication You and North I’P’e:~ford. These
changes took tile form of (a) mcntion of the Macamores Region on the front
cover and tlaroughout the booklet, (b) articles on the villages in the region
and (c) a comprehensive calendar of events. This ),eat" (1990) they have
dropped "North Wextbrd" ti"om the title of the booklet in favour of the
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Car Valeting Service

The IRD group hclped a prospective entrepreneur with costings and a
feasibility study. At this point the client did not follow up tile project with
them and a ntmlber of similar businesses were set up in tile area.

Souvenir/Emblem
A project to establish an emblem and image for tile area. An IRD sub-

committee tmdertook it but little progress has been made with this project
as there is no one striking characteristic. The committee intends approaching
the College of Art and Design for help.

Brochure of Ringforts[Monuments

Establishment of a tourist trail around local ringforts and monuments.
This project was to entice tourists to spend more time in the area. After
months of research by an IRD sub-committee, they were informed by the
County Tourism Officer that TCD is invoh,ed in a similar process. They
will now link in and organisc walking tours and sign posting.

Postcards

It was felt that a series of postcards of tile area would help to promote
tile ~¢lacalllOl’eS .TtS a tourist attraction. As no major postcard company was
interested in helping, an IRD sul>committee is organising a photographic
competition and sccklng sponsorship towards the printing costs.

CERT IRD Course

A CERT Course concerning rural tourism was organised in the area. A
number of people from tile outlying villages attended, and reaction was
favourable. The IRD sub-group concerned felt that there would have been
a bigger attendance if CERT had agreed to hold the course in October]
November rather than May/.lune.

Festival

As there is no festival held in tile area, tile County Manager asked the
IRD group to find out if there would lye local support for one. Ballycanew

village was celebrating tile centenary of a local church, and two Core Group
members worked with tile festival organisers. Some of tile banners and
written material emphasised thc "Macamores". Thc festival held in
Ball.vcanew was a success and it is to become all annual event.
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Manorhamilton

l~trge Projects

Integrated Resource Centre
Establishment of a muhi-purpose centre with social and educational

llacilities as well as a commercial wing with tourism facilities and activities.
IRD provicled the impetus to advance an existing idea, liaised with State
and semi-State bodies, secured fi’ce professional services and helped with
preparing a business and markcting plan. To date, ctdtural activities have
been held, local families have hosted overseas visitors, and plans have been
aclvanccd.

Cross-Border Development
A commurtity-bascd cross-border development initiative facilitated jointly

by IRD and Rural Action Project in ~,’Vcst Fermanagh. Aims to identity,
commoo needs and opportunitics and to facilitate a community-based trans-
fi’ontier development progranamc. The existence of 1RD made this initiative
possible. Successive meetings have been held and a unique community-based
Cross-Border Stccring Group has been established.

Medium-Size Projects

Stuffed A4ushrooms
Production of stufl’cd mushrooms as a chilled food product. A new

initiative taken up by an IRD core group member who got the idea at an
IRD workshop. IRD also helped liaise with the IDA, and helped with
research and grant application. Due to technical problems, the venture may
not be feasible Ibr a small producer, but it is hoped that a solution may be
found, or else other potential products.

A4achine lCnitting Enterprise
IRD helped to identify the potential for this new activity, identified a

pool of local maclaine-knittcrs, organiscd a seminar and prornoted an
instruction coursc. Some course participants are now doing outreach work
For a Sligo business, and it is planned to organise a more advanced course
to increase local commercial activity.

Textile .,14am~lcture
Aimed to attract a textile industry from outside the area to avail of an

existing local pool of trained sewing machinists. IRD liaised with sewers and
State agencies and contacted textile firms. Not successful to date, but
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encouraged by some serious interest. If necessary, it is intended to promote
development of a local enterprise.

H;atersporls Development

l:’romotion of dinghy sailing, both [br local recreation and as a tourism
attraction. IRD encouraged this new project, liaised with sailing instructors,
helped with information on insurance and arranged promotional material.
To date, instruction courses have been provided, a club has been established
and dinghies have been purchased.

Teleworking Project
Facilitation of establishment of teleworking (remote working using modern

communications). IRD initiated this project clrawing on ideas gained at an
IRD workshop, and brought together people in business, technology and
education to discuss it with Professor Cooley who spoke on the topic at the
workshop. A good deal of research has been done, the local school is co-
operating by emphasising keyboarding skills, and premises for teleworking
have been offered.

Ifiltyclogher Courthouse Project
Conversion of courthouse into tourist facility with museum, coffee-shop

and accommodation. IRD encouraged local Community Council to follow

tip this previously existing idea, helped to arrange funding applications and
identified potential sources of funding. Voluntary labour is committed and
funding is awaited.

Small Projects

Community Development Seminar

Seminar organised by IRD with speakers from FAS and County
Development team. Aimed at promoting community development initiatives
and highlighting availability of State supports. About 60 to 70 people
attended.

:lgri-tourism 5~minar
Seminar organiscd by IRD, with invited speakers. Aimed at promoting

local involvement in agri-tourism, establishing the level of interest and
identifying requirements for information.

Agri-tourism Course, Manorhamilton
A 10-week evening course in agri-tourism, with instruction provided by

the former socio-economic advisor with Teagasc. Organised and promoted
by IRD.
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Agri-tourism Course, Drumkeerin

Another course in agri-tourism organised and pronaoted by IRD.

Angling Semhmr

Seminar organised by IRD, with invited speakers. Aimed at raising local
awareness of the potential for angling tourism development.

Angling Map and Brochure

In co-operation witb Regional Fisheries Boards, work is underway for the
production of a comprehensive angling map/brochure for North Leitrim.

Tourist Brochure
Dromahaire tourist brochure, produced and distributed widely. The

formation of the local group which undertook the project was stimulated
and encouraged by IRD, which also assisted in production and dissemination
of the brochure.

Tourist lnformatiou Centre
A new tourist information centre established in Dromahaire. IRD acted

as a catalyst in the formation of the local group which undertook the
project, and provided ongoing assistance to the group.

Dromahaire Tourist Trail

Production of a booklet illustrating a tourist trail,
corresponding sign posting. The promoting group was
subsequently encouraged and assisted by 1RD.

together with
initiated and

Breifne History Festival and O’Rourke Clan Gathering

A new one-week festival which has attracted tourists from overseas and
promises to become an expanding annual event. The promoting group was
initiated and assisted by IRD.

.North Leitrim Marketing Venture

A plamaed marketing drive to promote North Leitrim as a holiday
destination. The sponsoring group was initiated and assisted by IRD.

Fowlev’s Falls Project

A local amenity scheme involving the creation of a sign-posted riverside
walk by previously concealed waterfalls. IRD provided encouragement and
advice and liaised with FAS and County Development Team.
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/:arm ForestO, Talk

An event organised for farmers and landowners to promote tree-growing.
IRD identified the potential in this area and organised the event.

Schools" 7)*e Awareness Campaign
An awareness cmnpaign aimcd at promoting tree planting and involving

visits to 20 local schools. Initiated and organised by IRD in association with
CRANN.

,Schools" Enterprise Competition
A project-based competition tbr the two local

Promoted jointly by IRD, the ICA and the IDA.

post-primary schools.

Public Lecture on New Technology
Public lecture by Professor Mike Cooley on job creation opportunities

using new technology. Served as an introduction to the Teleworking Project
mentioned above. Organised by IRD.

Survey of Rural Community Groups in Bor&r Areas
Survey to establish how rural community groups perceive their own needs

and ol~portunitics tbr development. Undertaken jointly by IRD and the
Rural Action Project in Northern Ireland.

Conference on Rural Communities in Border Areas
Organised jointly by IRD and the Rural Action Project in Northern

h’eland, to highlight the common needs and opportunities shared by
communities in border areas.

North Western Islands

Agriculture

Establishment of MachineO, Bank
Establishment of farm machinery bank on Arranmore Island as a service

to I~rmcrs and as a means of job creation. A new project initiated by IRD
which also helped to prcpare plans. Undertaken by Arranmore Co-op, this
project is in opcration with two part-time and three full-time employees.

She@ Marketing and 01ganic Lamb Prodaction
A new project undertaken on lnishturk, Inishl)ofin and Clare Island. 1RD

co-ordinated and organised the various groups involved, and provided
technical assistance funding. Exports to Spanish market organiscd in 1990.
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Agricultural Seminar
Intended to inform farmers about grants and services available. Organised

by [RD. There has since been an increase in uptake of grants.

Fertilising of Commonage

This project required co-ordination, which IRD helped to provide.
However, there were grant problems because the islands concerned are
classified as areas of scientific interest. Little real progress to date.

Horticulture

Organic Vegetable Production
A new project undertaken by private individuals. IRD helped to prepare

plans and helped with development and marketing. Trials have been
completed, a grant has been approved and two are employed part-time,
with potential for four more part-time.

Vegetable Production, Outdoor and Tunnels
A new project on Tory Island. IRD helped with preparing plans and co-

ordinating with Teagasc and local co-op. Plazas have been drawn up and
there is potential for two part-time jobs.

Visit to l/egetable Project in Glenties
Organised by IRD to promote motivation and learning. New projects

have developed as a result.

ForeslO,

Private Afforestation
Promotion eflbrts to develop forestry, co-ordinated by IRD with

involvement of Teagasc and Coillte Teo. Five grant applications are
proceeding on lnishbiggle. One part-time job and potential for five more
part-time.

ForestO, Co-op
Proposal for a new forestry co-op on Inishbiggle; co-ordination by IRD.

Little progress yet.

Mariculture

Community-Based Fish Farm
A proposed new project for Arramlaore to be tmdertaken by local

fishermen. IRD organlsed survey and meetings. A survey has been carried
out by the Department of the Marine.
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Shel~sh Farming
A new project for haisllbiggte. IRD organised meetings with relevant

agencies, helped to prepare plans and helped with follow-up work. A licence
has been granted, grant aid is approved and trials have been carried out.
One part-time job with potential for twelve more.

Infrastructure

Group Water Schemes
Aimed at improving social conditions and the environment for development

on hlishbiggle ancl lnishturk. IRD organised meetings with communities
and *,layo County Council. Two schemes are approved.

Road Mainlotance attd Developmenl on Arranmore
It was proposed that Arranmore Co-op take over responsibility for looking

alier the Island’s roads. IRD organised meetings on this and liaised with
the County Council. A decision fi’om the Cotmty Council is awaited.

Rock Box Harbour

Aimccl to provide harbour thcilities on Tory Island. IRD organised
meetings on this. IR£’60,000 has been approved for a hyclrographic survey
and other work.

Integrated Resource and Multi-Purpose Building
Aims to create jobs, provicle services and improve social conditions on

lnishbofin. IRD helpecl with preparing plans, co-ordinating ancl motivating
fund-raising, and provided technical assistance funding. A site bas been
acquired, a FAS project is committed and grants are approved. Potential
for three full-tlme and five part-time jobs.

Tourism

l-loli&9, Village
A new tourism project to bc undertaken by Arranmore Co-op. IRD

helped with preparing plans and co-ordinating meetings with relevant
agencies. A sitc has been purchased and an architectural competition has
been organised. Potential for 3 part-time jobs and IR£60,000 pet" annum
additional income.
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Repair to "An Oige" Hostel
Inaprovements to hostel accommodation. IRD co-ordinated meetings.

Renovations were carried out in 1989.

lsland Walks attd Brochures
New projects for four islands, IRD organised meetings and helped by

laying out rontcs and preparing plans with technical assistance funding. Six
routes have been agreed and brochures and work are under way.

Establishmeat of Angling Club/Stocking of Seven Lakes

A new project for Arranmore Island. Co-ordinated by IRD. The seven
lakes are stocked with fish, the club is established and competitions have
been held.

Islands" Brochure
Production of a tourist brochure fox" Irish islands by Bord Failte. IRD

helped with supplying relevant information. This brochure has been produced
and it is expected to lead to increased tourism revenue.

Emplo),ment of Tourism Consultaat

Employment of a consuhant to draw up a tourism plan for Arranmore.
IRD organised and co-ordinated meetings on this and provided material. A
consuhant was appointed in Jnne 1990 and a plan is in preparation.

Marketiag and Development Plan for Arranmore Ferry
Aimed at increasing tourism to the island. A new project in which IRD

liaised with relevant agencies while the ferry boat operator was a core group
member.

hdshbofia Brochure -- Package Holiday
A new project aimed at increasing tourism on lnishbofin. IRD helped by

co-ordinating relevant interests. Agreement on this has been reached with
local hotels and Bord Faihe.

Traasport and Communications

Communications Network for the lslamts
Establishment of a new technology communications network to promote

soci;.tl, ctlhural and economic development. A new project in which IRD co-

ordinated a range of co-ops and development groups on various islands, and
provided substantial technical assistance funding. A report has been prepared

and a programme has been set in motion. Potential for two full-time and 14
part-time jobs, with considerable social and economic impact.



Minilel Link-Up Between Islands, IRD O~ce and Information Technology Centre,
LelterkemO,

Establishnlent of a new message service and advertising medium. IRD co-
ordinated, organised meetings and prepared material. Three Minitels are
installed and a link-up is established.

FerO, Services
Provision of satisfactory ferry services. IRD co-ordinated, organised

meetings and helped with preparing plans and technical assistance funding.
Plans are drawn up for one ferry. Potential for 10 fidl-time and 8 part-time

jobs.

Cable Car

Provision of cable car service to Inishbiggle. This was ;in existing proposal
and |RD helped with co-ordil"~ating, organisi~’~g meeti~’~gs and preparing
plans. Little progress to date.

Environmental

Establishment of Dumps
Aimed to provide dumping Facilities For each island. IRD co-ordinatcd

community eftbrts and arranged meetings with County Councils. Agreement
reached in the case of lnishbofin.

Provision of Bins and Signs, Civic Weeks
Aimed to tidy up thc islands. IRD helped to organist. C, ix’c weeks

organised. Erection of bins and signs carried out by community groups.

Tidy Islands Competition

Aimed to work Oll cleaning up the islands. IRD helpcd to organise. Good
participation in Tidy Islands Competition 1989, but poor response in 1990.

Social and Cldtvral

Colaiste Samhraidh[Svmmer School
Aimed to provide a second pcriod of summer school on Arranmore. IRD

helped with organisation and research. Project ongoing.

Centenary School Celebrations, 1990
Celebration of school centenary oil Inishbofin and raising of finance for

multi-purpose buildit~g. IRD acted as a link with other school ceutenary
CO Ill Ill i t tees,
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Establishment of Island Pipe Band

Estahlishmeut of a new I)and on Arranmore. IRD helped to arrange
provision of expertise and finance. Tile hand is established with 16 members.

Production of Traditional Music Tape

Aimed to preserve traditional cuhure and raise fiuance for muhi-purpose
building. IRD helped to co-ordinate and organise this new project. Tile
tape will be released in 1990/1991.

Production of Irish Songs and Booklet
Aimed to preserve traditional cuhure. IRD helped to co-ordinate and

organise. Booklet of songs producecl and it is aimed to release a recording
in 1990.

Establishment of Branch of Glor na nGael
IRD helped to organise meetings on this new project on Arranmore. A

branch is now established and a signposting project has I)een undertaken.

Oireachtas, 1989
An ongoing cultural development project for which IRD organised

assistance. Four participants took part in 1989.

Annual Clare Island Summer School Symposium
Aimed at cuhural development and increasing tourism. A new project

which IRD helped by co-ordinating. First symposium/school held in 1989
followed by another in 1990.

Skibbereen

Large Projects

Harbour Improvements, Union Hall and Baltimore

Provision of breakwaters and access road improvements. IRD encouraged
community council to draw up plans; chaired by a core group member.
Agreement has been reached on plans and the County Council has agreed
to imlllement them and is starting work.

Golf Co,rse Extension
Extension of Skil)bereen Golf Course from 9 to 18 holes, to create two

extra jobs and generate tourism revenue. IRD discussed this with the
committee over a long period and provided technical assistance funding.
Plans are being drawn up.



A4ariculture: (a) Mussel Farmbzg and (b) Clam Far,nhlg
(a) Further development of some existing mussel farming activity at

Roaring Water Bay. Expanded fi’om just three people already involved
in 1988 to 30 involved part-time by 1990. IRD helped in forming an
association, organised meetings with County Development Teanl and

Department of the Marine, negotiated with B1M, helped with seminars
and provicled technical assistance funding.

(b) Production of clams, building on some existing efl’orts. One family now
working on this on an experimental basis. IRD helped widl provision
of technical expertise.

Sports Centre
Provision of a new sports curare. IRD, assisted by contacts with the Local

Authority and by fundraising. Fundraising has been successful and plans arc
being drawn up.

Slate Production

Discussions on re-opening of slate quarries have
landowners and Tegral.

taken place with

Production of Brochure
A brochure is being drawn up by an enterprise group for distribution to

industrialists.

Medium-Size Projects

Deep Sea Angling
An innovative project to make available for hire a suitable boat fi)r big

game fishing in distant waters not previously fished I)y Irish boats. This
would have potential to attract a new type of angling tourist to the country.
IRD helped to organise preparation of plans and provided technical
assistance funding. Still at the planning stage. Satisfied that a market exists.

Irish Smoking
Production of smoked fish for the local market. This was going on

previously on a smaller scale but it has expanded. IRD helped by liaising
with relevant Stale agencies. Two full-time jobs.

Hostel
Conversion of building for hostel accommodation for tourists. A new

project which I RI) assisted with fundraising, planning and technical
assistance funding. Plans are drawn up and have been passed.
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Inland Fishing

Development of inlancl fishing. A new project which is proceeding rapidly.
Boats have been supplied from the Inland Fisheries Board, the season has
been extended and development work has commenced on accessibility and
parking facilities. IRD helped by organising a group, making contacts and
providing technical assistance. Tourism has increased as a resuh.

Tennis Courts
Provision of tennis courts. IRD helped by making contacts. Repairs to

one court are taking place and plans are drawn up for another.

Community (..’entre, Drimoleague
Provision of a serviceable community centre. IRD helped with organisation

and contacts. Work completed and building opened in June 1990.

Pitch and Putt Courses
F’rovision of two pitch and putt courses. 1RD helped with contacts and

technical assistance funding. Planning is completed.

Reconstruction aud Electrification of Holy ~ear Cross

Project undertaken by a community group. IRD helped to organise. This
project has been completed.

Small Projecls

Tigv 7-owns
New prize-winning entry in tidy towns competition. IRD helped to

organise. This success gave encouragement to the commmfity to participate
in other projects.

Poultry Production
Commercial production of geese. Interested participants have been

identified and a sub-conamittee is working on provision of slaughtering
Facilities. Planning has advanced. IRD helped to organise and made relevant
contacts.

Bulb and l:7ower Production
Production of btdbs and flowers for sale. 1RD made contacts with relevant

agencies. Incomes have been generated and agencies are working with the
local grottp concerned on extension of this project.



Alternative Farm Enterprises

Provision of open farms and activity holidays. IRD helped with organisation
and contacts. A few enterprises have commenced and an open farm is under
consideration.

Equestrian School

Provision of a pony riding school. IRD helped to make relevant contacts.
A premises has been erected and stocked and used for horse breeding. Pony
trekking to commence when insurance problems are rectified.

Abbey Theatre [hsit
Abbey Theatre visit to Skibberccn to perform "Shadow of a Gunmau".

IRE) made contacts with sponsors.

Walking Route
Laying out of new walking route. Initiated and organiscd by IRD.

Support was secured fi’onl Cospoir, Bord Faihe and the County Council,
and voluntary workers were provided by Voluntary Service International.

Tourist Information Qffice
Opening of new tourism information office at Baltimore. IRD made

relevant contacts for local tourist group. The new office has been opened.

Tree Planting
Tree planting has been carried out by various groups in the area.

SHeve FeHm

Slieve Felim Mountain Park
Development of over 25,000 acres of forest into a mountain park. IRD

co-ordinated conlmunlty involvement in advancing this project. This is a
long-term project to be developed over 5 to 10 years. SFADCO has become
involved.

Mining Interpretive Ceatre at Silvermines
A tourist attraction for the area. IRD stimulated local community support.

Plans are prepared.

Interpretive and Outdoor Education Centre at Newport
A tourism and educational facility. First phase is completed and provision

of dormitory accommodation is proceeding. IRD assistance included technical
assistance funding.
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Mini- 7-our
Promoted by the Newport outdoor education centre. A new idea generated

by IRD, which also provided technical assistance funding. A tour put
together for 1990 had to be deferred but will go ahead in 1991.

Foreign Student Tourism Promotion

A new project involving a drive to encourage visits by foreign student
groups. An IRD sub-group was instrumental in this. German exchange
groups have heen hosted.

Production of Promotional Brochure
A new proiect in which an IRD sub-group was instrumental, and technical

assistance funding was provided. 3,000 brochures have been distributed in
Ireland, Germany, France, haly and SI)ain.

Rural Tourism Course and Formation qf Tourism Co-op
A new prqject co-ordinated and organised by IRD. A successful course

was completed and a new tourisna group was subsequently formed.

Extension of Slieve I;’elim Mountabl Drive wilh Signposling
Aimed to improve tourist access and to raise tourism profile of the area.

A new project organised by IRD, which also provided technical assistance
fimdiug. Meetings with agencies have secured approval. Ongoing.

Village Renewal Programme
IRD had an organising role in this project. Six villages in the North

Tipperary part of the pilot were assessed and work is under way on them.
Four villages in the Limerick part of the area were then assessed.

Sarsfield’s Ride -- Cospoir I,I;alk

A new heritage and tourism development project, stimulated by IRD.
Progress has been slow.

Agriculture

Farm Development Programme
Aimed to strengthen agricuhural efficiency and activity with a view to

achieving viable incomes. A new project stimulated and co-ordinated by
IRD. "]’eagasc agreecl Io operate a small farmer pilot scheme in the area.
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Promotion and Co-ordinalion of Farm Relief Services
Aimed to improve service and generate jobs. IRD stimulated this new

project, but progress was limited.

Forestry] Timber

Pallet Assembly Plant
Small industry project to create johs. IRD assisted its start-up and liaised

with SFADCO. In production since 1989. Two jobs.

Treated Stakes Prodttction
A new project which IRD assisted with feasibility analysis. The expert

engaged in the analysis departed, which disrtzpted progress.

Commercial Timber Production by Existing Sawmills

A business and technology audit was accessed through technical assistance
funding. A successful partnership arrangement was efli~cted with a third
])arty. Potential for Ibur new jobs.

Investigation of "Niche" 7"imber Prodtlct
New project organised hy [RD in conjunction with ’Fhomond College.

Received technical assistance fnnding. A number of meetings have been held
and some pointers were established. Ongoing.

Private and Community Enterprise

Exlension of I’Vestera Development Fund to the .4rea
Stimulated and co-orclinated by IRD. Secured active involvement of three

County Councils and three Cottllty Development Teams who made a joint
case to the Department of Finance. Outcome is awaited.

/Ibingdon Enterprise Ceatre
Consolidation of financial, etc., position of local enterprise centre. I RD

provided technical assistance funding. Complete audit and consolidation of
the Centre’s finances and contractual and legal obligations have been carried
out. The Centre is now in a heahhier position.

Cbnversion of Creame~ Premises to Enterprise Centre
A new project which IRD assisted by organising and liaising with County

Council and agencies, and by providing technical assistance funding. The
creamery has been purchased, a local enterprise group is established and an
enterprise course has been held.
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Location of Mushroom Packing and Storage Plant in the Area
I RD assisted and helped to organise this project. However, problems witb

lnnshrooln prices raised questions about its viability. Suitable premises ,,,,,ere
identified and a private company was approached, but this initiative was
postponed pending a market inaprovement.

Specialised Food Canning Proposal
Investigation of this new proposal for Abingdon Enterprise Centre. IRD

assisted, helped to organise and provided technical assistaFtce funding. A
formal casc has been made to SFADCO. Ongoing.

Community Development

Federation of Slieve Felim Community Groups
A new project involving linking up existing community groups from eight

parishes. Seen as having ongoing economic and social benefits. IRD
sponsored the establishment of tbe Federation and provided technical
assistance funding. A legal structure is being drawn up and SFADCO bas
assigned a development officer.

Tipperary Business and Rural Development hlstitute
Plan to incorporate a new rura] development dimension in an existing

proposal for a Regional Technical College. A government decision would be
needed on tiffs and such a decision is awaited.

"Bottom Up" Course to Fncourage Collective Action for Development
A new course which was held over six weeks. An enterprise group has

emerged from this.

Aalenity/ Environment

Development of Village Bog as an Amenity Area
A new project assisted by IRD through accessing information,

Extensive research on title and lands is completed.

etc.

Clare Glens Maintenance and Improvement
IRD initiated this project. An inventory of required improvements was

submitted to the two County Councils concerned and discussions were held
with councillors. Ongoing.

Protection of Raised Bog
A new project sponsored by the core group. There bave been difficulties

with private plot owners and little progress as yet.
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Social] Edtlcational

Joint Parish Action on Emigration
Aimed to develop solid links with the area’s absent youth. A new project

assisted and co-ordinated by IRD. An emigration sub-committee was

established, a London disco was organised and an emigrant inventory is
being compiled.

Joint Parish Action on Insurance Cover for Comnmnity Groups
Aimed to reduce the burden of insurance to community groups. A new

inhiative co-ordiilated by ]RD. Ongoing.

Incentives to Live in Rural Depopulnted Areas

Aimed to bring people back into parishes with significant population
decline. A new initiative co-ordinated by 1RD. The possibility of securing a
pilot programme for certain parishes is beitlg considered.

South Western Islands

Sherkin Tourism Project
Accommodation and leisure facilities being developed by Island-owned

company. IR~I00,000 raised locally, committed to project. Six jobs created.

Bradan Cleire Teo
A new land-based fish farm using local resources. Idea initiated and

project assisted by IRD. 1R~F99,000 committed by Udaras. Project assisted
by Technical Assistance Fund and now at construction stage. Multl-agency
involvement -- Eolas, Udaras, FAS. Employment created.

Bere Projecl

Land-based trout farm. A new project with IRD involvement and support
fi’om the beginning. Technical assistance support received. Financial
como’titment from BIM and Department of the Environment. Site acquired
and project at construction stage.

,,In Calad Mor

A pier development project. IRD drove and supported a new approach
to a very long awaited project, mobilising local self-help and accessing a
certain amount of suppo~’t fi’om a range of government departments and
Galway County Council, rather than continuing to wait for major funding
from one goverl’tnaent department. This major project is on COHl’SC for

completion.
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Interpretive Centre
Promoted as joint venture by local committee, Bord Faihe, Udaras.

Project commenced 1989, building being renovated. Local contribution --
buildings and finance agreed. IRD supported this new project and assisted
by Technical Assistance Fund. Proposed opening 1991.

Cats Cleire
Production of organic cbeese. A new project, building on tradition. Idea

developed and supported by IRD. Supported by Technical Assistance Fund
as well as Udaras and IFI. Plant in operation as cottage industry.
Employment created.

Transporl Service
Provision of satisfactory transl)ort service to Aran. IRD gave new impetus

and support. Plans agreed with Department of Transport. Tenders published.
New service to be in operation in 1991.

Golf Course and Tourism (’omplex
Project plans and design drawn up. A new project supported by IRD.

BES and private funding. There bare been local ol)jections on environmental
grounds. Project now belcl up.

Telecommunications Network

Aims to link Island communities using new technology. A new project
supported by IRD. Technical Fund Assistance provided and financial
commitment provided I)y government departments. Project dependent on
fnnding from "Community Initiative Programme". This is a joint project
wflh North-Western Islands.

ICnitting Co-op

Aims to i)roduce quality knitwear for continental market. Building on an
existing project. Finance committed by FAS. Employment has been
generated.

Aquaculture
Raft type fish culture. Plans and design I)eing prepared. Good potential

for part-time employment.

Sea Angling
Provision of tourist facilities fox" sea angling. New project supported by

IRD from the start. Boat and equipment provided by local community.
Income generated.
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Recycling Project

Waste disposal and environmental improvement project. New project
driven by IRD. Project commenced 1990.

Hostel Development

Two private projects (a) Bere and (b) Sherkin. New projects driven by
IRD fi’om start. In operation since 1990 season. Income generated.

Land Use

Fertilise and division of commonage. New project driven by IRD to
promote agriculture development. Project completed.

Organic Meat

Provision of island produce, lamb and bee£ New project initialed and
supported by IRD. Project commenced 1990.

011¢anic Vegetables

Project producing requirements for local markets. New projects driven by
IRD. Income generated.

Craft Development

Two co-ops formed to promote the industry. New projects driven and
supported by IRD. Finance and support provided by FAS. Market led
approach adopted, and employment created.

Craft Centre
Units provided for craft workers, building on an existing project. Heavy

IRD invoh,ement. Commitment provided by Udaras. Progress made towards
three jobs.

Shellfish Projects

Six separate projects cuhivating (1) Abalone, (2) Scallops, (3) Mussels.
New projects with substantial IRD involvement. Financial supports by BIM
and also by Technical Assistance Fund. Employment created and potential
looks good.

Adventure Centres

Two projects (1) Cleire, (2) hlis Mor. Provision of new tourist facilities,
driven by IRD. Private funds committed and BES funding. Projects at
construction stage.
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Briaca Cleire
Manufacture of toys using Islaud image. New project supported by IRD

from the start. Project commenced as cottage industry. Income generated.

Suilod Arann
Provision of tourist u’ails and facilities on Islands. Five separate projects

completed and brochure produced. New projects with total IRD invoh,ement.
Funding provided by Cospoir and local contributions. Income generated.

Housing
Provision of low cost housing oil Islands. New project initiated and

supported by IRD. Proposals are at an advanced stage, a site has been
acquired aud planning permission is obtained.

Forestry and Group Agriculture
Three new projects commenced. New projects driven and supported by

IRD. Seven hectares of forestry planted, 1989.

Holiday Village
Provision of tourist facilities on Inis Mor. New project driven by IRD.

Design and plans for project agreed. Finance - private and BES funds.

Group HZater Schemes
Aimed to improve living standards. The idea existed before but IRD

provided impetus. Two projects agreed, two completed.

Organic Lamb
Production of island organic lamb. A marketiug plau is drawn up and

production is to commence in 1991. This is a joint project with North-
Western Islands. Assisted by Technical Assistance Funds.

Fishing Development
Development of small trawler industry. Two private projects commenced

in 1990. Employment created.

Tourist Promotion
Tourist marketing of islands. IRD driveu and supported. Five separate

brochures produced. Island participation in trade shows and exhibitions. A
common approach to marketing is agreed. Income generated.

Social and Cultural Projects
These include development of playing pitches, development of island

publications, environmental events and development of cultural activities.
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Some new projects and some development of existing projects, with ongoing
IRD support.

Environmental Projecls
Development of blue flag beaches, thatched cottages, island pump facilities,

development of roads in partnership with County Council, involvement in
Tidy Islands competition, development of island heritage concept and
development of awareness of local birds and flowers (with four brochures
produced on the last subject). Some new projects and some development of
existing projects, with ongoing lRD support.

Provision of Aquaculture Equipment

Assembly of specialised equipment for the mussel industry. IDA supported
projects at design stage.

Environmental Agency

Provision of service for coastal monitoring in conjunction with EC agency.
Commitment given to provide Helipads on three islands. Air-Sea Rescue to
tbrm part of plan.

Vegetable Production

Co-op formed to supply island markets (£IR70,000 value of imports,
1988). Production commenced 1990. Enaployment created.

7-uras na hOilean
Island tours with

Employment created.
tourist facilities and services. Conlmenced 1990.

Community Development

Programme of events to help community members manage and develop
their resources in progress, i.e., CERT and Yeagase courses, agricuhure
seminars and a range of classes in crafts.

Community Hall

Plans and design agreed. Funding committed -- £IR20,000 locally,
£IR30,000 state fimds. Project at construction stage.

European Island Council

Linkage established with some European Islands. Draft proposals being
prepared. Proposals for National Authority/ Partnershi1) being prepared.
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Accommodation Registration
Aimed to increase accommodation available. Island status accepted as

recognised category. Registered accommodation increased by 10 [)at" cent.
Income generated.

South-West Kerry

Conversion of RIC Barracks into l-lerilage/ lnterpretive Centre
Old RIC barracks site and building bought in 1989. Plans and full

business plan drawn up for its conversion to a Heritage Centre incorporating
an Interpretive Centre Museum. Funding to buy site and building got by
local contributions, IRD fund, FAS scheme. Expected EC funds, Irish

American Trust. A new project with IRD core group members directly
involved.

tfildreelig Village

A deserted village site bas been bought by local contributions in 1989.
Plans to convert it into an artistic centre, to restore the old thatched houses
and use them as studios. Funding fi’om IRD fund; local fundraising has
bougbt tbe site. A new project stimulated and assisted by IRD.

Theme Town
Kenmare designated an Estate town. Local business people co-operating

to remove plastic neon signs and restore the streetscapes. Old estate office
will be purchased and used to house the lace exhibition, tourist off~ce, etc.
IRD helped by meeting Bord Failte and discussing plans.

Portmagee Desigaation
Portmagee group working on being designated as a "Fishing Village".

Local voluntary group with strong leadership from a core group member.

Tourist Amenities, Sneem
Theme Park Bog Garden developed in 1989, ready lor 1990 tourist season.

Pitch and putt course developed in 1989/90. Land leased from tbe County
Council. Tree planting, shrub planting and refurbishment of the town.
Objective -- to win Tidy Towns in 1990. All the above work done by
utilising FAS SES schemes and with much local voluntary effort inspired by
the parish priest who is a very active member of the core group.

Tourist Survey
A detailed survey of tourists passing through Sneem was carried out in

August 1989. It gave valuable information as to needs and deficiencies and
what ,,,,,ill have to be provided to hold people in the area.



Archaeological Survey
An archaeological survey of the whole area is progressing under a FAS

scheme and will conclude with a published volume cataloguing and
describing the findings. This will be of use not alone to academics but will
bc used to put together smaller guides for use by tourists and the general
public. All sites will be mapped and signposted. Strong leadership and work
being clone I)y two core group members.

Signposting

Through voluntary eftbrt, a Mini Ring Road was signposted in 1989. A
new project, with a core group member directly invoh,ed.

New Link Road
In the same area, a link road joining two cul-de-sac roads to Bolt, s Head

was excavated and surfaced by voluntary efl’orts. The County Council have
agreed to include it in next year’s estimates for tarring. IRD encouraged
the local committee concerned and got the Council to include the project in
the estimates.

The " KerO, I’Va),"

This walk was opened in late 1989.

7"ourism Marketing of the Area

Brochures and marketing. A brochure covering the whole area was printed
and put together by IRD South-West Kerry. It is presently being distributed
by Bord Faihe and through other outlets. Cost over ~IR30,000, generated
by contributions, levies and advertising fees.

Angling Promotion

In .,March 1990, a group fi’om Kells travelled to Belgium promoting the
local angling facilities. Active core group member involved.

Visual Enviromnen! Stud),
A visual environment stucly was done for Cahirciveen Tidy Towns

Committee by .,Martin Newcll architects. The findings were published and
discussed at a pul~lic meeting in Marcia 1990. An earlier one had been done
for Kcnmarc and Sneem. Effective in pinpointing to residents what needs to
be done.
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Community Eaterprise
A group in Kenmare did a Start-Your-Own-Business Course ill 1989 and

have come together and formed a co-op. A premises has been leased and
they are open for business, selling Kenmare lace and other lines. Funds paid
from IRD for design and forming of lace exhibition, which attracts tourists
into the selling outlet being housed there.

Conversion of IDA Factor), into Enterprise Centre
The IDA has agreed to lease an unoccupied advance factory in

Cahirciveen, and it is presently being converted into an enterprise centre.
There are a number of people interested in taking units there. An IRD core
group member has been directly involved and IRD networking visits were
availed of.

SceUig Crystal
The Rehabilitation Institute, in conjunction with the local community,

took over auother empty factory and set tip Scellig Crystal. It employs seven
handicapped people.

Fishing, Aquaculture]Mariculture
Portmagee Fishermen’s Co-op secured an Ice Plant for Portmagee Pier

from Bofin. It is being installed at present and will mean a saving for the
fishing fleet, and more boats will now work out of Portmagee. The provision
of an extension to the pier is heing pursued.

Valoztia Slate

Valentia slate quarries have been bought by a local consortium and a
feasibility study, has been done by the IDA in 1989, with a view to re-
opening. Good employment prospects here. IRD helped to arrange meetings
and contacts.

Biological Study Centre
Plans and projected costs of a proposed Biological Stud)’ Centre near

Caherdaniel have been drawn up. To secure fimding is the next step. IRD
encouraged this previously existing proposal.

Aquarium
A study was done in 1989 on developing an aquarium. Kells group water

scheme plans and study done in 1989.

Outdoor Fishermen’s Museum
Collection of items for this is in progress as is preparation of the site.
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Agriculture
-- One landowner has acquired a herd of angora goats and is processing

tile wool. IRD helped with contacts and market research.
-- A new mart in Cahirciveen opened ill 1989.
-- Plans for a sheep fattening unit have been drawn up.
-- A wool washing/processing project is being investigated.
-- Tile Farm Relief Service is interested in expanding in tile area, and

meetings have been held to promote it with sheep farmers and dairy
Farnlcrs.

Forestry Seminars
Two Forestry Seminars were held and there is a marked increase in

planting being done by private companies.

Community College, Cahirciveen
Agreement was reached in 1989 and a site is presently under negotiation

For a proposed new Community College in Cahirciveen, embracing the three
existing schools. Two members of tile core group have been very involved.

Cultural
A choral group was Formed in 1989 with people fl’om tile wider area.

They secured the services of a retired conductor and have given a number
of concerts. Funding was given by the County Council.

One of tile core group is actively involved with the group who got tile
franchise for Kerry Local Radio to go on air in June 1990.

O’Connell Summer School
An O’Connell Sunamer School is being planned for Derrynane.

Start- Your-Own-Business Course

A successful Start-Your-Own-Business Course has been completed in
Ballinskelligs. One participant secured grant aid and has started a printing
business, another is developing a restaurant business, others are pursuing
craft business, while others have been placed in employment with a view to
gaining Further business skills.

Heritage (;entre
A new Heritage Centre using a FAS scheme is presently being completed

in Watcrvillc. A core group mcml)er is actively invoh,ed.

A quaculture/Maricullure

A group of twch,c mussel growers in Kenmare formed a Co-op in 1989.
They have secured a FAS Management Training grant, employing a
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manager. Have sold 130 tons since January 1990. If marketing got right,
potential for 5,000 to 6,000 tons generating 1R£2.5 million income per
annum. Will take 2-3 years to reach this target. 1RD encouraged, made
contacts and provided some funding.

I~eetable Growing
To supply fresh vegetables produced locally to hotels and shops. Three

technical meetings held and field demonstrations; five growers participated.
One rented a disused ½ acre glasshouse from Udaras na Gachachta. IRD
arranged the meetings and encouraged growers in this-new project.

Seed Potatoes
To have potato seed produced in a disease-free environment. Circular to

local farmers, information and technical meetings. Three producers interested,
four acres planted. IRD stimulated and organised this new project.

Courses

Two CERT courses have been completed with fifteen participants in each.
One Teagasc agri-tourism course will conclude in Autumn 1990.
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PROJECTS RECEIVING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FUNDING

111 the pilot IRD programme, funding was made available to help to
ol)tain technical or professional assistance required to advance the priority
projects chosen by tile core groups. This funding was distributed in two
phases. In tile first phase, it was decided to make available a total of
IR£84,000 from the technical assistance fund, with IR£7,000 going to each
of the 12 pilot areas.

In tile second phase, IR£42,000 was made available, divided into six
grants of IR£5,000 and six of IR£2,000 for 12 individual projects.

The following is a list of the projects which received technical assistance
funding in each of the two phases and in each pilot area.

PHASE I

IR
(1) Marketing Promotion Materials £2,500
(2) Long Woman’s Grave £500
(3) Watergarden -- Topographical Survey £1,000
(4) Omeath -- Revitalisatlon £1,000
(5) Omeath -- Street.scape Plan £500
(6) Kilwirra Church and Graveyard £500
(7) Bush -- Site Development £500
(g) Sporu Field -- Development £500

ErHs
(I) Carne Holiday Complex £7,000

G0r/ (I} East Clare Implementation Programme £1,650
(2) East Clare -- Heritage Centre £1,000
(3) Gort and Ardrahan -- Town Plans £2,000
(4) Waste Recycling £250
(5) Tourism -- Marketing I)evelopment programme £1,000
(6) Lough Graney Amenity Area £100
(7) Scariff Equestrian Cazntre £250
(8) Kihannon (Tomcen) Caves £250
(9) ~,laricUJlure Project -- O vslers £500

Inishowen Peninsula (I) Seed Potatoes -- Producer Group £700
(2) Lamb Producer Group £700
(3) Bunagee Harbour I)evelnpment £400
(4) Lough Foyle Oyster Beds £900
(5) Greencasde Slipway £360
(6) Malin -- Refurbishment of Diamond £150
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(7) Inshore Fishing Dcvelopmem
(8) Tra Breaga Bay -- Shellfish

(9) Textile Museum

(10) Burcean Leism’e Centre

(11) ’" hfishowen Forever"

(12) Moville River Walk

(13) I’.ol Port

(14) Aileach -- Net Fishermen’s Co-Op

(15) Inishoweu Tourisnl

(i)
(2)
O)
(4)
(51

Snail Project

Castlepollard Museum
Rouge de l’Ouest Sheep

Lough Derravaragh Amenities

Imugh Shcclin Tourisl Development

Mayne Herbage Centre

IIMlycanew Creamery Crafts

Cahore Community Project

Integrated Resource Centre Deve]opmetll

Dromahaire Visual Material

O)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(io)

(t)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(t)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
O)

Communications g e i ’,,,’o r k

Resource Comnlunhy Centre

Island Holiday Village

Clare Island Ferrybo;it

Sheep Marketing Plan

Clare Island -- Heritage Centre

Inishturk -- Low Water Landing
Arranlnore -- Community Cclltre

Research and Map Areas �ff Interest

M at’icuhure Project

Ytntlh Hostel

Pitch and Putt Course

Drimoleague -- Angling

Union Hall -- Clams
Mussel 6~ rming

Golf Course

Brochure

Hollyforl -- Sawmills

AI)ingdou -- Consolidation

Federation of Coulmunil’¢ Groups
l)oon Historical Publication

Cappaghmore Creamery

Mass Rock Sites

"’Music and Songs of tile Hills"
Slieve Felim Tourism

IR

£500
£LOO0

£225
£300
£300
£1so
£3oo
£2OO
£675

£1,200
£i .2oo

£900
£3,000

£40O
£300

£2,OO0

£5,000

£6,000

£1,ooo

£2O0
£t,OOO
£t,100

£400
£250
£800
£95o
£6oo

£1,500
£200

£1,282
£618
£4OO

£1,700
£500

£2,5OO

£280

£950
£2,0oo

£5oo
£800
£6oo
£5oo
£7oo
£670

South I I:tsttrn ( I ) Communications Net work £200
L,~nd, (2) Shcrkin Island £1,656



South IVtst A~trr|,

Cooley Ptni~ula

Errls

Gort

Inlshowtn

Inny Basin

~llanorhamilton

aVotth Western Islands

St,’ibbereen

Slieve Felim

South West Ifer~y

South Islands

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

APPENDIX 5

Land-Based Fish Farm
Pier and Hnrbour Development
Land-Based Troul Halehery
Sheep Markefng Plan
Cais C[eire
Ouldoor Adventure Cenlre
Island Holidays

RIC Barracks -- Convcrslon
Bog Garden and I’itch and Putt
Refurbishment of Derelicl Village
K (:zl nl,’l re [.,:lc~
Recreation{Leisure]Community Centre
Soulh ’¢¢~1 Arch~leologica] Projc¢l
Kenmare Bay Aquaculture Co-Op

PHASE 2

Tho[$cl -- Rcslora0on

Blacksod Bay Oyster’s

"[’uamgrancy

Heritage Resource

Snail Fanning

Craft Marketing

Telework Proj¢¢l

Communications Nclwork

Deep Sea Angling

Ne~c}z~rl Outdot*r Fxtucalion Cqznlre

Kennl~lre Lacc

Communhy F, nlerprlsc Project

155

[R
£1,500
£1,500
£1,000

£~50
£500
£300

£91

£2,0OO
£L000
£~,000

£700
£25o
£500
£550

£2,oo0

£5,000

£2,0o0

£5,oo0

£5,000

£2,000

£~,000

£5,O00

£5,0O0

£2,0o0

£2,00o

£5,000
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